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Preface
Item 13 of the 1991 Appropriation Act directed JLARC to review the organization, management, and operations of the Department ofTaxation. The study focused on
the effectiveness and efficiencyofthe department's compliance revenue collectionefforts.
JLARC staff estimate a "tax gap" of more than $500 million in corporate and
individual income taxes that is owed but not paid the Commonwealtheach year. Further,
staffestimate that the department could annually collect approximately $150 million of
this amount over the long term by utilizing more systematic, timely, and innovative
collection techniques.
The report also presents evidence which indicates that additional revenue could
be collected with improved management. In FY 1991, the department could have
collected more than $10 million in additional revenue by more efficient use ofcompliance
staff.
Over the years, many recommendations by other State oversight bodies have
gone unheeded by the department. Greater oversight of the department is needed to
improve responsiveness and accountability.
Some of the recommendations for closing the State's tax gap will require the
department to implement pilot programs to systematically identify and address areas of
non-compliance. These actions will require additional time. However, other recommendations could be addressed immediately. The Commission, in recognition of the
complexity of the issues covered in the study, has appointed a sub-committee to continue
work on the issues presented in this report.
The Senate Finance Committee requested that the department work with
JLARC staffand the Auditor ofPublic Accounts to determine a conservative estimate of
the additional revenue the department can collect during the 1992-1994 biennium. The
administration has initially estimated that the department can collect an additional $40
million net of its new costs. As this report goes to press, the department is developing a
plan for collection.
On behalfofJLARC staff, I would like to thank the Secretary of Finance for his
cooperation during the study. Further, I would especially like to thank those employees
of the Department of Taxation whose desire to help make the department a better
organization resulted in their candid and thoughtful responses to our interview questions and surveys.

Philip A Leone
Director

January 30,1992
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Virginia's tax system, like the federal
system and other state systems, relies
heavily on voluntary compliance. Voluntary
compliance assumes that taxpayers voluntarily report and pay the correct amount of
taxes due. However, JLARC stall estimate
that Virginia filers underreported their true
tax liabilities by more than $400 million in
1989.
The Virginia Department of Taxation
was created in 1927to administer the State's

tax system and is currently responsible for
administering 20 State taxes. The revenue
collected by the department for these taxes
serves as the largest source of revenue for
the Commonwealth.
The tax commissioner oversees the tax
department, a large and complex organization with an appropriation of $46.6 million
and more than 845 stall during fiscal year
1992. The Code of Virginia empowers the
department and the tax commissioner with
broad authority regarding the administration
of State taxes. The department is able to
both determine tax liability through assessments and to reduce or eliminate the amount
owed through abatements, write-oils, and
discharges. Although these decisions can
significantly affect the State's revenue collections, the department is not statutorily
required to have these decisions reviewed
by any outside source.
The mission of the department is "to
efficiently and effectively administer the tax
laws assigned to its responsibility by the
Code ofVirginia." The departmentaddresses
its mission primarily by attempting: (1) to
encourage the highest level of voluntary
compliance and (2) to collect the correct
amount of revenue due the State. The
department encourages voluntary compliance through its services to taxpayers. Data
from a recent statewide household survey
indicate that 86 percent of the individuals
who have used the services of the department were satisfied with them.
The department seeks to collect the
correct amount of taxes through its compliance revenue collections activities. However, in the same survey of households,
more than 17 percent of the respondents
indicated that they personally knew at least
three individuals who are underpaying their
true State tax liabilities. Such knowledge

can, over time, undermine the belief that the
tax system is equitable and fair, which may
further reduce voluntary compliance in the
State.
Item 13 of the 1991 Appropriation Act
directed JLARC to review the organization,
management, and operations of the Department of Taxation. Given the complexity of
the organization and the current financial
position of the State, the scope of this review
was a general management and organization review which focused on improving collections and compliance activities of the
department. The findings contained in this
report have substantial financial implications for State government. The report Identifies new collections strategies which over
time could potentialiy produce approximately
$154 million annualiy in additional coliections.
Further, Improvements to current collections activities conducted by the department could have produced more than $10
million In additional revenue In FY 1991. It Is
impossible to calculate with any certainty
the revenue that has not been coliected due
to several other shortcomings In the collections activities conducted by the department. However, the changes recommended
In these areas, if implemented by the department, could also produce significant Increases in future collections.
This report summary briefly references study findings and recommendations.
Detalied explanations and discussion are
contained In the text of the report.

voluntarily reported by filing taxpayers as due.
• remittance tax gap -:- the difference
in the amount taxpayers voluntarily
remit and the amount they actualiy
owe.
• non-filer tax gap - the amount owed
by individuals and businesses who
do not file returns.
The Virginia Department of Taxation
has not computed a tax gap estimate for
Virginia. Such an estimate is a needed
performance measure which can be used by
the department to improve goal setting, target compliance activities appropriately, and
internally monitor the department's performance. Further, the tax gap estimates can
be used by the House and Senate Finance
Committees and the House Appropriations
Committee In providing external oversight of
the department.
JLARC staff estimate that Virginia's "reporting tax gap" - the difference in what
Individual and corporate taxpayers voluntarIiy report on their returns and the taxes that
they actually owed the State - was more
than $405 million in 1989. Assuming that
the State tax gap increases at the same rate
as the federal gap, JLARC staff project that
the difference w11i be more than $512 million
by 1992.
Information needed to compute a remittance tax gap and a non-filer tax gap estimate for a given year was not available.
However, a cumulative remittance gap is
evidenced by the department's accounts
receivable inventory of $404 million. The
recently completed tax amnesty program
provides further evidence of a correctible
remittance problem as the department reported that $11 million of the $32 million
collected was from the existing accounts
receivable inventory.
The goal of closing the tax gap is not
simply one of collections; perhaps more

Virginia's Tax Gap Estimated to Be
More than $512 million By 1992
The U.S. Internal Revenue Service
(IRS) and many state tax departments have
computed estimates of the difference In what
they are coliecting and what taxpayers actually owe. These differences are commonly
referred to as "tax gap" estimates. These
estimates have three basic components:
• reporting tax gap - the difference
between actual tax liability and amount
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FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS OF STUDY FINDINGS
Estimate

Potentially Collectible'

1992 Reporting Tax Gap

$512 million

$154 million

Cumulative Remittance Gap

$404 million

Unknown

Non-Flier Gap

Unknown

Unknown

Sources of Revenue

on

..

eo c

Increased Revenue From Improvements to Collections Activities
Better Utilization of Compliance Staff

$10.091.340

Direct Deposit by District Office

$122.997

Timely Conversion of Business Assessments

$261.784

Potential Additional Revenue, FY 1991

$10,476,121

Other Financial Implications
Accurate Reporting 01 Compliance Revenue

$43 million

Better Setting of Compliance Revenue Goal

Unknown

Improvements to Assessment Quality

Unknown

Improvements to STARS

Unknown

estimates. Progress In closing the
gap should be reported annually to
the House and senate Finance Committees and the House Appropriations Committee.

Important are the goals of taxpayer equity
and promoting confidence In the State's tax
system. The collection of taxes due from all
entities should help Increase taxpayer confidence In the State's tax system.
The following recommendations are
made:

• The department should review tax
gap estimation methodologies used
by the IRS and other state tax departments and the strategies used by
these agencies to close their tax gaps.

• The Department of Taxation should
refine the JLARC reporting tax gap
estimate. The department should
estimate total gross and net tax gaps
every two years. The department
should Include sales and use tax and
the larger miscellaneous taxes In its

• The department should begin to analyze Its abatement data to better determine the reasons for abatements.
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to better collect assessments, and to
reduce the percentage of abated assessments.

• The department should develop strategies to collect taxes from individual
taxpayers under a system of accurate
Withholding.

• The department should begin to better analyze its accounts receivable
inventory. The department should
use its analysis to: (1) develop a
collectibillty assessment of the inventory; (2) develop guidelines and priorities for collecting the accounts receivable; and (3) experiment with and
track the success of various methods
of collections.

Department Compliance Revenue
Goal Not Appropriately Set
Each year the department establishes
its annual compliance goal and works to
achieve that goal. The department does not
use estimates of what could be collected
(such as information from tax gap estimates)
but establishes the goal primarily on prior
year collections. This establishes the goal
lower than it would be if tax gap estimates
were used.
The department periodically reports to
the Secretary of Finance on the status of
goal attainment. During 1991 ,the department counted and reported revenue, voluntarily paid by taxpayers but received late by
the department, as compliance revenue.
Compliance revenue is generally revenue
which has resulted from enforcement actions, not from processing late payments.
More than $43 million of the $240 million
reported by the department as compliance
revenue was from late payments. Reporting
such revenue as compliance revenue overstates the effectiveness of the department's
compliance enforcement activities.
The following recommendations are
made:

• The department should fully analyze
the information from its tax amnesty
program to better focus its collection
of the State's remittance tax gap.

Unclaimed Withholding in
1989 More than $140 Million
The JLARC calculations of the reportIng tax gap include more than $140 million of
revenue from unclaimed over-withholding.
Some unknown portion of this revenue may
not be due the State. As Virginia moves to
accurate Withholding, currenUy planned for
January 1, 1993, this revenue will no longer
be collected. Therefore, total collections
may decrease.
This change in withholding will result in
a change in taxpayer behavior. More Virginians will need to pay additional taxes with
their returns than do now. Currently, the
majority of Virginia filers receive refunds. As
of August 1991, the department had not
begun planning how to modify their current
collection strategies to address this change.
The following recommendations are
made:

• The department should revise its
methodology for setting Its compliance revenue collections goals. The
department should base its goal on
estimates of outstanding tax liabilities
due the State.

• The General Assembly may wish to
consider amending § 58.1-642 of the
Code of Virginia to delay the implementation of accurate withholding.

• The department should Include only
those collections which result from
direct enforcement actions by the
department as compliance revenue.
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Department Routinely Uses
Compliance Staff to Provide
services to Taxpayers

tion. In addition, the department does not
receive the federal data until nearly two
years after the tax liability has been incurred
by the taxpayer.
The department relies on Individual
auditor judgement to select corporate and
sales and use retums for audit. This results
in the selections being inconsistent and subjective. The department needs to develop
and use standard selection criteria to select
corporate and sales and use audit candidates.
In addition, the department does not
have standard procedures to ensure that
quality audits are being performed. The
department relies heavily on auditor discretion and cannot be certain of consistency
and objectivity in the performance of the
audits.
The following recommendations are
made:

The department has approximately 51
staff dedicated to providing taxpayer assistance. However, the department routinely
uses compliance staff, eaming an average
of $29,000 annually, to provide these services to taxpayers. These services Include
helping taxpayers fill out forms and resolve
problems resulting from department processing errors.
Using department estimates of productivity, compliance staff did not assess and
collect more than $10 million In taxes due to
time spent providing taxpayer assistance.
This Is an extremely conservative estimate
since it is based only on the 287 district office
compliance staff. The department does not
maintain Information necessary to estimate
time spent on activities for the remaining
130 compliance staff assigned to the central
office.
The following recommendations are
made:

• The department should pilot test usIng selected Virginia data to supplement federal audit information. The
department should analyze the pilot
information to determine collectibility.

• The department should not routinely
use field representatives and auditors to provide taxpayer assistance.

• The department should establish standard and objective criteria for selecting corporate retums for audit.

• The department should improve its
capability to identify and correct tax
retum errors before a notice is sent to
the taxpayer. Taxpayer assistance
with these errors should be provided
by taxpayer assistance personnel.

• The department should establish and
implement a retail sales and use tax
audit selection strategy which is consistent and not subjective.

Department Needs to Improve
Its Audit Assessments

• The department should develop standards for audit procedu res.

Although the Department of Taxation
has an audit manual, the department does
not appear to have a formalized strategy for
selecting retums for audit. Instead, the
department relies on federal data and individual auditor judgement to select audit candidates. Federal data have limitations which
adversely affect the quality of audit selec-

More Non-Filers COUld Be
Identified Using Available State Data
The department does not sufficiently
use available State data to determine nonfilers. The department relies on federal data
to determine individual non-filers and relies

v

on voluntary tax registration information to
Identify business non-fliers. Other states
have been able to use State data to identify
non-fliers and collect revenue from them.
Virginia has many sources of data which
could be used for this including: motor
vehicle registrations, driver's license registrations, professional boards, and employer
registrations maintained by the Virginia
Employment Commission (VEC) and the
State Corporation Commission (SCC). The
department needs to begin to examine these
data and use them In innovative and creative ways to identify non-filers.
The following recommendations are
made:

overstating by more than 13 percent the
collections which result from assessments
made in 1989; (2) not being able to sufficiently monitor the quality of its assessments; and (3) during the last three years not
converting more than $1.9 million in business assessments to individual liabilities.
The following recommendations are
made:
• The department should track the current status of all tax assessments.
The total amount of assessments
which have been collected, abated,
or discharged should be monitored.
This information should be used to
evaluate quality of assessments and
collections activities.

• The department should continue to
use federal data to identify non-fliers.
However, the department should examine the feasibility and cost effectiveness of computer matches with
State databases to Identify and locate
additional non-filers. Databases
should Include those maintained by
the Department of Motor Vehicles
(DMV), SCC, VEC, and professional
registrations maintained by the State.

• The department should ensure that
all uncollected business tax assessments are converted prior to the expiration of the three year statute of
limitations.

STARS Beneficial to Department
but System Limitations
Need to Be Addressed
The State Tax Accounting and Reporting System (STARS) was developed by the
department to improve its abilities to process tax forms and betler collect compliance
revenue. The department is justifiably proud
of its accomplishments due to implementation of STARS.
While STARS has improved the efficiency of the department, the system appears to have significant limitations which
have lessened the effectiveness of the
department's collections. It was not possible to determine if these limitations are due
to technical deficiencies in the system or are
the result of inefficient utilization of the system.
STARS is limited in its usefulness in
collecting business taxes. Businesses can

• The department should prepare and
implement strategies for systematically matching data in the business
tax registration database with data
from VEC, SCC, and other appropriate State agencies. The department
should developa systematic approach
to evaluate the available data, the
costs of matching, and the potential
additional revenue from each source.

Better Monitoring of Collections
which Result from Assessments
Is Needed
The department does not adequately
monitor its assessments. This lack of monitoring has resulted in the department: (1)
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Thefollowing recommendation Is made:

have multiple tax accounts at the department. Staff have not entered data necessary to link multiple accounts for many businesses. Further, even forthe businesses for
which the staff have entered the appropriate
data, STARS is not programmed to link
these multiple accounts for the same business. Therefore, tax refunds can be madeto
businesses which actually owe taxes to the
State at the time of the refund. In addition,
STARS does not allow business taxes to be
"written olr. Write-off capability would allow
the department to suspend active collections while keepi ng the account in the refund
set-off program for possible future collection. Instead, business taxes must be discharged which means that they are removed
from the refund set-off program and eliminated from possible future collection.
The following recommendations are
made:

• The department should modify Its procedures to enable district offices to
make local deposits of State tax payments.

Department Needs to Reassess STARS
The department needs to fully ascertain Its needs and uses for STARS. When
STARS was implemented, the major concem was being able to process large amounts
of data fairly quickly and easily. However,
department staff are beginning to Identify
the need for computerized management
reports which STARS is not able to provide
efficiently. The department should determine the deficiencies in the current system
and the long range needs of the department.
In examining these needs, the department
should utilize the suggestions of department
staff regarding requested changes.
The following recommendations are
made:

• The department should enterthe necessary data and modify STARS programming to ensure that all account
balances for businesses are paid
before refunds are issued.

• The department should ensure that
the information systems division considerand implement appropriately employee suggestions that have a direct
and cost-effective impact on compliance collections.

• The department should modify
STARS programming to accommodate "write-olr capabilities for businesses.

• The Secretary of Finance or the department shOUld request that the Department of Information Technology
(DIT) conduct a systems analysis of
STARS to address the current deficiencies in the system and to determine long range requirements.

State Losing Interest Income
from District Office Collections
Revenue collected by the eight district
offices cannot be deposited locally. Instead,
these funds must be sent by courier to the
central office in Richmond for processing
and deposit. According to department staff,
STARS is not progranimed to allow direct
deposit by district offices. JLARC staff estimate that the inability to deposit these payments directly may have cost the State apprOXimately $122,997 In lost interest dUring
FY 1991.

Functional Organization Generally
Sound but Recommended Changes
Could Improve Operations
The functional organization of the department appears to be more efficient than
organizing based on type of tax adminis-
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teredo However, three changes could be
made which could allow the department to
function more efficiently and effectively.
First,the deputy commissioner position
should be filled. Given the size of the department, the importance of its function to State
govemment, and the complexity of its responsibilities, it is imperative that the department have a recognized second in command.
Second, the department should be
somewhat reorganized. The purpose of the
reorganization would be to eliminate the
large number of small administrative units
and to eliminate having two different divisions responsible for audit functions and
having two different divisions responsible
for collections. This should provide for a
more collegial and lesscompetilive approach
to audits and collections.
Third, it appears that staff could be
better utilized. Many of the staff stated, and
examination of their work assignments supported the assertions,thatthe workload was
unmanageable. Other staff indicated that
they usually had less than a full day's work
to keep them occupied. Further, the department has been receiving additional auditor
positions dUring this fiscal year. No apparent rationale has been followed by the department in placing these staff.
The following recommendations are
made:

• The department should review all currently established positions to ensure
that work responsibilities are commensurate with employee abilities and
time.
• The department should limit the number of delinquent individual tax accounts that are sent to the district
offices. If these accounts accumulate, they should be handled by central office and additional delinquent
business accounts should be sent to
the district offices.
• The department should involve the
district office supervisors in the decision-making regarding the assignment of audit and collections staff. In
assigning staff,the departmentshould
considerthe availability of olficespace
and support staff and the revenue
potential in the district offices.
• As part of the department's strategic
planning process, the department
should examine the physical working
conditions in the district offices and
the effect of those conditions on productivity.
• The department should develop a
preliminary staffing plan which indicates the number of staff necessary
to implement additional collections
activities recommended in this report
and estimates revenue which would
be collected. The plan should be
submitted prior to the 1993 Session
of the General Assembly.

• The department should fill the deputy
commissioner position.
• The department should restructure
its operations to accommodate filling
the deputy commissioner position, to
reduce the number of assistant commissioners to two, and to address
organizational weaknesses. The reorganization should eliminate two different divisions having responsibility
for audit activities and for collections
activities.

• The Secretary of Finance should directthe Department of Planning and
Budget (DPB) to complete a comprehensive evaluation of the staffing
needs and personnel practices of the
Department of Taxation.
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enue affecting decisions made by these
employees.
Third, it does not appear that the department management adequately
addresses employee concems which can
affect department operations. Staff indicated that morale, salary levels, communication, management, and leadership were
the most problematic aspects of the agency's
operation. Such negative perceptions can
adversely affect department productivity.
The following recommendations are
made:

• As a function of its reorganization, the
department should review the position description for each management
position and establish that each management position is needed and that
there are no unnecessary levels of
management.

Identified Management
Weaknesses Need Correction
The review Identified three management weaknesses which appear to be hampering effective operation olthe department.
These areas need to be addressed by department management and steps taken to
Improve them.
First, the department's strategic plan Is
limited in scope, giving insufficient attention
to compliance functions and the resources
needed to maximize revenue collections.
Attention should be given to estimating the
State's tax gap and planning efforts to close
the gap. In the absence of a well-developed
strategic plan, the departmenrs planning
activities generally have been completed on
a compartmentalized, as-needed basis. The
department needs to develop a strategic
planning process that integrates changes in
Virginia's population, economy, and taxpayer
assistance with changes in technology, staffing, policy, and information needs. These
trends and changes should be related to
department operations to determine what
Impact they will have.
second, the department lacks sufficient
controls to prevent fraud and disclosure of
confidential tax information. The department needs to better limit STARS screen
access as the Auditor of Public Accounts
(APA) has recommended each year since
1986. In addition, the department could
conduct Initial and periodic background investigations of employees. Tax departments
in 14 of the 18 other states contacted conduct background investigations on staff as
do 19 other State agencies in Virginia. These
Investigations are necessary given the rev-

• The department should develop a
strategic planning process that takes
an integrated, comprehensive approach to planning for the agency. As
part of this planning process, the
State's tax gap should be estimated
and strategies for closing the tax gap
should be developed. The deputy
director should be assigned responsibility for overseeing the process and
developing and monitoring the plan.
• The department should develop an
equipment replacement schedule.
• Thedepartment should follow the APA
recommendations to review STARS
access and limit that access as necessary.
• The department should work with the
Office of the Attomey General and
the Department of Personnel and
Training (OPT) to establish policies
and procedures for conducting initial
and periodic background investigations of employees.
• The General Assembly may wish to
amend the Code of Virginia to require
the department to complete initial and
periodic background Investigations of
its employees.
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• The Secretary of Finance should ensure that the department implements
the recommendations made by other
oversight agencies such as the APA,
Department of General Services
(DGS), and the State Intemal Auditor
in a timely manner.

is properly substantiated prior to accepting an offer in compromise as
required by Section 58.1-105 of the
Code of Virginia. At aminimum, the
department should obtain and review
a financial statement on the taxpayer.
• The department should take immediate steps to ensure that complete and
accurate documentation is provided
for all adjustments for which the department requires supporting documentation. The department should
work with the APA to develop the
documentation standards.

• The department should identify and
implement approaches to address
employee concerns and ideas.

Department Needs to Ensure
Better Internal Accountability
Given the possible effect of department
decisions on State revenue collections, it is
imperativethatthe department maintain high
standards of intemal accountability. During
this study JLARC staff examined more than
500 computer and hard copy tax files. This
examination indicated that the department
lacks necessary standards to guide documentation of decisions and staff decisionmaking on revenue affecting decisions, relies heaVily on judgments of individual staff,
and generally maintains inadequate documentation to support the decisions which
were made.
For the majority of decisions made by
the department there are no statutory directives for documentation. However, the department is required by Section 58.1-1 05 of
the Code of Virginia to maintain certain
documentation for accepted offers in compromise. Review of a sample of department
files on these offers indicates that the department is not in compliance with the statutory requirements which direct that all evidence on these offers be maintained. A
majority of the files reviewed had not sufficiently documented evidence that verified
taxpayers' claims.
The following recommendations are
made:

• The department should establish written procedures for audit documentation.

Additional External Oversight
of the Department Is Needed
The department is granted broad authority for detennining tax liability. The department can increase liability through assessments and can decrease or eliminate
liability through abatements, discharges, or
write-offs. Further, the department decides
taxpayers' appeals resulting from department findings. There are no requirements
for extemal review of the departmenfs decisions. Therefore, other than through legal
recourse, the department detennines tax
liability in Virginia.
Many of the department's decisions
were reviewed during the course of this
study. Several of these decisions, based on
available documentation, appeared questionable.
Further, the department is abating large
amounts of its assessments. This is especially apparent with larger assessments. A
review of a sample of 30 of the largest
assessments showed that the department
originally assessed more than $28 million,
collected $8 million, and abated more than
$12 million. This is a small sample of the

• The department should ensure that
detennination of doubtful collectibility
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total number of assessments made by the
department. However, the effects on revenue collections of abatements of this size
indicate that additional review of large assessments is warranted.
Other states have more oversight of
their tax departments than does Virginia.
Eleven of the 18 states contacted had either
independent review boards to hear taxpayer
appeals or multiple commissioners overseeing the department.
It appears that Virginia's tax department should receive additional oversight
given the importance of tax revenue to the
State, the department's lack of documentation of decisions, and the questionable decisions identified in this report. There are a
variety of oversight options which can be
considered. These include establishing an
independent review board, employing multiple commissioners, imposing additional
reporting requirements, and providing dedicated staff to the Secretary of Finance for
department oversight.

The following recommendations are
made:
• The General Assembly may wish to
amend Section 58.1-105 of the Code
of Virginia to require the department
to submit documentation to the Secretary of Finance of any downward
adjustment of more than 25 percent
on any assessment larger than
$200,000.
• The General Assembly may wish to
require the APA, as part of its annual
review of the department, to review
the documentation for downward adjustments of more than 25 percent of
assessments of more than $200,000.
• The General Assembly may wish to
further examine options for increased
extemal oversight of the Department
of Taxation.
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I. Introduction
The Virginia Department of Taxation was created in 1927 to administer the
State's tax system. The department currently administers 20 taxes and provides
assistance to other State and local entities on eight additional taxes. The administration
of these taxes is discussed in this chapter.
Item 13 of the 1991 Appropriation Act directed JLARC to review the organization, management, and performance of the department. The full text of the mandate is
contained inAppendix A. In addition to the legislative mandate, the Secretary ofFinance
met with JLARC staffearly in the process to discuss study issues. Because ofthe JLARC
study, the Secretary suspended a planned administration review ofthe department and
suggested issues for the JLARC review. Given the complexity ofthe organization and the
currentfmancial position ofthe State, the scope ofthis review was a general management
and organization review which focused on improving collections and compliance enforcement activities of the department.

OVERVIEW OF AUTHORITY AND RESPONSIBILITIES
The tax department serves as the primary generator of revenue for the
Commonwealth. Inflscalyear(FY) 1991, the department collected more than $5.2 billion
in taxes due the State. In FY 1992, the department has a budget of $46.6 million and a
maximum employment level of 929 to administer the State's tax system.
The Code of Virginia empowers the tax commissioner and the department with
the authority necessary to administer the State's tax system. The tax commissioner is
granted broad decision-making authority regarding the administration of State taxes,
which can greatly affect revenue generation in the State.

Taxes Admjnjstered

Taxes administered by the Department of Taxation can be grouped into four
broad categories: individual income taxes, corporate income taxes, retail sales and use
taxes, and all other taxes. Each of these taxes has its own particular tax base, rates, and
exemptions.
In general, statutory responsibilities of the department for the administration
ofthese taxes involve issuing appropriate regulations, designing forms, processing taxes
paid, assessing if the proper amount oftax has been paid, and assessing and collecting
any additional amounts due. Appendix B contains the department's statutory responsibilities for each of the taxes which it administers.

1

IndivjduallncQUU! Tax. Individual income tax is the largest source of revenue
collected by the Department of Taxation. This tax includes payments for individual
estimated income. fiduciary income. and partnership income. It accounts for 62 percent
of the total tax revenue collected (Figure 1). During fiscal year 1991. the department
collected more than $3 billion from individual income tax. Taxes are paid to the
department through withholding by employers during the tax year. payments by
individuals during "tax season". and estimated payments by individuals throughout the
year.

Local commissioners of revenue and treasurers have significant statutory
responsibilities for administering this tax (Figure 2). Instructions on individual income
tax returns direct taxpayers to file returns with local commissioners of revenue unless
the local commissioner wants the returns to be directed to the State tax department. In
fact. 50 percent of the returns in 1990 and 1991 were filed directly with the Department
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ofTaxation. For those filed locally, the commissioners ofrevenue are required to examine
returns, to bill taxpayers for additional tax liability, and to then send all returns to the
Department of Taxation for processing. Local treasurers deposit tax payments directly
into the State treasury.
Retail Sales and Use Tax. The retail sales and use tax is the second largest
source ofrevenue collected by the Department ofTaxation. This tax source accounted for
more than $1.3 billion or almost 26 percent of all collections made by the department in
FY 1991.

There are two components to this tax and both are generally paid monthly to the
department. The first, retail sales tax, is assessed on the sales price of each item of
tangible personal property sold at retail or distributed in Virginia. The tax is also
assessed on the gross proceeds derived from the lease oftangible personal property or on
the cost of each item of tangible personal property stored in Virginia for consumption
within the State. There are numerous exemptions to the sales tax.
The second component is the consumer's use tax, which is assessed on the cost
of tangible personal property purchased outside Virginia but used or consumed within
Virginia or on property stored outside Virginia for subsequent use or consumption within
Virginia. Use tax applies only to transactions on which sales tax is not paid.
Two types of property are exempt from consumer's use tax. First, property
brought into Virginia by a non-resident is exempt. Second, property already placed into
substantial use in another state or property moved into Virginia in connection with
establishment of a residence or business is also exempt, provided that the property was
purchased at least six months prior to being moved into Virginia.

Corporate Income Tax, In FY 1991, corporate income tax comprised approximately six percent of the revenue collected by the department. This resulted in
approximately $279 million in corporate income tax revenue. Taxes are paid to the
department through annual returns and estimated payments by corporations throughout the year.
Corporate income tax is assessed based on Virginia taxable income ofcorporations, which is based upon federal taxable income of corporations with some specific
additions and subtractions. There are several exemptions to corporate income tax. These
include public service corporations, insurance companies, State and national banks,
credit unions, elected small business corporations (S corporations), non-profit organizations which are exempt from federal taxation, and non-profit telephone companies which
operate exclusively as local mutual associations.

Other Taxes, There are 17 other taxes which the department is directly
responsible for administering. These taxes include estate, wills and administrations,
recordation, cigarette, bank franchise, watercraft sales and use, aircraft sales and use,
rolling stock ofrailroads and freight car companies, forest products, tire, litter, soft drink
excise, motor vehicle fuel sales tax in certain transportation districts, corn assessment,
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soybean assessment, egg excise, and peanut excise. These miscellaneous taxes combined
accounted for approximately eight percent ofthe total revenues or approximately $369.6
million in FY 1991.

Responsibilitjes for Taxes Administered by Other Entjties

The Department of Taxation is responsible for some aspects of taxes administered by entities other than the department. These taxes are primarily administered by
the State Corporation Commission (SCC) and local governments.

Taxes Administered by the SCC. The department has significant statutory
responsibilities pertaining to the administration of public service corporation (PSC)
taxes. These taxes include license tax, regulatory revenue tax, and road tax on motor
carriers.
While these taxes are administered primarily by the SCC, the department is
required to consult with local taxing districts concerning the ascertainment and equalization of such taxes in order to help ensure uniformity of appraisals and assessments.
The department is also responsible for prescribing forms for use by local commissioners
ofrevenue in levying PSC taxes. Finally, the department is responsible for notifying the
clerk ofthe local circuit court ifthe commissioner ofrevenue fails to send to the concerned
public service corporation a description ofthe locality's political boundaries within which
it does business or owns property.

Taxes Administered by Local Governments, There are four general types of
taxes that are administered by local governments: real property, tangible personal
property, license taxes, and some miscellaneous taxes. Although the Department of
Taxation is not responsible for direct administration ofthese taxes, the Code ofVirginia
does specify that the department perform certain functions with respect to three ofthese
taxes.
In general, the department is responsible for establishing a classification
system for real property, and for preparing an assessment/sales ratio study for each
major class of real property in each city and county. The tax department is also required
to design and furnish proper forms for use by localities in making a general reassessment
ofreal estate. Upon request ofthe governing bodyofa locality, the department is required
to provide advisory aid and assistance in making any general reassessment ofreal estate,
mineral lands, or minerals.
The Department of Taxation is also responsible for developing forms for local
assessing officers to annually publish the amount of tax-exempt property in their
localities. In addition, the department is required to construct and maintain a system for
collection of real property tax facts. The department is also required to certify local
supervisors, assessors, and appraisers. Further, the department establishes a continuing education program for local assessors and boards of equalization.
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Merchants are required to pay capital tax annually. The department furnishes
commissioners of revenue blank forms for reporting the taxes.
The tax department is responsible for promulgating guidelines defining and
explaining the categories ofmaximum license taxes. The tax commissioner has authority
to issue advisory written opinions which interpret the provisions and guidelines for these
taxes.
Counties, cities, and towns are authorized to levy taxes upon sale or use of
cigarettes. The Department of Taxation is authorized to enter into arrangements with
localities concerning the mechanism used to indicate payment oflocal and State cigarette
taxes.

Statutory Responsibilities

The Code o{Virginia empowers the tax commissioner and the tax department
with broad authority governing the State tax system. Sections 58.1-100 et seq and
58.1-2ooet seq ofthe Code o{Virginia provide the department with specific authority and
responsibility to reasonably enforce and administer the tax laws and collect all taxes due.
The department also has the responsibility to encourage the highest level of voluntary
taxpayer compliance and provide assistance to local governments in the areas of State
and local taxation.
The tax commissioner is required to supervise the administration of the State's
tax laws. The commissioner directs proceedings necessary to enforce the State's revenue
laws and intervenes in any court case where the constitutionality of any State tax is at
issue.
The tax commissioner is authorized to compromise and settle doubtful and
disputed claims for taxes. He is further authorized to compromise or settle any tax
liability of doubtful collectibility.
The department is required to make a complete record ofthe case wheneversuch
a compromise or settlement is made. The record should include the amount of tax
assessed, recommendations, reports and audits, the taxpayer's grounds for dispute, and
the evidence supplied by the taxpayer related to the dispute.
The tax commissioner is supposed to exercise general supervision of local
commissioners of revenue and to investigate improper assessments of State taxes in
localities. However, local commissioners ofrevenue are elected officials and therefore are
not accountable to the tax commissioner. The tax commissioner provides commissioners
of revenue with information and assistance in the assessment of personal property. In
addition, the commissioner is responsible for recommending measures to promote
uniform assessments and cooperation among all officials connected with the State's tax
system.
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In addition to his departmental responsibilities, the tax commissioner has
several other responsibilities within Virginia. These include serving as a member ofthe
following boards and commissions: Compensation Board, Treasury Board, State Land
Evaluation Advisory Council, Local Debt Council, and Commission on Intergovernmental Cooperation.
.

ORGANIZATION OF THE DEPARTMENT
The Department ofTaxation was established in 1927 to carry out the responsibilities formerly administered by the State Tax Commission. Since its creation 64 years
ago, the department has had only two commissioners. The flI'Bt commissioner served
from 1927 to 1969, The current commissioner was appointed in 1970, replacing an acting
commissioner,
The department has undergone many changes since its creation, For example,
the department had an annual budget of$117,090 in fiscal year 1928. During the fiveyear period between 1987 and 1992, the department's budget increased by more than $9
million (Table 1). The department's general fund appropriation for FY 1992 was $45.2
million. However, the department has a budget of$46.6 million for FY 1992 due to $1.4
million in carryover and salary regrade funding.

.-------------Table 1 - - - - - - - - - - - . . . . . . ,

Department of Taxation Budget Totals
FY 1987-1992
1JlllI

~

~

1m

1m

1m

Salary Expenses
Wage Expenses
AI Non-Penonal

$22,855,207
1,900,263

12400048

$25,010,787
1,972,350
11.629 3Q8

$25,848,398
2,111,170
12,013.758

$28,400,187
2,101,847
11 710619

$31,109,488
2,159,407
10919975

$32,$32,405
2,297,407
11529534

Budgeted Total"

$35,923,415

$37,939,093

$39,898,416

$42,212,653

$44,343,868

$46,659,346

Total General
Fund AppropriationH

$37,056,510

$39,702,184

$40,973,027

$44,020,631

$44,712,268

$46,659,346

Year End General
Fund ExpendItures

$35,856,780

$37,939,033

$39,892,531

$42,212,636

$43,162,892

$10,526,475'"

'lnckJdes general and non-general fund appropriations.

"This includes approved carry-<mr from the prior fiscal year.
•..Expendltures as of September 30,1991.

Source: Department of Taxation's year-to-date expenditures as reported on the June Monthly
Budget Summary for fiscal years 1987-1991, and date provided by the Department of
Taxation for fiscal year 1992.
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Like most State agencies the department has absorbed staffmg reductions
during the last two years. The department has a maximum employment level of929 for
fiscal year 1992; however, as of September 1, 1991, the department had 84 of these
positions vacant.
The department's organization has also changed through the years. The
current structure is composed of a central office that is generally organized according to
functions performed rather than types of taxes administered. The department also
employs staff in eight district offices within Virginia as well as non-resident auditors
located in 18 cities throughout the United States.
The current organizational chart for the Department of Taxation shows the
eight offices/divisions directly reporting to the tax commissioner (Figure 3). The deputy
State tax commissioner position was created in FY 1989 but, according to the tax
commissioner, has never been filled due to funding constraints.
Most of the agency is administered by the assistant tax commissioner for the
office of tax operations and the assistant tax commissioner for the office of information
resource management. The other six functional areas are local liaison, internal audit,
research, criminal investigation, tax policy, and administrative operations. The complete organization of the Department of Taxation is much more complex than this
simplified chart would suggest.
A brief description of each of the eight primary offices/divisions within the
Department of Taxation follows. The descriptions will present the organizational
structure that each unit is designed to have when all established positions are filled.
Currently the department has 84 vacant positions. Although several hundred temporary
staff are employed throughout the agency during peak seasons, these temporary
positions are generally not included in the office/division descriptions.

Office of Tax Operations

The office oftax operations has primary responsibility for enforcing compliance
with Virginia's tax laws. In addition to these enforcement activities, this office provides
taxpayer assistance and assists localities with their tax assessments. A total of 601
personnel are employed within three divisions - field services, office services, and
property tax.
Field Services Division. The department's district office staff, interstate
auditors workingoutofthe central office, and non-resident auditors are placed within the
field services division. A total of314 positions are provided within the district offices to
audit, investigate, and collect unreported or delinquent taxes. (The eight district offices
are located in Bristol, Danville, Falls Church, Harrisonburg, Newport News, Norfolk,
Richmond, and Roanoke.) Twenty-six non-resident auditors live in 18 major cities
throughout the United States. These auditors examine companies that complete
business transactions in Virginia. The 18 cities were chosen on the basis of where the
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businesses with Virginia operations are located and where travel by airplane would be
facilitated. The cities are Atlanta, Boston, Charlotte, Chicago, Cincinnati, Cleveland,
Dallas, Los Angeles, Memphis, New York, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, San Diego, San
Francisco, St. Louis, Toledo, Trenton, and Wilmington (Delaware).
The field services division is supervised by a State tax division director. The
director supervises a State tax assistant division director who oversees three sub-units
- district office support, interstate audit, and district operations. A total of365 positions
are located within the field services division.
Office Services Division. Staff within the office services division perform and
review tax audits, collect delinquent taxes, provide taxpayer assistance, and conduct
training sessions for local fmancial officers. The first attempt to collect delinquent taxes
is made by staff within this division. If unpaid after 38 days, delinquent business tax
accounts are referred to the field services division, while delinquent individual income
tax accounts are sent to the legal unitin office services for further activity. Iffield services
staff are unable to collect on a business tax account, it is returned to the office services
division for other action.
An assistant division director reports to the division director and provides direct
supervision to the division's four sub-units. A total of 210 staff work within taxpayer
assistance, technical services, collections, and compliance.

PrQperty Tax Division. The property tax division provides assistance to
localities in preparing assessments for real and personal property taxes. The division
also drafts and revises "property identification maps" for localities. These maps are
needed to allow localities to ensure that property assessments and taxes are being
handled equitably. Again the division director supervises the assistant division director
who provides direct supervision to three sections. These sections - property appraisal
and classification, real estate mapping, and railroad and pipeline appraisal-employ 26
staff.
Office of Information Resource Management

The office of information resource management is primarily responsible for
processing tax returns and accounting for the revenue generated by State taxes.
Additional responsibilities of this office include monitoring agency goals and objectives
and implementing all data management and information systems. A total of273 FTEs
are allocated within four divisions -planning and management services, data management, information services, and processing services.

Planninc antiManagement Services Division. Broad goals and objectives for the
agency are determined by the Department of Taxation's management team and monitored by planning and management services division staff. Division staff also provide
centralized support for other agency divisions in areas such as the printing of forms,
personal computer maintenance, and telecommunications activities. The division
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director is responsible for the 12 staffwithin the two sub-units - information center and
management analysis.

Data Management Division. All computerized production activities, the telecommunications network, and security and quality control over computerized data are
directed by data management staff. Strict security is needed to protect the highly
confidential tax information contained in the database. This division is responsible for
the security of the database system. The senior database administrator manages the
three sub-units - database administration, operations, and quality assurance - which
employ 16 staff.
Information Services Division, Staff within the information services division
maintain the State Tax Accounting and Reporting System (STARS). STARS is an on-line
database management system that processes tax information on individuals and businesses and can be accessed by thousands of users throughout Virginia. Some of the
"external" STARS users include the Department of Alcoholic Beverage Control, the
Department ofMotor Vehicles, colleges and universities,local financial officers, and the
court system. User access is limited to the data needed for a specific authorized purpose,
such as liabilities that can be collected under the set-off debt collection program.
The division supervisor, a systems development manager, supervises the five
sub-units of accountinglbilling, individual return processing, business return processing, hardware/software support, and user services. A total of 56 employees work within
this division.

Processin(l Services Division. The processing services division registers taxpayers, processes tax returns, accounts for and deposits tax payments, maintains taxpayer
information, and distributes tax forms. More than 400 temporary employees may work
processing tax returns during the busiest months of the year.
The processing services division is supervised by a State tax division director.
The director supervises a State tax assistant division director who oversees 185
permanent staff within three sub-units - accounting, processing, and services.

Local I,jaj5OD Office
Only one position, a State tax division director, is located within this office.
Technically the position is considered to be located within the office ofthe commissioner
even though it appears as a separate entity on the organizational chart. The position is
currently filled by the incumbent who retired from this position but now works on a parttime basis.
The division director is expected to be a mediator between the tax commissioner
and local financial officers, board members, council members, and other local officials.
Position responsibilities include assisting local officials in taxation matters as well as
developing State policy that affects local taxation efforts.
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Internal Aydjt Diyjsion

A total of four auditors and one secretary are dedicated to completing all
internal audits of the Department of Taxation. Audits of financial aI}d operational
functions including data processing are conducted. Internal audit is involved on an ongoing basis in maintaining the security of STARS data. Given the confidentiality of the
information contained and the number of internal and external users with access to
STARS, system security is critical.

Research DivisioD
The research division is responsible for developing economic projections, revenue estimates, and fiscal impact statements for legislative alternatives. Although the
department's research division has primary responsibility for the Governor's revenue
estimates, these estimates are also reviewed by other entities such as the Governor's
Advisory Board of Economists, the Governor's Advisory Council on Revenue Estimates,
and the Governor's Economic Advisory Council.
The division is supervised by an economist chiefwho oversees the division's two
sub-units - revenue forecasting and public finance. A total of 14 FTEs are assigned to
the research division.

Criminal (nyeatip.tion ITnit

The criminalinvestigation unit was established as partofthe effort to strengthen
sanctions following the tax amnesty program. The unit is supervised by a criminal
investigation manager, who oversees three criminal investigators and one secretary.

Tax Policy Diyjsion

The tax policy division is responsible for promulgating tax regulations and tax
policy, hearing appeals of tax assessments, acting as the legislative policy liaison, and
providing technical assistance to outside entities on policy matters. The division
coordinates the preparation oflegislative impact statements with other divisions. The
tax policy division is supervised by a tax policy director. The director supervises a tax
policy manager who oversees three sections which deal with sales and use, individual,
and corporate taxes. A total of 14 FTEs are allocated to work within the tax policy
division.

Office of Admjujstratjve Operatjons

The agency's fmancial and administrative responsibilities are carried out by
staff within the office of administrative operations. This office is supervised by an
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assistant commissioner. In addition to the executive secretary who reports to the
assistant commissioner, 27 employees work within the following sections: budget
planning office, central accounts office, employee relations office, public information
office, and facilities management and telecommunications office.

OVERVIEW OF THE DEPARTMENTS
COMPLIANCE COLLECTIONS PROCESS
The department is responsible for enforcing the State's tax laws by processing
taxes voluntarily paid by taxpayers and collecting taxes due the State which are not
voluntarily paid by taxpayers. Tax payments which are notvoluntarily paid by taxpayers
are referred to as compliance collections and result from specific actions by the department.
Compliance collections are conducted primarily within two divisions of the
department - field services and office services. There are a total of 417 staff in these
divisions involved in the audit and collections processes.
The department's collections activities generally focus on the collection of tax
bills. A tax bill is issued for tax liability which is owed but has not been paid.
Staff in both divisions canwork on all types oftaxes. Generally, staffin the office
services division collect individual income taxes and staff in both divisions collect
business taxes.
The department has recently implemented some new initiatives to help increase the amount of compliance revenue collected. These initiatives are directed at
promoting voluntary compliance and increasing collections.

ProceSS tor Collecting Tax Bins from Indiyidual Taxpayers
Individual income tax bills are generated in two ways:
• The staff in the compliance section of the office services division make an
assessment based on an office audit which compares federal and State return
data.
• The staff in the error resolution unit of the processing services division
generate an assessment on an incorrect return or insufficient tax payment.
Once the bill is generated on the STARS system it is automatically mailed to the
taxpayer (Figure 4). The taxpayer is allowed 40 days to respond. If no response is
received, the STARS system issues a second bill and the account is assigned to the
delinquent collections section. The taxpayer has ten additional days to respond. If no
response is received, STARS automatically issues a third party lien.
13
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Ifno response is received within 30 days of the automatic lien, the tax bill goes
to the legal unit. The legal unit puts all bills into the refund set-offsystem and issues an
automatic third party lien on all bills greater than $100. Depending on bill size and
taxpayer situations, different combinations of memoranda of lien, re-mailings, and legal
action can be used. For out-of-state bills which are less than $10,000, the department
contracts with private collection agencies to collect from the taxpayer. Department staff
collect out:of-state bills which are more than $10,000.
Eventually, the department either collects the tax bills or they are written off
or discharged. A write-off suspends collections activity, although the bill remains in the
accounts receivable inventory and in the refund set-off program. A discharge removes
the bill from the accounts receivable inventory and from the refund set-off program.

Process for CoJJectjng Tax Bins from Busjnesses

Business tax bills are generated in four ways:
• The legal unit staffin the office services division make a statutory assessment
on a business which refuses to file a tax return.
• The audit staff in the field services division generate an assessment.
• The audit staffin the office services division generate an assessment.
• The error resolution unit in the processing services division generates
assessments on incorrect returns.
Each of these types of assessments results in a tax bill which is assigned to the
delinquent collections unit in the office services division for collection (Figure 5). Staff
in this unit can issue third party liens on the taxpayer's bank or other institution where
the taxpayer may have assets. If the bill is not paid within 38 days and is larger than
$100, it is assigned to a district office for collection.
The district office has 60 days to collect the amount due. Staff undertake a
variety of activities to obtain payment including: serving the taxpayer with a notice to
appear, making telephone and personal contact, and issuing a memorandum oflien or a
third party lien. If a bill continues to be unpaid, the district office can initiate padlocking
procedures or contact the local Commonwealth's Attorney to initiate criminal proceedings.
At the end of 60 days, unless the bill has been placed on hold, the bill is
automatically transferred to the legal unit in the collections section. This unit handles
bills differently according to the status of the business and whether the business is in
Virginia. The legal unit staff pursue a variety of collections activities including: remailing the tax bill annually, putting the account in the refund orvendor set-offprogram,
issuing a memorandum of lien, flling proof of claim, and directing sale of assets. The
department eventually collects the tax bill or discharges it.
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Additional CoUections Initiatives

AB part of its collections activities, the department has implemented several
programs to help increase compliance. These include the following:
• Business Padlocking- Business padlocking began following tax amnesty and
involves the padlocking, seizure, and sale of establishments of delinquent
business taxpayers. During fiscal year 1990, padlocking procedures were
instituted against 152 businesses.
• Audits of Out-of-State Furniture Dealers and Shippers - Under this program, the department compiled a list ofVirginians who purchased furniture,
tax exempt, in North Carolina and had it shipped to Virginia. According to the
department, it collected $222,192 in fiscal year 1991 as a result of this
program.
• Border Vendor Registration- The department has implemented cooperative
programs with West Virginia and Tennessee to register vendors located along
the states' borders who sell items in both states. According to the department,
it added 115 additional West Virginia businesses to its sales tax registration
database during fiscal year 1990.
• Southeastern ABsociation ofTax Administrators Agreement - Eleven southeastern states exchange audit information including names of businesses
which sell to other states and names and addresses of customers to whom
untaxed sales were made. During fiscal year 1990, the department received
49 referrals of consumer sales.
• Small Business Self-Audits - This program allows certain types ofbusinesses
to voluntarily examine their financial records and pay any additional use tax
liability. Businesses which participate are laundries, dry cleaners, real estate
brokers, travel agencies, and exterminators.
• Non-Resident Auditors - The department currently has 26 auditors located
in 18 cities throughout the United States. According to the department, this
program resulted in the collection of $13.6 million in compliance revenue
during fiscal year 1991.
• Information Linkages with the U.S. Internal Revenue Service - The department receives information such as reports offederal examinations and audits
of individual and corporate income, estate and gift tax returns, and the names
of all federal filers with Virginia addresses.
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JLARC REVIEW

Item 13 ofthe 1991 Appropriation Act directed JLARC to review the "organization, management, and operations ofthe Virginia Department ofTaxation." In addition,
the Secretary of Finance requested that JLARC review the department's collections
activities.

Scope of the Review

Given the broad wording of the study mandate and the size and complexity of
the tax department, the scope of the review was narrowed to focus on aspects of the
department with greatest potential for affecting State revenue. This was seen as
important given the State's current financial situation.
Therefore, this study was designed to concentrate on those components of
organization and management which were identified as having a direct effect on revenue
collections by the department. Other components provide services to the citizens of the
Commonwealth which may improve voluntary compliance in the future. However, given
the State's current fiscal condition and the concerns of the Secretary of Finance, it was
determined that an examination ofrevenue collections would be ofgreatest benefit to the
State at this time.
Two issues which have been addressed by JLARC previously in prior reports
were not revisited in this study. First, this study does not readdress the concerns raised
in the JLARC report on revenue forecasting titled Revenue Forecasting in the Executive
Branch: Process and Models. The department's approaches to address those concerns
have not yet been received by JLARC. Second, this study does not reexamine the role of
the commissioners of revenue in tax collections. This role was addressed in the JLARC
report titled Funding of Constitutional Officers.
This review occurred during a period when the department was beginning to
examine possible reorganization due in large part to the retirement of32 staff; seven of
whom were either assistant commissioners or supervisors ofmajor department sections.
Given this transition of the department and the study's focus on collections activities,
certain aspects of the management ofthe department were not covered in the review. A
comprehensive staffmg analysis was not conducted but was limited only to those staffing
issues which directly impact collection. Therefore, certain issues of personnel and
staffing were not examined including span ofcontrol, reporting relationships, classification, training, hiring, and promotion practices within the agency.
In keeping with the focus on revenue collections, there were three primary
objectives for the current study:
• To compute an initial estimate of the difference in the amount of individual
and corporate taxes actually owed the State and the amount of taxes reported
by taxpayers. This is commonly referred to as the "reporting tax gap."
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• To determine how the department maximizes the efficiency of its compliance
collections activities.
• To determine if the department's organization and management practices
promote efficient and effective collection of revenue due the State.
Re500rnb Actiyjties

Anumber of research activities were conducted to address the study objectives.
These included a staff questionnaire, in-person interviews, questions on the Commonwealth Poll administered by Virginia Commonwealth University (VCU>, examination of
STARS data, file reviews, telephone interviews of tax officials in other states, site visits,
a special review of audit quality and documentation by the Auditor of Public Accounts
(APA), and estimation of Virginia's tax gap.

StaffQuestionnaire, Aquestionnaire was mailed to 222 department employees.
Completed responses were received from 190 employees. This resulted in a response rate
of85.6 percent. The employees were randomly chosen to receive the questionnaire, which
asked for opinions on communications, management structure, and availability of
resources.
In-Person Interviews. In-person interviews with 30staffwere conducted during
the course of the study. These interviews covered a variety of topics including job
responsibilities, specific department programs, and challenges facing the department.

Statewide Survey of Households. JLARC staff contracted with the Virginia
Commonwealth University Survey Research Laboratory (VCU/SRL) to collect information on taxpaying behavior. VCU/SRL included 13 questions on taxpayer behavior on the
July Commonwealth Poll.
The telephone poll was conducted with a random sample of 1,218 households.
From this sample 804 usable responses were obtained. Survey questions were designed
to gather information on taxpaying behavior including: who filled out the respondent's
State income tax return, and whether within the last five years the respondent had
overstated any deductions or underreported income. JLARC used the information from
the sample to project statewide estimates.

STABS Data Examinations, More than 20 STARS reports generated for use by
the department were examined by JLARC staff. In addition, JLARC staff accessed
STARS data to examine information on assessments and abatements made by the
department.
File Revi£ws. File reviews were conducted in several areas of the department
including tax policy, interstate audit, employee relations, and office services. During
these reviews the contents of more than 500 mes were examined.
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Other State Telephone Interviews. Tax officials in 18 other states were contacted
for infonnation on their tax departments. The tax departments within the 11 other
southeastern states were interviewed as well as seven tax departments which are
recognized as being innovative and well-administered. The seven states outside the
southeast that were contacted include California, Massachusetts, Minnesota, New York,
Ohio, Oregon, and Wisconsin. Interview topics included oversight provided to the
department, number and type oftaxes administered, sizes ofstaffand budget for the last
five years, and amount of revenue collected during the last five years.
Site Visits. Site visits were conducted at five of the eight district offices. The
Northern Virginia, Norfolk, Peninsula, Roanoke, and Valley district offices were visited.
During the visit, JLARC stafftoured the office and conducted interviews with the district
supervisor and audit and collections supervisors.
APA Review of Selected Audits. Staff from the Office of the Auditor of Public
Accounts reviewed a sample of audits conducted by the department. The sample was
chosen by the Department of Taxation division director for field services. The purpose
of the review was to determine adequacy of audit selection and quality of audit
documentation.
Estimation of Virginia's Tax Ga,p. The difference in the amount of taxes
reported and the amount of taxes actually owed to the State was estimated. This
difference is generally referred to as the "tax gap." The estimation utilized a combination
of methodologies used by the federal government and other state governments conducting tax gap research.
Department Reaction to JIARC Study

The department attempted during the study to control the contact and interaction that the study team had with department employees. The department attempted
to control employee input to the study through both written and oral internal communication.
As a consequence of these efforts, some employees were reluctant to talk to
JLARC staff. Others who did share infonnation with JLARC staffdid so reluctantly and
in some cases fearfully. As a result, some case examples in the review are lacking in
detail. This was done to help protect the source of the infonnation. (Detail has been
limited in other examples to preclude identification of the taxpayer.)

Following the initial meeting of the JLARC study team and department
management team members, a memorandum was distributed (Exhibit 1). This memorandum states "the Commissioner wants this review tightly controlled" and "only the
divisional contacts or directors should take telephone calls or answer questions from
JLARC."
Later, after the department was directed by the Secretary of Finance to pennit
JLARC to conduct standard one-on-one interviews with staff, a second memorandum was
20

...-----------Exhibitl-------------,

'OR YOUR INFORMATION
A LOT OF COVERUP GOING ON

l.i'"."".
(JI
~)
.

l'~

..

COMMONWEALTII of VIRGINIA
De/Jar/meut 01 Taxatiou
Ricluuoud. lIirginin 2J282

MEMOBaNPUM

TO:

Nana9Ulent Team

DATE:

March 4, 1991

SUBJECT:

JLARC Review of Agency Operations

The Commissioner met with JLARC on Friday, March 1. I also
attended the meeting. The review of the department'. operations
will begin immedi.tel~ and is expected to be completed in late
fall. The project" mana;er from JLARC i"'Wtatlute& I Jrp
Ms.
~err has performed consulting work with the Internal Revenue
Service in the compliance area and has been an employe. of GAO.
She is currently. senior analyst on the JLARC Itaff. The other
staff members vorkin; with her are CJor"R~t,.,,~. . .w, and
tpltim sueatt.
.
I have attached a list of the data that has been requested by
JLARC noting the area responsible for providing this
information. As indicated on the attac~~ent, the first item is a
review of STARS documentation scheduled for Wednesday, March 7.
The only other date set as this point is a March 12 orientation
for the team. This may include the entire Management Team;
however, I am not sure at this point.
I did not have tbe opportunity to talk to the Commissioner a
great deal about how he wants this handled. However, leveral
items were clear.
1.

The Commissioner wants this review tightly controlled. ~l
requests will flow to the Commissioner's Office and then be
filtered down through the respective Assistant Commissioners.

2.

We need to establish contacts for each division at the
Assistant Director or Director level. These names should be
submitted to ae by the end of the week. As you designate
this contact, please keep in mind that it will probablY be
very time consuming.

3.

The Commissioner indicated that only structured interviews
will be conducted. Additionally, only the divisional
contacts or directors should take telephone calls or answer
questions from JLARC. We need to discuss this with our
employees.

I will be the primary agency contact for Ms. ~.rr. I bope to
have more information available for you when the Commissioner
returns.
If you have any questions, please call me.

[Name removed by JLARC staff]
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prepared (Exhibit 2), This memorandum instructed staff "not to respond to questions
that ask for your opinion or ideas on various issues," It further noted that employees were
to provide "feedback" to department management following the interview, Neither
memorandum was provided to JLARC staff by department management and the
employees who gave them to JLARC asked for confidentiality to protect their jobs,
The second memorandum was given to employees selected for in-person interviews immediately prior to their interviews, The memorandum was also handed to
employees who received the JLARC questionnaire, The questionnaire and memorandum
were handed to the employees, often by a supervisor, even though the questionnaire was
sent first-class mail and addressed to the individuals, Some of these supervisors stated
that they were to report to the central office which of the employees had received copies
of the questionnaire, Another supervisor informed JLARC staff that he had to "tell the
central office everything I tell you."
Staff responded to the directives differently. For example:

One tax department supervisor informed JLARC staffthat he could not
answer any questions pertaining to activities performed by his section
without having the questions screened by an assistant tax commissioner.

*

* *

One department employee stated that he understood that as "an
employee he was prohibited from talking with JLARC but that as a
taxpayer he had concerns about how the department was being managed."

* * *
Another employee stated that the memo was seen as a "gag order" by
employees. He stated that he was called into his supervisor's office after
receiving the memo and asked ifhe had any questions about the memo.
He was told by his supervisor that upper management had a list of
employees who had received the survey.
Item 13B ofthe Appropriation Act directed that "all agencies shall cooperate as
required and make available all records, information, and resources necessary for the
completion ofthe work ofthe Commission and its staff." While the department may have
complied with the "letter" of the mandate, early efforts to control the study were not
consistent with the "spirit" of an open review. One ofthe complaints ofemployees during
the study was that their suggestions were not given adequate consideration by department management. Because of departmental pressure that employees "not respond to
questions that ask for your opinions or ideas," there are likely to be many employee
opinions and ideas yet to be heard,
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,..------------Exhibit 2-------------,

I'r\

~)

COMMONWEALTH of VIRGINIA
lXlJ4Nllflrllf tlf T(LtlUiull

R'dwHJnd. VifJillUl

JJ~8J

MEMORAl<'DUM

TO:

·Employees SelecteeS tor Interv1ew
by JLARC

DATE:

April 17. 1991

SUIlJ"ECT:

Interv1ew!

We have been ~1rected to allow ·one-on-one 1nterv1e.1 w1th
JLARC. Employeee who are 1nterv1ewe~ .boul~ be aware that our
ob11gat1on 11 to furn1sh the JLARc atart w1th the neoe.ear7
1nformat1on tor the performance of the1r ~ut1e.. The key wor~
here 11 1nformat1on (eee enclosed law). It 11 suggested that 70U
not respond to que.t1ona that aak tor lour op1n1on or 1deal on
var10ue 1••ue ••
ft

Aleo, lOU may be •• ked quest10ns to whlch IOU do Dot know ~he
anewer or are not aure of the anawer. When th1a occura, do not
luees. lou should atate that IOU do not know the anawer and that
lOU Wl1l furnleh the answer at a later date. Th1. 1ntormatlon
.houl~ be .ent to me tor routine to JLARC.
Orten, an experlence~ intervlewer .111 u•• a technique known a.
the ftlntervlewer pau.e." Thle 1. a perlo~ of allence Arter a
questlon le anewered. Thll ·paul." placee pree.u~. on the
lntervlewee to .ay or comment ln or~er to break the all.ne••
Pl.a.e watch tor thll. Po not a~d to the lnltlal request tor
1nformatlon. Slmply walt tor the next questlon.
If pOlslble, lOU .houl~ request an a~vanee copy of all lntervlew
questione. In a~~ltlon, I woul~ 11ke lour reedbaCk after ~he
1ntervlew.
We are not attemptlng to luppre•• any 1nformatlon from JLARC.
However, lndlvldual op1nions or comment. lel~om provl~e an
accurate picture of an i.aue. Aaaln, our loal .houl~ be to
provlde the moet accurate lntoMmatlon po.alble.
Pleaee call ae i t lOU have &n1 Questlon••

[Name removed by JLARC staffj
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Report Organjzation

This chapter has provided a brief overview of taxes administered within the
Department ofTaxation. Chapter II describes some of the voluntary compliance issues
affecting the collection oftaxes. In chapter III, some of the problems in the department's
compliance collections activities are addressed. Components of the department's organization and management which affect collections are assessed in Chapter IV.
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II. Voluntary Compliance Issues
The Virginia tax system, like the federal system and other state systems, is
largely based on voluntary compliance. Voluntary compliance assumes that taxpayers
voluntarily report and remit the correct amount oftaxes due, without direct enforcement
action. Under a tax system of voluntary compliance, each taxpayer pays "his or her fair
share." When voluntary compliance begins to break down, some taxpayers carry more
of the tax burden than they should.
The federal government has been examining the effect of decreasing voluntary
compliance on federal revenue collections since the early 19.70s. The U.S. Internal
Revenue Service (IRS) estimates that significant amounts of revenue are lost annually
due to: (1) tax mers who underreport their true tax liabilities, (2) tax mers who do not
voluntarily remit all taxes due, and (3) net underpaid tax liabilities ofnon-mers. These
three components comprise what is commonly referred to as the "tax gap" - the
difference in total taxes due and taxes voluntarily paid.
It is reasonable to assume that issues which affect federal compliance levels also
affect Virginia. Generally, Virginia is a conformity state. Many of the definitions used
for federal individual income taxes are also used for State individual income taxes.
Further, mers report State and federal tax liabilities in a comparable manner. Federal
adjusted gross income is used to determine individual income tax liability for both federal
and State taxes. Therefore, issues which affect reporting behavior on federal individual
income taxes will most likely affect reporting behavior on State individual income taxes.

This chapter discusses the various components of reporting behavior and its
effect on State tax revenues. Statewide information on taxpayer behavior was obtained
from questions included on a recent Commonwealth Poll. The results of the poll are
illustrated graphically on the next two pages. Aglossary oftax-related terms used in this
chapter is provided in Appendix C.

INDICATORS OF UNDERREPORTING

The difference in the amount oftaxes actually owed and the amount voluntarily
reported by filing taxpayers is commonly referred to as the reporting tax gap. The IRS
estimates that nationally mers underreported their true tax liability by at least $71
billion in 1989.
JLARC staff estimate that underreporting is also a significant problem in
Virginia. For 1989, JLARC staff estimate that the gross reporting individual and
corporate income tax gap for Virginia mers was at least $404 million and may have been
as high as $481 million. Future development and refinement of a tax gap estimation
methodology by the Department of Taxation could yield a more precise estimate.
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As a further indication ofVirginia's tax gap, JLARC staffanalyzed results from
the Commonwealth Poll to estimate the number of individuals who have understated
their tax liability. Approximately 17 percent of the respondents who filed returns
reported that they had understated their tax liability within the last five years. Based
on these responses, JLARC staffestimate that approximately 318,000 of the State's 2.3
million households have understated their tax liability.

The federal government and tax departments in other states have measured
their respective tax gaps. At least nine of these states have used these measures to
address compliance problems.

Federal Estjmote' of the Tax Gap

IRS considers that given its mission - "to collect the proper amount of tax
revenue at the least cost ... in a manner warranting the highest degree of public
confidence in our integrity, efficiency, and fairness" - an estimate of the tax gap is
important to better develop revenue initiatives. Further, fiS states that the extent of
non-compliance with tax laws and regulations conveys information necessary to design
programs to meet the challenges faced in collecting taxes that are not voluntarily paid.
The U.S. General Accounting Office (GAO) evaluated IRS tax gap estimates and
the approaches used to initially address the gap. GAO commended IRS for computing the
estimates but cited weaknesses in the current IRS programs to close the gap. These
weaknesses are important to Virginia as the tax department relies heavily on IRS data
and enforcement actions in the performance of its enforcement activities.

IBSEstimatesoftheFederal Tax GaD. IRS began computing a federal reporting
tax gap for legal sector income in 1972. Legal sector income is derived from activities
which are not prohibited by statute. Since that time estimates have been produced
through 1987 and projections through 1992.
IRS has refined its estimation techniques to be able to produce gross and net
total federal tax gaps in addition to reporting and remittance gaps. In 1991, IRS
estimated that the total gross tax gap for 1989 lay in the range between $90 to $103 billion
and projected that the gross tax gap would increase to $127 billion by 1992.
IRS included three components in its computation of the total gross tax gap: (1)
the amount of tax liability that taxpayers do not report on their returns, (2) the amount
of tax liability that taxpayers report on their returns as due but do not voluntarily pay,
and (3) an estimate of the amount owed by non-filers. IRS estimates that for 1989: (1)
approximately $72 billion is underreported on federal tax returns, (2) approximately $11
billion is reported but not remitted, and (3) more than $7 billion is owed by federal nonfilers - taxpayers who owe taxes but do not file returns.
IRS has also produced an estimate ot the total net tax gap tor 1987. This
estimate is the gross income tax gap minus the amount offederal taxes paid as a direct
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result of IRS enforcement activity. IRS estimates that the net tax gap, for 1987, was
between $60 and $72 billion. IRS has not estimated the net tax gap for any year later than
1987.

Evaluation by GAO. The U.S. General Accounting Office has evaluated both the
methods of computation as well as the enforcement efforts ofthe IRS to close the federal
tax gap. GAO found that the methodology and computation of the estimates were
generally sound. However, GAO identified improvements in IRS compliance and
enforcement activities necessary to close the gap.
GAO commended IRS for producing tax gap estimates. As GAO noted, reducing
the federal tax gap is an importantchallenge given its potential harm to public confidence
in the voluntary tax system and its potential importance for reducing the federal budget
deficit.
However, GAO noted several deficiencies in IRS enforcement activities which
adversely affect closing the federal tax gap. For example:

GAO identified three components ofthe federal tax gap which account
for more than 50 percent ofthe 1987 tax gap estimate: sole proprietors
(self-employed individuals), informal suppliers a.e. street vendors,
housekeepers, repairmen, and day care providers), and corporations.
GAO found that IRS does not design its major enforcement program to
pursue these types of businesses. According to GAO, IRS focuses on
types oftax returns rather than types ofnon-compliance. Therefore, IRS
enforcement programs have serious limitations in closing the tax gap.
Weaknesses in IRS enforcement activities are especially important to Virginia,
as the tax department relies heavily on IRS audits and enforcement activities. According
to department staff, the majority of the individual and many of the corporate tax audits
completed by Virginia's tax department are conducted because ofaudits initiated by IRS.

JLARC Estjmate otVirvinja'fi Reportjng Tax Gap

JLARC staffcomputed gross and net reporting tax gap estimates for corporate
and individual income taxes for 1989 and projected the 1992 gross reporting tax gap for
Virginia. The gross reporting tax gap is the difference between actual State tax liability
and the amount oftax liability voluntarily reported by taxpayers. The net reporting tax
gap is the gross reporting tax gap minus any adjustments resulting from collections and
enforcement activities.
Using the federal definitions, JLARC staff estimate that the State gross
reporting tax gap for 1989 is between $404 million and $481 million (Table 2). The State
net reporting tax gap is estimated to be between $325 million and $401 million.
Assuming that the State gross reporting tax gap increases at the same rate as that
projected for the federal gap, JLARC staffestimate that by 1992 the State gross reporting
tax gap would be approximately $512 million; a portion of which is collectible.
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Table 2

Federal and State Gross Tax Gap Estimates for 1989 and 1992
Federal

VIr'lnla

1989

1989

1992

Potantially

Estimate

Potentially
Collectible

Reporting Gap·

$72 billion

$22 billion

Remittance Gap

$11 billion

$ 3 billion

NlA

NlA

NlA

NlA

NlA

NlA

Non-Filer Gap

$ 7 billion

$ 2 billion

NlA

NlA

NlA

NlA

NlA

NlA

-

-

-

-

$140 million

..

NlA

NlA

$512 mllllon+

$154 mIlHon+

Component

'"

1992

Unclaimed
Over-Wllhholding

o

Total

$90 billion

$27

billion

Estimate
$ 90 billion···

$127

Estimate

Potantially
Collectible

Estimate

Collectible

$ 27 billion

$405 million

$122 million

$512 million

$154 million

Potentially
Collectible

bllllon-

$38 billion

$405 mllllon+

$122

mllllon+

NlA Not able 10 compute at this time.

-

Not applicable.

* Estimates in this table represent the most conservative estimates of Virginia 1989 and 1992 gross reporting tax gaps. Virginia's gross feJK)f1ing tax gap ranges from $405 million
10 $46 t million for t969. Therefore, coIleclibility ranges from $t22 million 10 $t44 million. Virginia's projecled t992
million. Therefore, coIlectiblllty lor t992 ranges from $t 54 million 10 $ t62 million.

gross reporting tax gap ranges from $5t2 million 10 $607

** Unclaimed over-withholding arrK>Unts are not Included in any totals, but are related to the tax ~p. Unclaimed over-withhok1ing may resutt in an l.Ilderstalement of the JLARC:
tax gap estimate SInce theselunds have been collected by the State but may not be due the

tate.

··"This amount was estimated by Interpolatin9 belween the t 967 and t992 federal estimalBs 01 the Iotal gross Income tax gaps. It ..presents underreporting by filers. I t - .
not include the non-filer gap or the remittance gap.
-"TheiRS has projected that the Iotal gross tax gap for!llderal inccme taxes will be $t27 billion in t992. The IRS has not developed estimates for the reporting. remitting or

f'1Of'l'-filer gaps.
Source:

e J,Decernber

JlARC anatysis of: (t) U.S. Internal Revenue Service "Compliance 2000" deta; (2) me~ in
tax gap research by U.S. Internal Revenue \March t966, April t990), Oregon Depar1ment 01 Revenue
t967), and Calltomia Fra
Tax
rd
t969); and (3) data in IRS Sta_ of
ncome Butlelln(Sunvner t99t), IRS Stallslicsot Income, orporation Income Tax RelLrns(December t~, Ifginle Department 01 Taxation STARS report
TXPST13A, Virginia Department of Taxation corporate Income tax liability data, and Virginia Department of axation data on amount of 1989 tHlCIaimed over...m••oklng.

t,Jaooary

Interviews with department staffindicate that the Department ofTaxation has
never estimated Virginia's tax gap. Therefore, the JLARC estimate is the first attempt
at measuring Virginia's tax gap. As such, it should be seen as a conservative first step
in dealing with an extremely complex and technical issue. Future iterations by the tax
department would be expected to be more precise and comprehensive over time.
The JLARC estimate is based on analysis of underreporting by federal filers.
Generally, two ratio estimators were used: (1) the ratio of federal tax liability from
Virginia returns to total federal tax liability, and (2) the ratio ofState income tax liability
to federal income tax liability from Virginia returns. These ratios were applied to the
estimated federal gross income tax gap to derive the State estimate (Figure 6).
JLARC staffmade several assumptions in deriving the estimated ranges ofthe
State's tax gap. For the gross reporting tax gap the assumptions used were:
• Virginia's State income tax gap is proportional to its share of the federal
income tax gap. Virginia's share of the federal income tax gap is a function of
the ratio of federal income tax liability from Virginia returns to total federal
income tax liability.
• Virginia taxpayers use their federal adjusted gross income as a starting point
for their State returns. Therefore, State and federal tax liabilities are
reported in a comparable manner.
• State income tax compliance patterns are not significantly different from
federal patterns.
For the computation of the net tax gap the following assumptions were also
made:
• Assessments are correctly abated by the department.
• Abated assessments reduce the tax gap.
• A portion of the tax gap is collected through the department's enforcement
activities. However, as discussed in Chapter III, more than $43 million may
be erroneously attributed to enforcement activities by the department.
Appendix D contains additional information on the methodology used to derive
the estimates. The appendix includes the rationale for the assumptions as well as the
supporting calculations used to derive the estimates.
Like all estimates, these estimates can be debated because of data limitations
and the assumptions used to generate them. JLARC staff believe that these estimates
can be refined. However, these initial estimates serve as good indicators ofthe difference
between taxes owed and taxes reported for corporate and individual legal source income.
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Ratios for Computing the Gross Individual
and Corporate Reporting Tax Gap
1989
Virginia Gross Income
Tax Reporting Gap
Estimate

1989 Federal Income
Tax Liability from
Virginia Returna
1989 Total Federal
Income Tax Liability,

1989 Federal Gross
Income Tax Reporting
Gap Estimate

1989 Total Virginia
State Income Tax Liability
1989 Federal Income Tax
Liability from Virginia Returns

0>

""

$404,630,172
Note: Federal income tax liability from Vuginia returns = Total 1989 Virginia individual income tax liability + federal corporate income tax collections
in Virginia during FY 1990.
Total federal income tax liability

=Total individual income tax liability + total corporate income tax after credits.

Federal gross income tax reporting gap estimate: the difference between the actual amount of federal income tax liability and the amount

ofincome tax liability reported 00 tax returns.
Total Virginia State income tax liability = Vrrginia individual income tax liability + Virginia corporate income tax liability.

1989 Virginia Net Income Tax Reporting Gap Estimate = $404,630,172 • Abatements. Compliance Revenue Colleetioos
= $404,630,172· $46,646,407 • $32,945,036
= $325,038,729
Souree: JLARC analysis of: (l) methodology used in prior tax gap researeh by U.S. Internal Revenue Service (March 1988, April 1990),
Oregon Department ofRevenue (January 1987), and Califurnia Franchise Tax Board (December 1989); and (2) data in 1RS
Statistics of I"""me BuU.tin(Summer 1991), IRS Statistics of I"""me, Corporation I"""me Tar Returns (December 1990), Virginia
Department ofTaxation STARS report TXPST13A, and Vrrginia Department ofTaxatioo corporatioo income tax liability data.

While it is true that the total amount ofthis tax gap cannot be collected, resbdrch
has shown that significant portions of underreported taxes due can be collected. IRS
addressed collectibility ofthe federal tax gap as part ofits Compliance 2000 strategy and
stated:
... even if we were given all the necessary resources we could collect
no more than approximately 30 percent of that tax gap. The reason is
that the gap is made ofso many taxpayers in such small amounts, it is
simply not cost-beneficial to attempt to collect the gap through enforcement measures.
The IRS estimate of collectibility of the tax gap may be conservative for
collecting a State tax gap. States have access to databases, such as business and
professional licenses and motor vehicle registrations, which are not readily available at
the federal level and can be used to identify components ofthe gap. As such, a state should
be able to collect more of its tax gap than the federal government can. However, 30
percent of Virginia's 1992 gross reporting tax gap still represents at least $154 million
of potential additional State revenue. This estimate of potential revenue collections is
useful for the department to use for future goal setting and to measure effectiveness of
compliance programs.

Recommendation (1): The Department of Taxation should refine the
JLARC reporting tax gap estimates. The department should estimate total
gross and net tax gaps for the State every two years as part of its biennial
planning activities. The department should develop methodologies to include
sales and use taxes and the larger miscellaneous taxes in its calculations oftax
gap estimates. The department-estimated tax gaps should be used in departmental goal setting for audit, assessment, and collections activities each year.
The department should report the results ofits tax gap research as well as its
plan for, and progress toward, closingthe State's tax gap each year to the House
Appropriations, House Finance, and Senate Finance committees. This information should be provided as part of the department's annual budget request.
Other States

Have Developed Tax Gap Estjmates

Tax departments in at least nine of the 18 states contacted have computed
estimates of their respective tax gaps (Table 3). States reported using the estimates for
reasons specific to the needs of their states. However, all used the estimates for better
targeting and measurement of departmental performance.
Several states have used these estimates to help target their enforcement
activities. For example:

The Oregon Department ofRevenue estimated that it had an income tax
gap of $146 million in 1985. Since computing its estimate, the
department has used auditors in its district offices to identify non-filers.
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------------Table3------------

Utilization and Focus of Other
State Tax Gap Estimates
~

Alabama

Used to create and measure the results of an amnesty program.

California

Determined how much the state was losing in personal income tax
and justified pursuing new compliance activities to reduce noncompliance.

Florida

Emphasized lost tax revenue on stocks and bonds and enhanced
collection strategies.

Massachusetts

Used by a blue-ribbon commission as part ofthe basis for recommendations concerning the identification of non-mers, and the assessment of collectibility of accounts receivable.

Minnesota

Estimated a sales tax gap to help measure department performance.

New York

Analyzed underreported and underremitted taxes, and established
a new division to identify underreporters and non-mers.

North Carolina

Used tax gap to establish a department goal and measure performance.

Oregon

Developed a tax gap which led to programs concentrating on potentially high-yield taxpayers.

Tennessee

Developed a preliminary sales and use tax gap estimate to guide
compliance activities.

Source:

JLARC survey of other stetes, June through August 1991.

Non-filers were identified by checking property sales and business
licenses. In 1987, the department reported that the project had resulted
in 1,168 identifted non-filers and more than $2 million in assessed tax
liability.

* * *
The New York Department ofTaxation andFinance has beenanalyzing
its state compliance problems since 1984. The department determined
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that non-filers constituted a significant portion of the state's tax gap.
Recently, the department committed 33 staffand a little more than one
percent of its total budget to its "Revenue Opportunity Division.» The
division's mission is to develop innovative approaches to identify nonfilers and underreporters. The division is currently conducting pilot
programs using computer match technologies. The division attempts to
find non-filers by matching tax data with data from many ofthe state's
larger databases including: welfare payment rolls, medical payments,
child support payments, state school loans, traffic tickets, and motor
vehicle registrations. During the last five years, the division collected
approximately $85 million from non-filers.
The tax departments in both Oregon and New York have been able to increase
compliance collections by using creative and innovative approaches to close their
respective tax gaps. Information can be obtained from these and other states which can
be used by the Virginia tax department as it develops its estimate and implements
programs to close the State's tax gap.

Recommendation (2): The Department of Taxation should review the
tax gap methodologies used by other states and the IRS in developing its own
tax gap estimates. Further, the department should review the strategies used
by other states and the IRS for improving its compliance collections efforts.
Reoodijnl Tax Gap Furtber Eyidenced by Commonwealth Poll

In addition to the reporting tax gap calculated using federal estimates, JLARC
staff also analyzed data collected through a recent Commonwealth Poll. These data
provide additional evidence of a reporting tax gap in the State.
JLARC staffused the survey results to make statewide projections which are
subject to possible sampling error. The full methodology ofthe collection and analysis of
the data can be found in Appendix E.
Analysis of these survey data indicates that an estimated 14 percent of the
State's population have understated their true tax liability in the last five years. These
respondents acknowledged that they had either underreported their income or overstated their deductions within the last five years.
Ofthose respondents who filed returns, 14 percent acknowledged that they had
underreported their income on their State taxes in the last five years. Based on the
survey responses, JLARC staff estimate that income has been underreported in more
than 268,000 Virginia households.
Furthermore, more than five percent ofthe respondents reported that they had
overstated deductions on their taxes within the last five years. JLARC staffestimate that
this represents approximately 124,000 households.
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Virginians also appear to believe that their acquaintances are not voluntarily
complying with State tax laws. Approximately 22 percent of the respondents who filed
returns acknowledged that they knew at least one person who had manipulated their
return; approximately nine percent ofthese respondents reported that they thought that
at least six of their personal acquaintances had manipulated their taxes. However,
approximately 45 percentofthese respondents stated that they did not know anyone who
had manipulated their taxes.
Based on research conducted by IRS and others, these numbers typically
represent lower estiroates of individuals who underpay their taxes than do estimates
based on actual tax return data. Self-reported data, using telephone interviews, can
somewhat underestimate illegal behavior since individuals may be reluctant to admit to
committing illegal acts.
However, the data provide an independent confIrmation of the existence of a
reporting tax gap in Virginia. Given the percentages of respondents who acknowledge
their own underreporting as well as knowledge of underreporting by others, it appears
that additional efforts by the tax department to close the tax gap may serve to increase
collections and promote greater public confIdence in Virginia's tax system.
In addition, the results of the survey of Virginia households are comparable to
results obtained from siroilar questions asked of other samples (Table 4). This also
supports the assumption that the reporting practices of Virginians are comparable to
federal reporting practices and supports the JLARC staffestiroate ofVirginia's reporting
tax gap.

INDICATORS OF UNDERREMI'ITANCE
Underremittance occurs when a filer does not pay the taxes which are owed or
when a business withholds taxes from an employee but does not remit them to the tax
department. Underremittance is a component ofthe overall tax gap and further erodes
the basis of tax systems, voluntary compliance.
The federal remittance gap for 1989 was approximately $11 billion. While the
size of the federal remittance gap is much smaller than the reporting gap, closing a
remittance gap should also be a part of a comprehensive collections strategy.
A detailed estimate of the State's remittance gap for a given year could not be
completed at this time. However, there are two indicators ofunderremittance problems
in Virginia. These indicators are the accounts receivable inventory and the results ofthe
recently completed tax amnesty program.
While both of these data sources indicate a remittance problem, these sources
cannot be used to determine the magnitude of underremittance for a given tax year.
Neither of these data sources are based on specific tax years.
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Table 4

Estimates of the Prevalence of Non-Compliance
TirnePeriod

~

Study Coverage

Prevalence
Estimate (%)

Estimates for Prevalence ofUnderreporting Income
Five years
Lifetime
Five years
Lifetime
Five years

JLARC and VCU (1991)
Yankelovich et al. (1984)
Mason and Lowry (1981)
Westat, Inc. (1980)
Habib (1980)

Virginia
United States
Oregon
Indiana and California
Oregon

12%
16
17
12-15
12

Estimates for Prevalence ofOverBtating Deductions
Five years
Lifetime
Five years
Lifetime
Five years

JLARC and VCU (1991)
Yankelovich et al. (1984)
Mason and Lowry (1981)
Westat, Inc. (1980)
Habib (1980)

Virginia
United States
Oregon
Indiana and California
Oregon

6%
7
6
6-7
16

Source: Roth, Scholz, and Witte, eds., Taxpayer Compliance, Volume I: An Agenda for Research
(1989).

The tax department should estimate a remittance tax gap for Virginia. The
department should also further analyze the composition of the accounts receivable
inventory and fully utilize the information gained from tax amnesty. The department
should examine the reasons for high percentages of abatements and address any
problems found. The department should use these analyses to prepare a collections
strategy to begin closing the State's remittance gap.

Accounts

Receivable Inyentory Indicates IJnderremittance

The accounts receivable inventory maintained by the Department of Taxation
includes taxes which have been assessed but not collected. The inventory includes tax
bills for individual and most business taxes.
As ofJune 30, 1991, the department had a collections backlog ofmore than $404
million (Table 5). While there was fluctuation in the inventory during fiscal year 1991,
the accounts receivable inventory averaged more than $367 million during that period.
Overall, the inventory increased by $78.9 million during the fiscal year. On average,
approximately $227 million of the backlog was from business taxes and $139 million was
from individual income tax.
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------------Table5------------

Ending Accounts Receivable Inventory
July 1990 . June 1991

July 1990 - September 1990
October 1990 - December 1990
January 1991- March 1991
April 1991- June 1991
AVERAGE

Individual

Business

Thtal

$127,603,520
$135,612,101
$144,794,735
$151,212,763

$198,254,515
$210,662,371
$247,496,382
$253,580,763

$325,858,035
$346,274,472
$392,291,117
$404,793,526

$139,805,780

$227,498,508

$367,304,288

Source: JLARC analysis of Department of Taxation quarterly data (STARS report TXPAR54 June
1990 - July 1991).

Analysis ofthe inventory indicates that the department does not collect many
of its accounts receivables. As receivables age the ability of the department to collect
them decreases. The department has recently improved the information which it
maintains on accounts receivable. However, the information is still not sufficient to
determine collectibility of the accounts.
Few Receivables Are Collected. Reports prepared by the department indicate
that much of the reduction in the accounts receivable inventory is the result of tax
liability being eliminated rather than collected. During each quarter ofthe 1991 fiscal
year, the department collected less than it abated (Table 6). With the exception of one
quarter, amounts abated were approximately twice the amounts which were collected.
The department should analyze the reasons for the high abatement totals and take
appropriate corrective action.
In April, the department began to monitor the collection of receivables by age
of the receivable. JLARC staff analyzed the data for the period April through August
1991. While the department reduced its receivables inventory by approximately 11
percent, only four percent ofthis reduction resulted from actually collecting tax revenue
(Table 7). The remaining seven percent of the accounts receivable inventory was either
abated or written offby the tax department. The department abates taxes when liability
is determined not to exist. The department writes off liabilities when collection is
determined to be doubtful.
Further analysis showed that older accounts are less frequently collected. The
department collected nearly 13 percent of the accounts which had been in the inventory
for up to 30 days while only 5.3 percent of accounts which were between one and two
months old were collected. Less than one percent of accounts which were more than two
years old were collected.
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------------Table 6------------

Collection of Accounts Receivable
July 1990· June 1991
July 1990September 1990

October 1990 December 1990

January 1991March 1991

April 1991June 1991

Beginning
Receivables

$352,671,674-

$325,858,034

$346,274,472

$392,291,116

Payments!
Transfers

$ 31,676,926

$ 41,221,190

$ 35,781,043

$ 47,468,809

Abatements

$ 79,669,385

$ 52,608,946

$ 65,642,555

$ 74,428,568

Write-Offs!
Discharges

$

6,503,315

$

9,838,742

$

6,669,130

$

6,825,557

Percent of
Receivables
Collected

9.0%

12.7%

10.3%

12.1%

Percent of
Receivables
Abated

22.6%

16.1%

18.4%

19.0%

1.8%

3.0%

1.9%

1.7%

Percent of
Receivables
Written-Off!
Discharged
Source:

JLARC analysis of Department of Taxation quarterly data (STARS Report TXPRI54 and
TXPAR54, June 1990 - July 1991).

Recommendation (3): The Department of Taxation should begin to
analyze its abatement data to better determine the reasons for abatements.
This analysis should be used to improve collections of assessments and to
reduce the percentages of abatements of assessments.

Collectibility at Accaunts Receivable Inventory Cannot Adequately Be Determined, The department's current monitoring does not provide sufficient information to
determine the collectibility of the inventory. The department determines collectibility
primarily by calculating what has been collected. No systematic monitoring is conducted
to determine what types of collections activities have been successfuL
The department has improved its ability to track collections of accounts
receivables. The Auditor ofPublic Accounts (APA) noted that, over time, these improvements will help the department better determine collectibility ofthe accounts. However,
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Table 7

Collection of Total Accounts Receivable by Age of Receivable
(April 1991 • August 1991)*
Davs

Years

1-30

llii!1

lli1Q.

n:12Q

.!.2:1.:.!.§q

J.lli§

1:Z

More than 2

l~

Receivables

$55,857,605

$35,042,913

$29,237,225

$24,682,678

$33,434,034

$72,570,868

$71,584,783

$71,597,157

$383,987,063

Paymentsl

$ 7,165,294

$ 1,857,047

$

$

$

741,718

$ 1,109,916

$ 1,217,750

$

449,565

$ 14,139,186

$14,106,194

$ 3,891,365

$ 2,251,343

$ 1,504,583

$ 1,016,855

$ 1,994,255

$ 1,482,938

$ 1,891,248

$ 28,138,781

912,399

685,499

Transfers

...
o

Abatementsl

Wrle-Olfs
Percent 01

12.8%

5.3%

3.1%

2.8%

2.2%

15%

1.7%

0.6%

3.8%

25.3%

11.1%

7.7%

6.1%

3.0%

2.7%

2.1%

2.6%

7.1%

Receivables
Collected
Percent 01
Receivables
Abated!
WriI1en-Off

'All data represent the average of individual and business accounta receivable for the period April through August, 1991Source: JLARC analysis of Department of Taxation data (STARS Report TXPAR84, April 1991 through August 1991).

JLARe staffanalysis indicates that the department needs to make additional impro"""
ments which will enable the department to better assess the collectibility ofthe inventory
based on factors such as type oftaxpayer (such as size ofbusiness), financial status ofthe
taxpayer, as well as methods of successful collections.
The accounts receivable inventory is tracked by type oftax within the two broad
categories-individual and business receivables. Within these two categories, information is maintained by type oftax. However. the department does not distinguish between
accounts which are collected due to payment by the taxpayer and those which are
collected due to funds transferred after being posted to incorrect tax periods or account
numbers. This precludes an accurate determination of actual collection of the accounts.
The accounts receivable inventory represents a compilation of data which
should be monitored more closely by the department. Further, the department should
begin to better analyze and evaluate the accounts and the methods of collecting the
accounts.

Recommendation (4): The Department of Taxation should begin to
better analyze its accounts receivable inventory. This analysis should include
a decomposition ofthe accounts receivable inventory using components which
can affect collectibility. At a minimum, this decomposition should include an
analysis of length of time that the tax has not been paid by type of tax and by
financial status of the taxpayer. Further, the accounts receivable inventory
should be maintained in such a manner that the data on each individual
receivable can be determined without having to perform analysis ofindividual
tax screens.
Once this analysis has been completed, it should be used in three ways.
First, the department should develop a collectibility assessment of the inventory. Second, the collectibility assessment should be used to develop guidelines and priorities for collecting the tax. Third, the department should begin
to experiment with, and track the results of, randomized experiments to test
methods of collections such as mail, telephone, and in-person collections
techniques. The results of these experiments should then be used to develop
a standard set of guidelines for collection of the accounts receivable. The
department should establish an annual accounts receivable collections goal
and monitor progress toward that goal.

Tax Amncgty Results IInclear
The department's tax amnesty program had two purposes. First, it allowed nonfilers to file and pay taxes without penalty. Second, it allowed taxpayers who owed taxes
which the department had previously identified as beingowed to pay those taxes without
penalty.
The department reported that, of the approximately $32 million collected
during the program, more than $11 million was from existing accounts receivables. This
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indicates that the department was able to close a portion of the State's remittance gap.
However, since the department had not estimated the size ofthe State's remittance gap
prior to the amnesty program, JLARC staffcould not estimate the amount by which the
State's remittance gap was reduced.
The department has conducted limited analysis of the results of tax amnesty.
The department was unable to provide information on the number of tax amnesty fIlers
who flled returns the following year. According to the commissioner, the department is
tracking this but has not written a report on the results.

Recommendation (5): The Department ofTaxation should fully analyze
the results of tax amnesty to determine what information can be used to better
focus collections of the remittance tax gap. At a minimum, the department
should determine the number of taxpayers who filed during tax amnesty but
did not file the following tax year. Using this information, the department
shouldassess taxes for these taxpayers and then institute collections activities
to obtain the revenue.
RELATIONSIDP OF OVER-WITHHOLDING TO STATE COMPLIANCE
The State has an additional tax issue which is related to, but distinct from,
compliance issues. Currently, the tax department collects a sizable amount ofindividual
income tax revenue through over-withholding on salaried employees. Some of this
withholding is not claimed on tax returns. However, since some taxpayers do not me for
their tax refunds, this revenue is reported as unclaimed
This unclaimed tax revenue results, in large part, from the State's practice of
over-withholding ofestimated individual income tax liabilities. Employers collect more
than 100 percent ofthe estimated annual income tax liability for each oftheir employees
to co:iUorm with the structure of the State's income tax withholding table. The amount
of withholding required by the table is based on the lowest possible standard deduction.
Therefore, taxpayers who take a higher standard deduction or who itemize their
deductions have more tax withheld than they actually owe. Some ofthe revenue collected
through income withholding is never claimed on returns; some unknown portion of this
revenue is not owed the State.
For tax year 1989, the department estimates that more than $140 million ofits
collections was from unclaimed withholding. This unclaimed withholding represents
approximately five percent of the total individual income tax collections for fiscal year
1990.
Virginia is currently scheduled to end over-withholding as of December 31,
1992. Section 58.1-462 ofthe Code ofVirginia provides that the State will begin accurate
withholding on January 1, 1993. Accurate withholding involves collecting only the tax
liabilities that are actually owed from salaried employees.
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As the State moves to accurate withholding, the amount oftax revenue collected
that is not actually owed the State will decrease. Further, patterns of tax reporting and
remittance by individuals may change since currently more individual filers in Virginia
receive refunds than pay additional taxes. With accurate withholding, the filing ofa tax
return will result in more taxpayers having to pay additional taxes. Therefore, the level
of individual compliance may decrease. Given the State's current fmancial picture, the
General Assembly may wish to consider delaying the elimination of over-withholding
until a more complete assessment of its potential effects can be made.

The actual behavior of Virginia taxpayers is not known. However, it seems
reasonable to assume that the department needs to begin developing additional strategies for increased individual income tax collections, especially given current levels ofnoncompliance.
According to the tax commissioner, the department has not begun planning for
accurate withholding. The commissioner indicated that with accurate withholding it will
not be as easy as it now is to collect from individuals.
It does not appear than the State has adequately prepared to compensate for the
revenue that may be lost with the move to accurate withholding. Given the State's
current financial picture and the department's lack of planning for the conversion to
accurate withholding, it may be better to postpone the elimination of over-withholding.
The department needs to develop strategies for collecting tax revenue under a system of
accurate withholding.

Recommendation (6): The General Assembly may wish to consider
amending §58.1-462 of the Code of Virginia to delay the implementation of
accurate withholding.
Recommendation (7): The Department ofTaxation should begin developing strategies for collecting taxes from individual taxpayers under a system
of accurate withholding. The department should conduct research to determine reasons for non-compliance by individuals and begin to address those
reasons. The department should submit a plan to the House Appropriations,
House Finance, and Senate Finance committees outlining collections strategies and projected changes in revenue collections with accurate withholding.
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III. Review of Compliance Collections Activities
The Virginia Department of Taxation has stated that one of its primary
objectives is to "achieve the highest possible degree ofvoluntary taxpayer compliance by
a reasonable and balanced enforcement of Virginia's tax laws." The department
encourages voluntary compliance primarily through two services provided to taxpayers:
rapid processing of individual tax refund checks and taxpayer assistance.
Analysis of data from the Commonwealth Poll indicates that citizens are
pleased with the services provided by the department. More than 93 percent of the
respondents due tax refunds reported that they received them in a timely manner. In
addition, more than 85 percent of the respondents who reported that they used the
services ofthe department were satisfied with the services received. However, less than
11 percent ofthe respondents reported that they had used the services ofthe department.
Fewer than one percent of the respondents indicated that a commissioner ofrevenue had
filled out their tax forms.
In addition to taxpayer services, the department has recognized that effective
compliance enforcement and collections activities are needed. In recent years, the
department has implemented several new compliance enforcement programs which are
generating compliance revenue. However, the department needs to improve three major
areas of its compliance collections efforts. JLARC estimates that the improvements
recommended in this chapter could have produced approximately $10 million in additional State revenue in fiscal year 1991.
First, the department needs to better establish its annual compliance revenue
goal. Currently, the department's goal is understated. The goal is based not on potential
collections but on prior year collections. The department should use tax gap estimates
to establish future compliance revenue collections goals.
Second, the department needs to reexamine and revise its procedures for
selecting taxpayers for audits. The current audit selection procedures do not appear to
be sufficient to guide a balanced strategy of enforcement, collections, and deterrence.
Third, the department controls significant amounts ofits compliance collections
activities through its State Tax Accounting and Reporting System (STARS). The State
has received recognition, both nationally and internationally, for the STARS system
created by the department. This system is a technological advantage which many other
states do not have. However, the system currently either has significant limitations or
is being used in a manner which limits the effectiveness of the department's revenue
collections activities. JLARC staff have provided examples of how this has impacted
department collections activities, although the magnitude ofthe revenue lost due to these
limitations could not be accurately estimated.
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IMPROVEMENTS NEEDED IN GOAL SETIING AND USE OF STAFF
The department uses its annual goal for compliance revenue collections to help
direct its compliance collections activities during the year. Although the department did
not meet its compliance collections goal for FY 1991, compliance staff were frequently
assigned to provide taxpayer services during that time. The department reported that
it collected $941,444 less than its goal.

New Method Needed for Establishjng
Department Compliance Revenue rTOal

Each year the department establishes an agency goal for compliance revenue
collections. Compliance revenue collections are generallydefmed as collections resulting
from enforcement activities. The commissioner reports to the Secretary of Finance
periodically on the status of goal attainment.
The department set its compliance revenue goals for fiscal years 1991 and 1992
at $241.4 million and $250.2 million, respectively. The department providedJLARC with
the methodology for setting the 1992 goal. .As described by the department, the goal has
the following components:
• the amount of revenue collections for the preceding year ($240,517,858)
• a growth factor based on the department's revenue projection ($1,443,107)
• projections based on number of personnel which reflects the recent addition
of20 auditors ($8,203,067).
Analysis of the goal setting methodology indicates that the goals are not
appropriately set. The department bases its goals primarily on prior year collections, not
on amounts that could potentially be collected. None ofthe components ofunderreported
tax liabilityor unremitted tax liability appear to directly factor into the goals. Therefore,
the current goal setting methodology tends to understate the amount of compliance
revenue which could potentially be collected.

Recommendation (8): The Department of Taxation should revise its
methodology for setting its compliance revenue collections goals. The depart·
ment should not base its collections goal on past collections but should base its
collections goal on outstanding liability due the State. In order to do this, the
department should analyze and refine the JLARC estimates of underreported
and underremitted tax liability and determine a collectibility factor for each.
The number ofpersonnel assigned to revenue collections should continue to be
a factor in the equation.
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Compliance Staff Are BnutiDeJy JIIed for Nop-Compliance AgtiyJtiu

Compliance staff are defined by the department as auditors, tax examiners,
field representatives', and collections representatives. Auditors and tax examiners
assess additional taxes through audit assessments. Field and collections representatives
collect the additional taxes which result from the assessments. These positions are
funded as compliance positions.
Compliance staffare assigned to the central office and the eight district offices.
The department maintains data on the activities of the 287 compliance staff in the
district offices. Comparable data are not maintained on the activities of the 130
compliance staffin the central office, however. Significant portions of time are spent by
compliance staff for services such as taxpayer assistance in filling out returns and
helping taxpayers resolve problems resulting from department processing errors.
Using data provided by the department, JLARC staffestimate that in FY 1991
approximately $10 million was not collected by district office compliance staff due to the
time spent providing taxpayer assistance such as answering questions pertaining to
completion of tax forms and assisting taxpayers in correcting errors on returns. This is
an extremely conservative estimate of the effect ofhaving compliance staffconduct noncompliance activities, since it does not include central office compliance staff.
The tax commissioner authorized compliance staff to be used to provide
taxpayer assistance. He stated two reasons for this decision. First, taxpayer assistance
is an important function of the department. Second, no other staff were available to
provide assistance.
The use ofcompliance stafffor non-compliance activities reduces the amount of
time they are able to audit and collect taxes. Overall, the department's 52 field
representatives in the eight districts spent a total of 16 percent of their time on taxpayer
assistance during FY 1991. Using department data on compliance revenue collected by
each district office in FY 1991, JLARC staffestimate that the department did not collect
$8,725,000 as a result of having field representatives provide taxpayer assistance.
Two district offices also use auditors to provide taxpayer assistance. Using the
department's calculations of average assessments per hour, the department did not
assess $1,735,502 in fiscal year 1991 as a result of the auditors being used to provide
taxpayer assistance. Therefore, assuming that the department collects 78.7 percent of
its assessments (using the JLARC estimate ofcollections), the department did not collect
$1,365,840 by using auditors to provide taxpayer assistance.
The department could not provide an estimate ofthe amount oftime that central
office compliance staff spend responding to inquiries from taxpayers regarding processing errors. However, according to one supervisor, "it is substantial."
A recent internal department report estimates that department errors result in
a major portion ofthe workload for compliance staff. According to the report, department
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errors resulted in 81 percent ofthe telephone calls and 45 percent of the correspondence
handled by compliance staffin the delinquent collections unit during a recent two-month
period. Further, many of the calls and correspondence were simple taxpayer questions
due to mistakes and mishandling ofreturns in other areas ofthe department. Nevertheless, compliance staff had to respond to them and attempt to resolve the error. For
example:

A taxpayer was assessed a late penalty on a return that had a due date
ofMay 1, 1991. However, the penalty was assessed on March 22, 1991.

* * *
The amount of a taxpayer's check included with the tax return was
encoded incorrectly. Consequently, an assessment was issued for the
difference between the amount ofthe check and the amount for which
the check was encoded.

* * *
A taxpayer's return was posted on March 27,1991. However, the tax
examiner keyed May 1, 1992, as the filing date. That resulted in an
erroneous assessment.
Given the amount of information processed by the department, error free
processing cannot be expected. However, many ofthe errors appeared to be simple ones
that should have been initially detected by the screening unit or handled by taxpayer
assistance personnel. Use ofcompliance staffto resolve errors involved in the processing
of returns is not a cost-effective or efficient use of these staff.
In some district offices, two or three compliance staff are responsible for
providing taxpayer assistance each day. Atoll-free telephone number to the central office
could reduce the taxpayer assistance workload ofthe compliance staff. Such a telephone
number could direct calls to the taxpayer assistance unit in the central office, which
employs 51 staff specifically dedicated to providing taxpayer assistance. During March
through May of each year, the toll-free telephone number could include an option for
callers wanting to check on their tax refunds. These calls could be directed to wage
employees hired specifically to check on the status of tax refunds. A message listing the
inquiries that could be referred to a local commissioner ofrevenue could also be included
to reduce the number of calls that tax department staff are required to answer.
The addition of at least one taxpayer assistance position to each district office
would also reduce the taxpayer assistance workload of compliance staff. The districts
that currently have two or more staff assigned to taxpayer assistance because of the
volume of calls and walk-in requests may need more than one position.

Recommendation (9): The Department of Taxation should not routinely use field representatives and auditors to provide in-office taxpayer
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assistance for forms completion or to correct simple processing errors. The
department should establish a toll-free telephone number for taxpayer assistance that automatically directs calls to the taxpayer assistance unit within the
central office or histructs taxpayers to call their local commissioners of
revenue. In conjunction with this toll-free telephone number, a taxpayer
assistance position should be placed in each ofthe seven district offices outside
of Richmond. A second taxpayer assistance position should be considered in
the Norfolk, Northern Virginia, and Roanoke districts if the toll-free taxpayer
assistance number does not divert enough telephone calls to allow one position
to handle the demand in each of those districts.
Recommendation (10): The Department ofTaxation should improve its
capability to identify and correct tax return errors, through automated error
resolution, before the error results in a notice being sent to the taxpayer. It
certain errors still occur, they should be handled by the taxpayer assistance
unit. The department should analyze the types of errors that persist and
improve error resolution to correct them.
Some Collections Erroneously Counted as Compliance Reyenue

The department monitors, on a monthly basis, the revenue that it collects from
compliance activities and reports this to the Secretary ofFinance. JLARC staffanalysis
indicates that the department erroneously reported more than $43.2 million as compliance revenue in fiscal year 1991. This inflated the productivity reported by the
department for its compliance personnel.
Compliance revenue is generally defined as revenue which results from direct
enforcement action by the taxing entity, not voluntary payment by the taxpayer. A
review of the department's compliance revenue collections data indicates that the
department is counting revenue which has not required direct enforcement action on the
part of the department as compliance revenue.
The department provided JLARC staff with its definitions of compliance
revenue. The following types of collections are reported as compliance revenue:
• collections of business tax assessments not including fuel tax assessments
• collections of individual income tax assessments
• collections resulting from notices sent to taxpayers before a tax bill is issued
• collections resulting from tax returns that are illed late, but before a non-iller
notice is sent to the taxpayer.
Collections from returns fIled late, but prior to a notice being mailed to the
taxpayer, should not be counted as compliance revenue. The department does not take
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any direct enforcement action on these returns, but merely processes a late payment. For
example:

A federal agency routinely mails in its monthly employer withhQlding
tax return andpayment to one ofthe department's district offices. These
payments represent taxes withheld for the agency's employees who
reside in Virginia. Occasionally, the payment is received one day late.
However, the return and payment are received automatically without
any direct enforcement action. The district office correctly lists the
payment as late. Therefore, the funds are counted as compliance
revenue.
These withholdingpayments can be sizable. On one field representative's
daily report a federal agency's late payment of$295,OOO was 99 percent
ofthe total compliance collections of$296, 100 reported by the representative. This one late payment was also seven percent of the total
compliance revenue reported for the month by the district.

JLARe analysis of compliance revenue collections reports and defmitions
provided by the department indicate that, by counting revenue from late payments, the
department overstated its collection ofcompliance revenue by approximately 18 percent
for fiscal year 1991. Therefore, this inflated figure served to make the department's
compliance programs appear more effective than they actually were.
Recommendation (11): The Department of Taxation should include
only those collections resulting from direct enforcement actions by the department as compliance revenue. The department should reassess its definition of
compliance revenue and exclude automatic payments which have been received without a notice or other form of direct enforcement action.
AUDIT ASSESSMENTS NEED IMPROVEMENT TO BE EFFECTIVE
It does not appear that the department has a balanced strategy of combining
enforcement,collections, and deterrence in its audit selections. The department does not
follow a stated formal strategy for selecting audit candidates but seems to follow an ad
hoc approach that relies heavily on federal data and individual auditor judgment.

Selection could be improved by supplementing federal data with unique State
data. State data have been used by other states to supplement their audit programs.
Virginia has many large databases which could be used by the department to identify
non-filers and help determine which taxpayers are underreporting their tax liabilities.
Further, the quality of the audits performed by the department needs to be
improved. The department does not have sufficient procedures to ensure that the audits
are consistent and objective.
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Better Strategy and Standards Needed for Effectiye Audits

Tax departments usually conduct audits for two primary purposes: (1) to ensure
that the audited taxpayer is assessed the correct amount oftaxes due; and (2) to generally
alert other taxpayers, who did not report and remit the correct amount of taxes , that an
audit is possible. Achievement ofthese purposes requires that the overall audit strategy
be balanced and that audits are of sufficient quality to withstand taxpayer challenges.
While the department has an audit manual, the audit program does not have a stated and
uniform strategy for audit selection. Further, audits are weakened by the lack of
standard audit procedures.
General selection procedures have been developed by the department to audit
returns for individual income tax, corporate income tax, and retail sales and use tax
(Table 8). These procedures have deficiencies which potentially limit the revenue
assessed. Individual income tax audits are limited almost exclusively to federal audits.
According to a special review conducted by staffof the Auditor of Public Accounts (APA)
fur JLARC, the department has not sufficiently developed strategies for selecting
corporate income returns or sales and use tax filings for audit. The APA's review ofthe
these strategies found them "inconsistent and subjective."

Reliance on Federal Data Limits Effectiveness Qandividual InCOme TaxAudits,
The tax department relies almost completely on data provided by the U.S. Internal
Revenue Service (IRS) for individual audit selection. IRS provides the department with
information which compares aspects of State returns with aspects of federal returns for
Virginia filers. Discrepancies between the returns may generate State audit candidates.
IRS sends the department comparisons of income reported by taxpayers on federal
returns with income identified by wage statements (W-2s) and interest and miscellaneous income statements (1099s) when the difference is more than $100. IRS also
provides information from federal returns which the department uses to determine if
there are differences in State and federal tax information. The IRS also provides copies
offederal audits which the department uses to determine if the federal audit produced
a change in the amount of taxes due the State. Total reliance on these federal data can
limit the effectiveness and timeliness of State audits.
The U.S. General Accounting Office (GAO) cited weaknesses in IRS data which
can limit Virginia's enforcement strategies. According to GAO, IRS failed to target major
components of the federal individual income tax gap - informal suppliers, sole proprietors, and high-income non-filers. Since the department depends on federal audit data
to generate its audit candidates, Virginia may not audit some groups which have
potentially high levels of non-compliance.
In addition to data quality problems, federal audits are not used by the
department until approximately two years after the taxpayer has incurred the tax
liability. During the current fiscal year, the department is conducting audits on 1988 and
1989 tax returns. The length of time between the return filing and the audit negatively
affects the collectibility of the tax liability.
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Table 8

Audit Selection Criteria, Criteria Deficiencies
and Suggested Improvements
Tvoe ofTax
Individual

Curent Audit
Selection Criteria

Deficiencies

Relies on IRS
data for selection

Data more than two
years old
High-income nonfilers excluded

Corporate

Stete returns
reviewed for
possibility of
additional audit
assessments

Date more than two
years old
No written criteria
for review of returns
by field auditors

Federal audits
reviewed
Sales and Use

All of the eight
percent of the
businesses that
pay 83 percent
of the tax are
audited every
three years

Limited audits of
small businesses
Lack of uniformity
in selection

Improvements
Needed
Supplement limitetions in federal date
by audits of highincome Virginia
taxpayers, sole
proprietors, and
informal suppliers

Compensates for
limitations in
federal date

Develop written
uniform criteria
for selection by
field auditors

Enhances objectivity
and consistency of
audit selection

Evaluate relative
effectiveness of
criteria
Develop uniform
selection criteria
which include all
types and sizes of
businesses
Evaluate relative
effectiveness of
developed criteria

Criteria developed
differently in each
district

Benefits

Enhances objectivity
and consistency of
audit selection
Provides audit
coverage of small
businesses
Provides audit
coverage for
businesses with a
high percentage of
taxable sales

Source: JLARC staff analysis of Department ofTaxation date.

Given these problems, it does not appear to be in the State's best interest to rely
totally on federal individual tax audits for audit generation. The department should
compensate for the limitations by supplementing the federal data with appropriate State
data.
Recom11U!ndation (12): The Department of Taxation should pilot test

using selected Virginia data which can supplement limitations in federal audit
data to target enforcement activities on high.income non.filers, sole proprietors,
informal suppliers, and other groups known to have a high probability of
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underreporting and underremitting tax liability. The department should
evaluate the pilot information to determine collectibility from these groups.
Corporate Income TaxAudits Not Guided by Standard Selection Criteria. The
department conducts two reviews of corporate returns. First, the mechanics of the
returns are reviewed to evaluate: (1) the consistency of State return data with federal
tax information, (2) the appropriateness of supporting documentation provided by the
taxpayer, and (3) the mathematical accuracy of the information. Any problems in these
areas could lead to an audit.
Second, returns are reviewed by individual auditors. These reviews rely on
auditor judgment and past audit history to select returns for audit. While elimination
of auditor judgment would not be advantageous, a procedure which serves to structure
and standardize the selection process is needed. The department should analyze the
procedures currently used by auditors to determine which selection criteria produce the
most effective audits. The department should use the results of this analysis to develop
guidelines for corporate audit selection. These guidelines should serve to provide better
focus to the corporate audit program.

Recommendation (13): The Department ofTaxation should evaluate its
audit selection procedures for corporate income tax in order to identify the
specific procedures which result in the most effective audits. The department
should use its findings as the basis for establishing standardized and objective
criteria for audit selection.
Selection Strate{lY for Retail Sales and Use Tax Audits Needs To Be Developed.
The department selects retail sales and use tax returns for audit using nine different sets
ofloosely-developed criteria. These criteria are based primarily on informal information
sources such as business directories, newspapers and trade journals, and telephone
directories. The lack of structured criteria result in heavy reliance on judgments of
individual auditors. According to the APA,
The Division does not have a structured method for selecting audit
candidates. Field representatives and auditors use several informal
information sources to identify and refer candidates for audit; however, there are no specific guidelines for selection. As a result, the audit
supervisor selects businesses for audit using primarily judgment and
the field representative's recommendations. Lack of standard guidelines makes the selection process inconsistent and subjective.
Some ofthe auditors use a more structured criterion to select audit candidates.
The department has calculated that eight percent of businesses in Virginia pay 83
percent of the sales and use tax. The extent of actual use of the "8183" criterion cannot
be determined. Based on written information supplied by the department, auditors in
two of the eight districts appear to use the "8/83" listing as a source of information on
which audit selection criteria are based. Even in those two districts, the "8/83" is only one
of many possible sources of information that can be used as 11 basis for audit selection.
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The Roanoke district has 24 different sources ofinformation that it uses
as a basis to select businesses for audit. An auditor can use one or a
combination ofthe information sources. The "8 / 83» listing is just one
such source. Other sources include referrals from local economic
development groups, referrals from local constitutional officers, and
listings ofout-or-State contractors.
However, the department has established a goal to audit 100 percent of the "8/
83" businesses every three years. In order to achieve this goal, the department is limiting
its audits of small businesses in some districts even though small businesses have been
identified as a major component ofthe federal tax gap. The department recently directed
that the Northern Virginia district office "not do small business audits unless you have
collected all of the delinquent assessments and non-filer money." Therefore, small
businesses inNorthern Virginia will receive very few audits. This could adversely impact
the general deterrence effects on small businesses in that area.
The structure ofthe "8/83" criterion is sound- the criterion is based on objective
measures. The way in which the department is implementing the criterion should be
improved so major components of the tax gap are being audited and the criterion is part
ofa structured and directed audit strategy. Further, the department should experiment
with other selection criteria to determine ifthe "8/83" criterion is best for audit selection.
For example, another criterion to be considered would be a ratio oftaxable sales to total
sales. Companies, regardless ofsize, would be selected for audit ifthe ratio exceeded an
established threshold. The department should then evaluate the comparative effectiveness of these strategies.

Recommendation (14): The Department of Taxation should establish
and implement a retail sales and use tax audit selection strategy which is
consistent and not subjective. The department should assess the comparative
effectiveness of criteria such as the "8/83" listing, the ratio of taxable sales to
total sales, and criteria used effectively by other states in developing its
strategy.
Audit Procedures Deficient. The Auditor of Public Accounts analyzed the
quality of a sample of audits conducted by the department. This analysis found the
department lacking in necessary audit procedures. These procedures need to be
developed by the department to ensure that high quality audits are being completed.
According to the APA:
The Department does not have either standard programs or checklists
to document audit procedures and set the scope of testing. But, the
Division relies on the auditor's discretion to perform the audit procedures.
Overall, the Department does not provide field auditors with standards to follow for audit selection .. ;. The audit process neither
adequately trains the auditors nor documents the supervisory review
of the field auditor's work and conclusions.
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The Department cannot assure the consistency and objectivity of the
audit process without detailed standards. Field auditors should have
standards for performing audit procedures and documenting procedures, conclusions, and supervision of work.

Recommendation (15): The Department of Taxation should develop
standards for audit procedures. These standards should be written and
disseminated to all audit staff.
Improvements Needed in Nop-Filer Programs

The department attempts to identify non-filers using two primary methods. To
identify individual non-filers, the department checks its records of fIled State returns
against IRS data. To identify business non-fIlers, the department checks its records of
filed State returns against its records ofregistered businesses. The department does not
use any other sources outside department records to determine business non-filers. Both
methods are limited and do not identify all non-mers.
Other states are using computer matches of unique state data with tax files to
determine non-mers. The department needs to develop new and more effective methods
for identifying non-filers and should begin evaluatingother available State databases for
this purpose.

Additional Individual Non-Filers Could Be Identified Using Available State
~ The department identifies State non-filers by comparing federal data and State
return data. The department can determine which federal filers did not file a Virginia
return. However, if a taxpayer does not file either a federal or a State return, the
department may not be able to identify the non-mer. IRS estimated in 1987 that federal
non-filers owed more than $7.2 billion. One could then reasonably assume that the
number offederal non-fIlers is substantial, that some portion reside in Virginia, and that
not all have their total tax liabilities withheld.
States have access to unique databases which are not available at the federal
level. Consequently, states may be able to do more than the federal government in this
area. These databases could effectively be used to locate non-filers. At least four other
states have successfully used state data to find non-filers and have collected substantial
amounts of revenue.
Virginia has several databases which could be used to identify non-filers. Some
of these data sources include motor vehicle registrations; driver's license registrations;
and registration of professionals such as the State Boards of Dentistry, Medicine, and
Pharmacy, and the Virginia State Bar. Data from these sources could be matched with
State return data to identify non-filers.
The department has recently begun or considered some new efforts to identify
individual non-filers. However, the majority ofthese initiatives appear to be established
generally on an ad hoc, rather than a systematic basis. For example:
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The supervisorofthe compliance section recently began to target drivers
on the NASCAR circuit for special compliance activity. He obtained the
cooperation ofthe field services division in this effort. Field services sent
inquiry letters to drivers who had been identified as having received
payments for races in Virginia. The supervisor told JLARC staffthat
he did not have any specific evidence of a tax compliance problem
among NASCAR drivers. The supervisor developed this idea based on
discussions with the director and assistant director ofthe field services
division, and the director ofthe office services division. The compliance
supervisor said that the four ofthem were ·sittingaround talking about
what we could do for initiatives. n

***
The supervisor of the compliance section recently obtained data from
the State Department of Motor Vehicles on purchases of vehicles,
excluding tractor trailers and mobile homes, costing more than $30,000.
The supervisor wanted to determine ifthe purchasers had filed income
tax returns. The supervisor believed that such data might enable the
department to detect those non-filers with illegal sources of income.
Upon obtaining the data, the compliance section could not agree on how
to assess tax liability of identified non-filers. The supervisor then met
with IRS staffconcerning the idea. It was decided that the department
would turn the data over to IRS for use in its compliance efforts. Any
audit results that IRS obtains will be shared with the department.

***
The supervisorofthe compliance section told JLARC staffthat he wants
to useprofessional licenses as a source ofdata for identifying non-filers.
He recently contacted the State Commerce Department concerning the
availability ofthose data. According to the compliance supervisor, the
commerce department only recently began to collect the social security
numbers of licensed professionals. The supervisor told JLARC staff
that the social security number would be necessary in order to identify
non-filers.

***
The department established a program in 1990 to identify non-filers
who are State employees. The tax department compares Department of
Accounts wage data with State tax return data to identify non-filers.
The department reports that the comparison identified approximately
3,000 State employees who did not file returns for tax years 1988 or
1989. The compliance section will begin to send inquiry letters to those
individuals in early 1992.
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The department needs to assess the State data available to detect non-fIlers.
The current procedures used by the department do not systematically identify all nonfIlers. The department has access to databases maintained by many other State agencies
(such as the Virginia Employment Commission and the State Corporation Commission)
but limits its use of the data to searches for particular non-fIlers or to establish lien
sources for particular tax accounts. The department should begin to use these data
sources to systematically identify non-fIlers. In doing so, the department should be
prepared to consider data searches which use identifiers such as names rather than social
security numbers.

Recommendation (16): The Department ofTaxation should continue to
use federal data to identify individual non-filers. However, the department
needs to examine the feasibility and cost effectiveness of computer matches
with State databases to identify and locate additional non-filers. The department should establish pilot programs to match various existing databases with
State tax return records. The department should contact other states which
are using computer matches to identify non-filers. Using available information, the department should develop a systematic approach to evaluate the
available databases, the costs of the matching activities, and the potential for
identifying non-filers with each source.
Identification ofBusiness Non-Filers Should Be More Syste1TUltic. The department attempts to locate non-fIlers by comparing two of its own databases: filed business
tax returns and business tax registration. The department's procedure identifies those
businesses that have voluntarily registered with the department but have not fIled one
or more returns. The department does not know how many non-registered businesses are
currently operating within the State. If a business has failed to voluntarily comply with
the department's business registration requirements, the department's program is
unable to identify the business as a non-fIler.
Department staff have stated that the best leads on business non-fIlers are
those which are developed by their auditors. This is done on an ad hoc rather than a
systematic basis, however. For example:

Department staffcite an instance when a tax department employee was
flying on a commercial airline. He looked out the window and noticed
the name ofthe company loading freight on the airplane. The employee
thought that the company may not have filed a tax return. He later
determined that the company was not filing so he proceeded with nonfiler notification. However, the company was registered with the
Virginia Employment Commission (VEC), as it had employees, and
was also registered with the State Corporation Commission (SCC) to
conduct business in Virginia. Data matches with these records would
also have identified the company as a non-filer.
Using this ad hoc approach, the department was able to detect a single non-fIler.
However, the number of non-fIlers which could have potentially been detected through
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systematic computer matches oftax registration data with the data maintained by the
VEC and the SCC is not known.
The department does not routinely use data from the VEC or the SCC as sources
of information for determining if all businesses in Virginia are properly registered.
However, the department does compare return data for telecommunication companies
and motor carriers with data from the SCC.
Recently the director ofthe field services division requested that the information systems division "research the feasibility of comparing VEC data to tax data to
identify unknown employers." This request was made following JLARC's initial questions of department management regarding use ofVEC data.
The department should determine the feasibility ofusing databases maintained
by other State agencies. The department should prepare a comprehensive list of these
agencies and then make a preliminary determination of which databases could potentially yield the highest number of non-filers.

Recommendation (17): The Department of Taxation should prepare
and implement strategies for systematically matching data in its business tax
registration database with data from the Virginia Employment Commission,
State Corporation Commission, and other appropriate State agencies. The
department should establish pilot programs to match various existing databases. The department needs to develop a systematic approach to evaluate the
available databases, the costs of the matching activities, and the potential for
identifying non-filers with each source.
Department Monitoring otAsseasments Is Inadequate

The department does not adequately monitor its assessments. JLARC staff
have identified two problems which have resulted from the department's lack of
monitoring. First, the department may have overstated the percentage of collections
which resulted from assessments made by its audit staff. Second, by not adequately
monitoring business assessments, the department lost $1.9 million in potential collections between 1989 and 1991.

MQnitQrinc Qf Assessments Needed tQ Help Ensure MQre Is CQllected. The
department reports the total dollar amounts of audit assessments and collections each
year. However, the department does not systematically monitor collections which result
from assessments for any given year. The dollars reported as collected in a given year
may have been from assessments occurring in other years.
This lack of monitoring has resulted in the department having to estimate the
amount of collections which result from assessments. The department may be overestimating by more than 15 percent the collections which actually result from assessments.
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JLARC staff requested information from the department on the audit assessments made in 1989 and the percentage of those assessments that were collected as of
June 30, 1991. The department was unable to provide the information as it could not
provide nor make available the lists ofany audits conducted by the office services division
but stated that it would be "more than 8,000 pages." However, the department was able
to provide audit information on a subset of the audits conducted by the field services
division. The department estimated the amount of collections which result from
assessments by analyzing a non-random sample of 130 of the audits conducted in the
interstate audit unit. The department's analysis concluded that 90.76 percent of the
assessments were collected.
JLARC staff analyzed a random sample of 130 of the same audit assessments.
The dollar amount ofthe assessments ranged from approximately $13 to $336,924. This
analysis indicates that 78.7 percent of the net assessments made in 1989 had been
collected by JUne 30, 1991 (Table 9). A net assessment is the original assessment, plus
any additional penalty or interest, minus any abatement.
The department's inability to relate specific assessments to the collection of
those assessments and its reliance On imprecise analysis to project possible collections
could result in misrepresenting the total dollars of assessments being collected. For
example, in FY1991, the department made audit assessments totaling $178.1 million.
The department, using its calculation, would estimate that $161.6 million would be
collected. TheJLARC staffanalysis would result in an estimate of$140.1 million, a$21.5
million difference. Similar calculations of collections resulting from assessments have
been used by the department in its budget request for additional auditors.

---------:-----Table 9 - - - - - - - - - - - -

Collections Resulting from Sample of
1989 Audit Assessments*
Total Liability

$1,485,714

Assessed Taxes
Additional Penalty and Interest

$1,471,027
$ 14,687

Abated Taxes

$

Collected Taxes

$1,099,016

(Percent Collected

90,135

78.7O/()

'Data are from a random sample of 130 audit assessments made in 1989 and reflect activity on those
accounts as of June 30, 1991.
Source:

JLARC analysis of STARS data.
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Assessment tracking has become a concern in at least one area of the department.
The compliance section within the office services division recently
requested that the information systems division develop a procedure to
track its assessments. An assessment-tracking capability should increase efficiency within the department. Staffstated that such a report
will enable them to identify specific compliance programs where assessments are generally not getting collected. Once identified, these programs could be modified or eliminated.

Monitoring collections resulting from assessments would require that department staff: (1) track all audit assessments and (2) monitor which assessments are being
collected and how much ofeach assessment is collected. This monitoring would allow the
department to examine and evaluate the quality ofthe audits and the effectiveness ofthe
collections activities.

Recommendation (18): The Dep!lrlment of Taxation should track the
current status of all tax assessments made by each of its various compliance
programs for each year. The amount of the total assessments that have been
collected, abated, or discharged should be monitored. The information should
be used to evaluate the quality of audit assessments and effectiveness of
collections activities.
Failure to Convert Business Assessments. Section 58.1-1813 of the Code of
Virginia allows the department to convert business liabilities to individual liabilities of
the responsible officers of the business. The department uses this conversion authority
in situations where the department has been unable to collect from the business, such as
in bankruptcy situations.

The department must convert the assessment within three years ofthe due date
of the return. Once the statutory time period expires, the business assessment can no
longer be converted and collection can no longer be attempted.
According to department records, the department did not convert more than
1,400 assessments totaling more than $1.9 million during the three-year period of 1989
through 1991. According to staffthere were two reasons for this loss in assessments: (1)
the internal notification was not timely, and (2)staffwere not available to work thecaBes.

Recommendation (19): The Department ofTaxation should ensure that
all uncollected business tax assessments are converted to individual liabilities
prior to the expiration of the three-year statute of limitations.
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ROLE OF COMPUTERIZED OPERATIONS IN COLLECTIONS
The department has developed a computerized system which it uses to perform
its processing, compliance, and collections activities. The State Tax Accounting and
Reporting System has brought the department forward from a manual, paper-driven
process to a computer driven system with less reliance on hard copy files.
Development of STARS was a major effort for the department both in terms of
staff time and cost to the State. With STARS, the department is able to process a large
amount of data fairly quickly and with relative ease. Department staff commented
throughout the study that STARS was a great asset to the department.
However, it also appears that there are significant limitations to the STARS
system. These limitations may be due to technical deficiencies in the current system or
to problems with how the system is being utilized by the department. These limitations
may have resulted in the State's revenue collections efforts not being as effective as they
could be. JLARC staff have identified specific instances in which problems have
occurred. However, JLARC staffare unable to fully determine the amountoflost revenue
that may have resulted from these limitations.
STARS Development

The department began to develop STARS in the 1970s by contracting with
Arthur Young and Company to develop system requirements and a conceptual design for
its processing requirements. Later, the department contracted with Ernst and Whinney
to develop a tracking system to monitor compliance program productivity. The system
began on-line operations in 1983. The department spent approximately $36 million to
develop, implement, and operate STARS between 1981 and 1989.
The department has prepared estimates which indicate that more than $8.9
million in cost savings have resulted from STARS. These savings resulted primarily from
the elimination of 94 full-time positions.
In addition to savings, the department estimates that, between 1984 and 1989,
it collected more than $93 million in additional revenue as a result of STARS. These
estimates include:
$87,100,000
3,200,000
1,400,000
815,000
200,000

in collections
from auditor productivity
in "other benefits"
in earned interest
in refund interest.

The department was unable to document these estimates. Therefore, JLARCstaffwere
unable to evaluate their accuracy.
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According to department staff, STARS is currently 95 percent complete. The
system currently contains 21 application modules (Table 10). The department has stated
that a management information reporting system (MIRS) remains to be developed. The
department has prepared a budget request to develop MIRS, which according to
department staffwill allow the production of better management reportsfor compliance
activities.

IJrnitatious of the System Affect Reyenue and CQllections

STARS has improved the processing of information within the department.
However, problems exist- either with the system or the way in which the system is being
used - which limit its effective utilization for revenue collections.
Over the last several years, staff have frequently requested that many of the
limitations of STARS be addressed. Most of the requests have not been addressed
although many ofthem would improve revenue collections. The department should make
these modifications a priority.

Limitations RellardiUIl Bu.siness Taxes. The system currently has two major
limitations for handling business tax accounts. The system is not able to automatically
link multiple accounts for the same business and will not allow the "write-off" ofbusiness
accounts.

------------Table 10------------

STARS Application Modules
Business Tax System

Individual Tax System

Registration
Accounting
Accounts ReceivablelBilling
Accounts ReceivablelNon-filer
Accounts Receivable/Partial
Payment
Accounts Receivable/Collections
Tracking
Return Processing (Corporate,
Withholding, and Use)
Audit
Correspondence
Miscellaneous Return Processing
(Vending Machine, Motor Fuel,
Litter, Tire)
Vendor Debt Set-off

Tax Roll
Accounting
Accounts ReceivableIBilling
Accounts ReceivablelBankruptcy
Accounts Receivable/Partial
Payment
Accounts Receivable/Collections
Tracking
Return Processing
Refund Match/Set-off
Correspondence
Audit Non-filer

Source: Department of Taxation, State Tax Accounting and Reporting System, March 1991.
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The department may have multiple tax accounts for a single business. Businesses that registered prior to 1983 were assigned a unique account number for each tax.
When STARS was implemented, the department was able to consolidate account
numbers for only 30 percent of the businesses. The department does not know how many
businesses still have more than one account number. However, the STARS system has
not been programmed to look at more than one tax account for each business prior to
issuing a refund. Therefore, companies registered prior to 1983 may be due a refund on
one account, have an outstanding tax bill on another account which is greater to or equal
the refund due, and get the refund.
The STARS system is not currently programmed to "write off" business accounts. The write-off capability is used for individual tax accounts and allows the
department to suspend collection activity on the account while keeping it in the accounts
receivable inventory. The account still remains in refund set-off for possible collection.
Rather than be written off, business accounts must be discharged. When an
account is discharged, it is removed from the refund set-off program as well as from the
accounts receivable inventory. Discharging a large corporate account reduces a large
accounts receivables inventory. However, it also reduces, by the amount ofthe discharge,
the revenue which the State may be able to collect through refund set-off.

Recommendation (20): The Department of Taxation should enter the
necessary data and modify STARS programming to ensure that all account
balances are checked for all businesses before refunds are issued. This
programming should ensure that no refund is issued unless all accounts have
been paid in full.
Recommendation (21): The Department of Taxation should modify
STARS programming to provide for a "write-off" capability for business taxes.
District Qffices NotAble to Deposit Collections Directly, The eight district offices
collect a large amountoftax payments and compliance revenue. However, it appears that
limitations in the use of STARS necessitate the district offices having to send the
payments to Richmond for deposit. JLARC staff estimate that the inability of district
offices to make direct deposits may have cost the State approximately $123,000 in lost
interest in fiscal year 1991.
JLARC staff analyzed a sample of checks received by the district offices to
determine the length of time from receipt to deposit. Twenty-five checks received in the
district offices between April and June were tracked through to deposit in the general
fund. On average it took six days from the time of receipt to deposit. Some checks were
deposited as quickly as three days after receipt, while others took as long as 11 days.
JLARC staffcalculated that approximately $9,000 was lost in interest payments from the
sample of checks which totaled $9.9 million.
The department reported that $93,063,711 was collected in the eight district
offices during fiscal year 1991. JLARC staff used the sample data to determine the
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number of days from receipt to deposit. Using information on daily interest rates
provided by the Department ofTaxation, JLARC staffestimate that the State lost at least
$61,498 and may have lost as much as $225,495 in fiscal year 1991. The department
should make the changes necessary to permit district offices to make direct deposits.

Recommendation (22): The Department of Taxation should modify its
procedures to enable district office staff to make local deposits of State tax
payments into the general fund. The department should request assistance
from the Office of the Auditor of Public Accounts to ensure that necessary
safeguards are followed in setting up and depositing into the accounts.
StafIHave Requested that Limitations Be Corrected. The department has a
process which employees use to submit requests for modifications to STARS. Many ofthe
limitations which JLARC staff identified during the course of this review had been
identified by department staff and had been submitted to the information systems
division for correction. Many of these requests would result in modifications to STARS
which would improve the efficiency and effectiveness ofthe collections process. According to the director of the information systems division, the requests have not been
implemented either because they have not been made a priority by department management, they would be too costly, or sufficient staff resources are not available in the
division to implement the modifications.
Some of the requested modifications need to be implemented. These include:
• Add write-off and reinstatement capabilities to the business system such as
the ones that already exist in the individual system.
• Add active businesses to automatic conversions.
• Immediately assign accounts withjeopardy assessments to the district offices
for collection.
• Change the way an account is automatically cycled through the collections
process.
Department staff have also requested that a program be written which will
enable the reading offederal business tapes which the department has been buying for
the past ten years. The department has not written the programs to be able to read the
tapes. According to staff, these tapes are purchased from the IRS for approximately $900 .
per year. The tapes may contain data which the department already receives in hard copy
form from the IRS. However, additional data may be on the tapes which could assist the
department in better collecting compliance revenue. The department should either use
the data or cease purchasing the data tapes.
Many of these staffrecommendations could result in additional revenue for the
State. The department should carefully consider staff recommendations and make
appropriate changes.
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Recommendation (23): The Department ofTaxation should ensure that
the information systems division consider and implement appropriately those
employee suggestions which have a direct and cost-effective impact on the
amount of compliance revenue the department can collect. Further, the
department should not continue to purchase data tapes which it does not have
the capacity to read. The department should either develop the capacity to
read the tapes or discontinue their purchase.
Assessment of STARS Needed

The issues which the department needs to address to better collect compliance
revenue include determining a plan and method for conducting computer matches with
large databases, determining which databases should be used, and determiningifreports
which necessitate using a large amount of data can be generated relatively easily and
stored fairly inexpensively. STARS is an Information Management System (IMS)
application. Some of the problems with STARS could be due in part to the limitations of
IMS. IMS is a hierarchical database product which allows large amounts of data to be
processed efficiently. However, IMS does not provide for easy report generation, so many
information requests would require substantial amounts of programming.
The department is currently beginning to explore the possibility of using a
relational database (DB2) in conjunction with its IMS system. No formal plan has been
developed by the agency for this. However, staff have indicated that DB2 will probably
be used for all new programming initiatives. The potential impact of using DB2 could be
greater flexibility, reduced programming requirements, and improved reporting capabilities.
Before implementing any new initiatives for the STARS system, the department needs to fully determine its needs and uses for the system. This assessment should
include addressing both technical and management problems with the system.

Recommendation (24): The Secretary of Finance or Department of
Taxation should request that the Department of Information Technology
conduct a systems analysis of STARS to address the current deficiencies in the
system and to determine long range requirements. At a minimum, the following issues should be examined:
• Does STARS effectively serve all units within the Department of
Taxation?
• To what extent and by what means does STARS need to interface with
outside entities?
• How can management be supplied with reliable and accurate information?
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• Is system security adequate?

• Can application programs be developed, maintained, and enhanced
quickly and economically?
.
• Bow can data be processed in an efficient and timely manner?
• Bow can data integrity be ensured?
• Bow can flexibility be maintained?
• What types of procedures need to be developed or modified to ensure
that employee suggestions which affect collection of revenue are
identified, given high priority, and implemented?
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w. Organization and Management
of the Department of Taxation
The Department of Taxation is a large and complex agency with many diverse
responsibilities. While this review focused primarily on the department's responsibility
for revenue collections, aspects of the department's overall organization and management were also examined. The review identified concerns within three areas of
department operations that need to be addressed.
First, the department is generally organized according to the functions performed by staff. While this functional orientation appears to be sound, certain organizational aspects of the department appear to limit the department's effectiveness.
Second, effective management of a department which is as large and complex
as the Department ofTaxation requires a detailed and well-formulated planning process.
The department's management team meets for two days each year to discuss and prepare
biennial budgets and to consider changes that will impact tax administration. The
department has recently developed and revised a written strategic plan for the agency.
The revised plan recognizes the importance of external factors such as an aging
population and internal factors such as technology, staffmg, and facility needs for
department operations. However, this plan lacks a comprehensive approach to integrating these factors. Further, the plan does not appear to adequately address the effects of
externalities on department operations.
Third, the department is granted broad· authority by the Code of Virginia to
administer the Commonwealth's tax laws. Statutory requirements for accountability
and external oversight of department activities are limited, despite the fact that
decisions affecting billions of dollars in tax revenue are involved. Problems identified
during this review, coupled with limited statutory guidelines, indicate the need for
enhanced accountability and oversight.

ORGANIZATIONAL ISSUES WITHIN THE DEPARTMENT

The Department of Taxation is generally organized according to functional
responsibility. Three assistant commissioners - for administrative operations, tax
operations, and information resource management - oversee 12 offices and divisions.
Five additional units, offices, or divisions are supervised by the tax commissioner.
While organizing on the basis of function appears to be more efficient than
organizing on the basis ofthe type oftax being administered, realignments could be made
that would help to address management problems within the agency. The JLARC staff
review revealed three primary organizational needs: (1) to fill the deputy commissioner
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position, (2) to reorient the structure of the department, and (3) to address workload and
management disparities.

Deputy Commissioner Posjtion Should Be Fjlled

The Department of Taxation is a large, complex agency. Collecting billions of
dollars oftax revenue, processing a variety oftaxes, and forecasting revenue collections
are just a few ofthe agency's primary responsibilities. In spite ofthe department's size
and the magnitude and complexity of its operation, there is no official second in
command. This situation is exacerbated by the necessity for the tax commissioner to
serve on committees which require time away from the department. According to
department documentation, the commissioner's ancillary duties within Virginia include
serving on the Compensation Board, the Treasury Board, the State Land Evaluation
Advisory Council, the Local Debt Council, and the Commission on Intergovernmental
Cooperation.
A deputy commissioner position was created in FY 1989 but has never been
filled. The commissioner has indicated that he would like to ml this position but has been
unable to because ofthe budgetary problems the State has recently faced. In the interim,
the assistant commissioner for information resource management seems to have been
informally recognized as the second in command.
As noted previously, there are two additional assistant commissioners who are
at the same level and pay grade within the organization. This informal arrangement
could cause confusion within the organization. A related problem is that, other than the
commissioner himself, there is no one individual that outside entities can contact to
obtain information about the department as a whole. Currently, entities must contact
individual sections within the department. A deputy commissioner could provide such
a focus for information and integration of department activities.

The commissioner stated he did not consider it crucial to fJ.lI the deputy
commissioner position. He noted that any ofthe assistant commissioners were familiar
enough with the operation of all of the divisions to make any necessary decisions. This
did not seem to be the case, however. The assistant commissioner, who is informally
recognized as being second in command, was unable to answer questions about significant department operations, noting that they were not within his office. A mid-level
manager also emphasized the need for a deputy commissioner stating, "There ought to
be someone in charge, someone who could act and do it in his [the commissioner's)
absence."
If cost is the primary impediment U; fJ.lling the deputy commissioner position,
filling the position could be linked to abolishing or vacating one assistant commissioner
position. The reorganization proposal developed by JLARC staff and presented in the
following section includes a structure with one deputy commissioner and two assistant
commissioner positions. Such an approach could significantly reduce the cost to the
department of filling the position.
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Recommendation (25): The Department of Taxation should fill the
deputy commissioner position. The deputy commissioner should be responsible for understanding all aspects of the department's operation and be
capable of administering the department in the commissioner's absence.
Stnlctyxe

of the Department Should Be Reodented

The tax commissioner has indicated that he plans to institute a comprehensive
restructuring of the department. The impetus for the restructuring is reported to be the
loss ofstaffdue to early retirement and budget reductions. The JLARC review found that
a reorientation of the department's current structure could provide cost-efficiencies,
improve management, and ensure organizational continuity. Two significant problems
noted with the department's structure included having a number ofsmall administrative
units and dividing portions of both audit and collections responsibilities between two
divisions.

Proliferation ofSmall Administrative Units. The department's current organization includes a number ofsmall administrative units, some with only 0 nestaffmember.
A number of problems may result when units with limited staffing exist. First, it is
difficult to accommodate variations in workload. When the workload is heavy, the one
person responsible for completing the work may become overwhelmed. Conversely, when
the workload is light, that person may not have enough to do. Creating larger units from
several small units allows for cross-training and a leveling of workload. The tax
department has a number of units which have very few staff, including the local liaison
office with one part-time employee, the budget planning office with one employee, the
public information office with one employee, and the facilities management and telecommunications office with two (permanent) employees.
FrCL/lmentation Q,fAudit and Collections Activities. Responsibility for the audit
and collections functions are shared by two divisions - office services and field services.
This has resulted in competitive rather than cooperative operations and the diffusion of
responsibility for audit and collections activities.
There are several courses that an incorrect tax return may follow once it is
received by the Department of Taxation (Figure 7). Some incorrect returns may not be
identified unless they are selected to be audited. Ifselected to be audited, the return will
be sent to the field services' interstate audit unit, non-resident auditor program, or a
district office. It could also be sent to office services' compliance section. If the audit
determines that an additional tax liability is owed, the taxpayer will be billed for the
additional amount. A different process is initially followed for tax returns identified as
being incorrect. These returns are sent to the error resolution section within the
processing services division. If the review by error resolution shows that an additional
tax liability is owed, the taxpayer will be billed for the additional amount. Regardless of
whether the bill resulted from an audit or error resolution finding, unless the bill is paid
promptly, it will be assigned to the delinquent collections unit within the offices services
division. At this point the collections process begins.
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.------------Figure 7------------,

Overview of General Collections Process
for Assessments
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Source: JLARC interviews of collectiona superviaon in Penlnaula, Norfolk and Velley district oflicea
on 6124191, 71/91 and 7/3/91; JLARC review ofStatlJ Taz Accounting and Reporting SyatlJm,
Uur's Gui<U on Individuall'roc«lura, Volume 2, Chapter 2; JLARC interviews of directors
of office I8rvicel division and field I8rvices division on 7/31/91. JLARC review of collection
proeeos flow charto from office I8rvices division.
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As noted, the fIrst step in the collections process allows the delinquent collections unit within the office services division to collect the liability. Staff within the
delinquent collections unit have 38 days to resolve the account or put the account on
"hold." Otherwise the State Tax Accounting and Reporting System (STARS) will
automatically send the account to a district office within the fIeld services division (unless
it is an individual income account, which is not typically sent to a district office). The
district office has 60 days to resolve the account or put it on hold, or STARS will send the
account back to the office services division, this time to the legal unit. Ultimately the tax
liability is either collected or discharged in some manner.
The dividing of collections activities between two divisions has resulted in
competitive, non-productive attitudes and inefficient practices.

A collections supervisor within a district office noted that the office
services division "skims the cream off the top· by only handling the
"easy·collections accounts. The supervisor contended that the accounts
that are more diffwult to resolve are sent to the districts.

*

* *

A district supervisor stated that the department "was losing money
because ofthe way office services had sat on the cases for months before
sending them to the field.· The supervisor noted that grocery stores can
incur delinquencies of$100,000 in sales tax quickly. By the time the
district receives the case, the stores may be four to six months behind in
their taxes. The supervisor surmised offwe services either "has too many
accounts to work or they do not prioritize them properly.•

*

*

*.

Two survey respondents noted problems between divisions. One respondent in a district office wrote that he would like to see the divisions,
"work together as a team to accomplish our objectives - eliminate
squabbles between division! office so they can take credit for doing
something - creating impressive statistics seems to be very important
to management; however, it does not reflect what is actually being
done.· Another respondent from the office services division wrote,
"remove the us-versus-them mentality that exists between various
divisions.•
While fIeld services staff assert that office services needs to send cases more
quickly, a report of the collections process that was completed by office services staff
charged that fIeld services was receiving too many cases. This report, submitted to office
services division management in June 1991, concluded that accounts which could be
collected by office services were being sent to district offices which could not handle the
number of accounts being sent. Having office services handle more of these accounts was
found to result in quicker collection of funds, thereby resulting in less money being
written off or discharged. The report recommended:
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· .. that the responsibility and control of Collections be placed under
one umbrella. The committee realizes a Collections Division has
previously been recommended and turned down. History has also
shown that only minimum improvement is achieved when individual
supervisors from internal collections and FSD [field services division]
are charged to work together. The reason for this is lack of authority
to properly deal with the big issues.
As noted in the previous chapter, JLARC stafffound significant problems with
the collections process. Organizing on the basis offunction (audit or collections activities)
rather than location (central or field offices) would be consistent with the overall
organization ofthe agency. It may also help to strengthen both functions by enabling one
manager to be responsible for establishing consistent policies and procedures, for
reviewing the effectiveness of the entire function, and for setting priorities for the
function. Organizing on the basis of function (Figure 8) would also end the transferring
of delinquent accounts between the office services and field services divisions, which
should facilitate the collection of tax revenue.

Alternatiye Organization Sboyld Be Considered

A proposal for organizing the department to address current structural and
management problems was developed by JLARC staff(Figure 9). The proposed structure
combines a number of small administrative units with other units and places responsibility for audit and collections activities in separate divisions as noted in the previous
report sections. Whenever possible, the structure also reassigns diverse tasks currently
handled by a single unit to other units that handle related tasks and consolidates tasks
that are currently handled by several different units. These proposed actions are
consistent with the themes of consolidating functions and offices, simplifying work
processes, and improving "productivity through the use of more efficient and effective
procedures" - themes which are part of the Governor's proposal for streamlining State
government. A description of the "new" divisions proposed under the deputy commissioner and the two assistant commissioners follows.

Units Under the Tax Commissioner, Under the proposed department organization, the tax commissioner would directly supervise the deputy commissioner, an
executive assistant for local affairs, the criminal investigation supervisor, and the
internal audit supervisor. The two assistant commissioners would report to the
commissioner through the deputy commissioner, a reporting relationship consistent.
with the department's own proposal for establishing a deputy commissioner. This would
reduce the commissioner's span of control and reinforce the independence ofthe work of
the criminal investigators and internal auditors.
Su.l1.porl Units Under the Denuty Commissioner, The proposed organization
places all support units, other than the units which support the computer hardware and
software, under the deputy commissioner. The organization of the research and
employee relations divisions would not be changed. The tax policy division would remain
unchanged except for incorporating the public information officer.
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Figure 8

Overview of ''Reorganized'' Collections
Process for Assessments
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An Alternative
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The planning, budget, and accounting division would place the person responsible for the budget in the unit responsible for accounting and processing ofexpenditures.
Planning staff, responsible for tracking agency objectives and assisting in strategic
planning, would also be added and could work closely with stafffamiliar with the agency's
budget and expenditures.
The central support unit would encompass facilities management; the mailroom;
and procurement, purchases, and inventory. These are all centralized services that
benefit the entire agency. Designating the deputy commissioner as the agency's contract
administrator would also consolidate procurement activities within one office.

Office ofRevenue CQllections. Tax Audits. and Taxpayer Assistance. The field
services and office services divisions would be reconfigured into an office consisting of
three divisions - audit, collections, and taxpayer assistance. Ai; noted previously, this
would provide for a functional organization of audit and collections activities allowing
one division director to oversee all aspects of the assigned function. This configuration
would also eliminate having responsibility for collecting delinquent accounts divided
between two divisions.
Audit, collections, and taxpayer assistance units would be moved according to
the function they currently perform. Currently some staff supervise audit, collections,
and taxpayer assistance functions. These staff would be reassigned to one ofthe three
new divisions with the exception of district supervisors. District supervisors would
continue to supervise both audit and collections functions (through the audit and
collections supervisors) within their own districts and would report to both audit and
collections division directors. Although this reporting relationship is not ideal, it is
preferable to having two divisions share responsibility for portions of the audit and
collections functions. Taxpayer assistance would include the current taxpayer assistance units in the central office and at least ten additional positions that should be
distributed among the district offices and would report directly to a supervisor in the
central office.

Office Qf Tax Return Processinu, Systems Development. and Local Assistance.
The information services and the data management divisions would assume responsibility for the software and hardware required for the department's personal computers.
These two divisions currently have responsibility for applications and terminals that
relate exclusively to the mainframe. Ai; noted previously, the mailroom and purchases
and inventory would be moved out of processing services and would be placed within a
central support unit under the deputy commissioner. Responsibility for the printing of
tax forms would be assumed by the central support unit also. The property tax division
would remain unchanged.

Recommendation (26): The Department ofTaxation should reorganize
its operations to accommodate the filling ofthe deputy commissioner position,
to reduce the number ofassistant commissioners to two, and to address current
organizational weaknesses. The reorganization should also reassign the audit
and collections functions to ensure that two different divisions no longer have
responsibility for both collecting delinquent accounts and auditing taxpayers.
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Staff Could Be Better Uti!ized
The Department ofTaxation could better utilize its staff by adjusting workload
and staff placement, by making equipment and physical plant improvements, and by
relating additional staffing needs to potential revenue collections. The problems noted
by JLARC staff involved not only the efficient use of department staff, but directly
affected the tax revenue collected by the department.

Amount and Challeuee olthe Workload Aslli.cn&cL A questionnaire, sent to a
random sample of 222 department staff during the spring of 1991, asked employees a
series of questions regarding the work they performed. The respondents generally
reported that they had a clear understanding of their jobs, that the quality and amount
ofwork expected was reasonable, that their work was interesting, that they did not have
too many responsibilities, and that staffing within their sections was appropriate.
However, in the following areas, more than 35 percent of respondents indicated problems:
• 36 percent reported that they were required to request approval for decisions
they should be allowed to make
·65 percent stated they could handle more responsibility than they currently
had.
More than 70 percent of the respondents in grade levels ten and above reported
that they could handle more responsibility. This finding was supported by interviews
with supervisory staff in the agency.

Several district supervisors noted that their ideas for improving the
operation oftheir offices were seldom approved by central offtce man·
agement. One supervisor related that he had "little to manage other
than keeping the district office operations straight because the rrulJority
of the significant decisions that affect the district offtce are made in
central office.»

*

*

*

The district supervisors generally noted that they were not consulted
about the unusual assignment of a large number of delinquent indio
vidual income tax accounts before the accounts were sent. Several
supervisors stated they would have protested the a,~signments if they
had been given the opportunity.

*

*

*

One supervisor told JIARC staffthat receat changes in work responsi·
bilities had left her with so little to do, she now "spencLq20hourson State
work and 20 hours on personal work» each week.
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While some staff reported being able to take on additional
others had been assigned more work than they could complete.

responsibil;~ies,

A review ofone ofthe units within the office services collections section
revealed that account assignments are based on the type and characteristics of the accounts. These assignments seem to be made without
regard to the number ofaccounts the employee already has. A review
ofthe accounts on hand on July 26, 1991, showed that they ranged from
247 accounts with an estimated value of $644,815 to 25,969 accounts
with an estimated value of $1,763,792. While the employee with 17Wre
than 25,000 accounts is assigned accounts with balances of less than
$100, this workload appears unmanageable.

An unmanageable workload may help to explain the transfer of more than
17,000 delinquent individual income accounts with tax assessments of approximately
$22.9 million from the collections section within the office services division to the district
offices within field services. Two collections supervisors reported receiving accounts
dating back to the 19608. The department was unable to supply information concerning
the tax years of the accounts. When asked why these delinquent accounts had
accumulated, department management stated that office services staff had gotten
behind because of a backlog created by tax amnesty. As of Augnst 1991, approximately
4,000 of these accounts had been resolved and approximately $4.4 million in taxes had
been collected by the district offices.
When asked about the assignment of these cases to the district offices, department management indicated the district offices have always had responsibility for
collecting delinquent individual income tax accounts. JLARC staff learned, however,
that very few individual income tax accounts had been assigned to the district offices
during the last six years. In fact, individual income tax cases were not tracked on the
utilization report for district collections staff, until this transfer was made, because so few
cases had been assigned. Several district supervisors surmised that the JLARC study
was the reason for this change in practice.
District supervisors generally indicated that they did not receive advance notice
that individual income tax accounts would be sent to them. This sudden and unexplained
transfer ofaccounts to the districts caused a number ofproblems, however. The cases had
to be worked in addition to the business accounts already assigned, burdening the
collections staff. Several district supervisors also noted that their staff had to be given
access to and trained on the individual income tax screens on STARS because it had been
so long since they handled these accounts.
The transfer ofthese individual income tax accounts to the district offices does
not appear to be the most efficient way to address the backlog. First, the STARS system
has been designed to facilitate the handling ofthese cases by the office services division
in the central office. Second, the primary advantages that the district offices have in
collecting accounts - padlocking and the revoking of business licenses - relate to
delinquent business accounts rather than individual accounts.
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The substantial workload differences within the tax department should be
addressed. Having some staff who are not challenged or busy while others have more
than they can handle is clearly an ineffective use of staff.

Recommendation (27): The Department of Taxation should review all
currently established positions to ensure that work responsibilities are commensurate with the employees' abilities and time constraints.
Recommendation (28): The Department of Taxation should limit the
number of delinquent individual income tax accounts that are sent to the
district offices. If individual income tax accounts accumulate, they should be
handled by the central office and additional delinquent business accounts
should be sent to the district offiees.
Placement ofStaff. There appears to be no persuasive rationale for where staff
are placed, particularly within district offices. For example, 60 additional auditor
positions have been authorized for the department for the 1992 biennium. Field services
management placed the audit positions in six of the eight districts.
Three ofthe auditors were assigned to a district whose supervisor had
not requested additional audit positions and whose dollar values for
audit assessments on a per-hour basis was the second lowest ofall eight
districts for FY 1991. When asked about the low assessment totals, one
supervisor within the district noted that the number of businesses
audited had increased, which resulted in the downgrading of the
potential of some audits. When asked why additional auditors were
received when the quality of the audits being performed was already
questionable, the supervisor noted that "audits seem to run in cycles and
we hope ours will improve.»

*

*

*

In a second district offwe, 12 additional audit positions had been
authorized and hired during FY 1991. This office did not have desks
for these additional auditors, so special working arrangements had to
be made to allow some staffto work out oftheir homes. One arrangement provided staffwith computer access to STARS data so they could
work at their homes. A second arrangement allowed staff to work
within the office on odd or even days. If an office-based computer was
needed, ana day that one ofthese staffwas scheduled tobeout, heorshe
had to call into the office to determine whether a desk would be
available.
This district's problems were further exacerbated in FY 1992 when ten
additional positions were assigned. The district supervisor stated that
during the time the additional positions were being assigned, he had
repeatedly advised central office management that without additional
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office space and support personnel, he did not want any additional
auditors.
As noted, one district which had low per-hour assessment totals received three
additional auditors while another district which had no additional space received 22
additional positions. Management decisions regarding where to place the additional
audit positions did not maximize assessment potential or consider the availability of
office space and support staff.

Recommendation (29): The Department ofTaxation should involve the
district offices in its decision making regarding the assignment of audit and
collections staff. The availability of office space and support staff and the
revenue potential of the district offices should be considered when assigning
audit and collections staff.
Provision Q,fEquioment and Office Soace. The JLARC staff questionnaire of
department staff asked about the availability of equipment and computer terminals for
staff use. Questionnaire respondents noted problems with the availability of both.
Department-wide responses indicated that more than 20 percent ofrespondents did not
think that enough equipment, including computer terminals, was available. The needs
seemed to be greater in field services, where approximately 40 percent of respondents
noted deficiencies. This perception, on the part of field services staff, was confirmed
during site visits to district offices.
JLARC staffsite visits to five ofthe eight district offices indicated that while the
conditions found in the offices vary, some offices appeared overcrowded, with an
inadequate number oftelephones and computer terminals. The availability ofdesks and
telephones and the adequacy of square footage within each district office varies (Table
11). Telephones are shared by office-based staff, with as many as five staff sharing a
single telephone. Some district supervisors also noted that computer terminals and word
processing equipment are inadequate. Telephones and computer terminals are critical
to audit and collections staff in completing their job responsibilities. Having an
insufficient number of telephones and computer terminals could negatively affect the
productivity of district office staff.
Complaints about the furniture and the need to constantly repair it were also
made. Most of the offices were furnished with the furniture they had when the offices
were originally opened. Often the furniture that had been added through the years was
furniture that other agency divisions had declared as surplus.
Square footage allowances were also generally inadequate within the district
offices. The Department of General Services (DGS) suggests 120 square feet ofspace as
a guideline for maximum space needs for staff within grades 9 and 10 (as field
representatives and field representative seniors are). In an open office environment, the
maximum guideline for staff of grade 8 and below is 64 square feet. Only three of the
district offices had at least 64 square feet per office space. These three district offices also
use staff office space for storage or general use. District supervisors noted they were
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Table 11

Office Space Information for Districts
as of September 3, 1991
Number of
Office-Based

Number of
of Desks

Number of
Telephones

Square
Footage

Square Feet
Per Desk

Beejon

&aff

Bristol

6

6

2

498*

83

Danville

7

7

4

568*

81

Norfolk

41

42

19

1,762*

42

Northern
Virginia

52

53

16

2,700

51

Peninsula

12

13

7

488*

38

Richmond

48

39

16

1,173**

30

Roanoke

14***

14

9

864*

62

13

3

1,047*

81

Valley

4

• Includes space used for other purposes such as storage or general use.
•• Includes only space available to the staff.
••• Includes criminal investigator position located in the Roanoke district office.
Source: Department of Taxation district office staff.

concerned about the effect that inadequate space, furnishings, and support had on staff
productivity. As one supervisor noted:
There aren't enough phones to do the job. There aren't enough support
staff. Audit and collections staffare doing their own data entry. They
can't focus on their primary function.
Home-based staff also have unmet equipment needs. The department's Internal Auditor, in a 1989 report on the operation ofone district office, noted that locked file
cabinets should be provided for use within the homes of all home-based staff to ensure
protection of confidential taxpayer information. Only one district has received file
cabinets for use within the homes of a number of its home-based staff. Home-based staff
also frequently provide their own desks, chairs, and answering machines.
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Recommendation (30): As part ofthe IkplIl'tment ofTllxation's strlltegic plan ning process, the conditions ofthe district offices and the effectofthose
conditions on productivity should be examined, As Pllrt of this examinution,
the amount of floor space and the condition und aVlliiability of furniture and
equipment should be reviewed, The depul'tment should determine whether it
would be more cost-effective to emphllsize un office- or home-bused approach
within each district office in detl,rmining splI~,e, fUl'niture, and equipment
needs, Included within furniture needs should ben locking file cabinet foreach
home-based collections and audit employee. A funliturc and equipment
replacement schedule should also be developed for ellch district office,

Nc£d[QrSta!fiw: &l'icws, Durillg the ,JLAIK: n'vi,'w of the Departmellt of
Taxation, a numbel'ofinefficient practices wen' noted. 80me ofthese pmctic,'s mny hllve
resulted from the department's inability to IId''{l"ately stllff eel'tllin IIdiviti,'s. In many
illstances, deficient staffillg actually impacted n'velll'" collectiolls.
AI though this study did not incllld,' a comprel"'lIsive n'vi,'w of st.:Iffing lI('eds or
personnel practices, t.here W:lS evidell(le that t.1l(' IIl11l1h"I' of eomplian()e positions
allocated to the department may hllve heell iII '""'q lIat.". Dist.rict. offi()e Sllp('I'Visors
indicated that they needed additionlll fi"ld n'I"'esellt.at.ives to maill(Jlin currently
required collections activities. One collPctions supervisor lIot.ed t.hat IIIt.hollgh additionlll
audit positions had been hired, they wen' 1I0t accolllpanied hy lHlditional positions
dedicated to collecting the assessed revellue. Thn',' of the fiv,' district sup('rvisors
interviewed indicated that they could effectively illcrease tax revellue collections if
additional field represent.atives were hil'e,l. This disparity in til(' numh"I' of collections
staff both in the central and district offices will increase if the additiollal compliance
activities recommended in Chapters II and III lI\'e imp"'m""t,,,!.
The need for additional supportstaffwas ,dso noted. Althollgh the department
has maintain"d an 89 percent fill rate for all complian(),' posit.iollS, fn'ezing otl,,'r types
of positions which provided SUppOl"l. to collections st.affllegat.ively illlpacted the productivity of collections staff.
Several district sl/perpisors lIoted that />('("0 I/,<e of el,'rinll ston' /'(1('(1/1.·
cies, al/dit alld collectiolls stnfflOere [('NI/larly r('(ll/ired to alls/(','r til('
telepholle and greet taxpayers, As olle sl/perl'i,<ar lIoted, ,,'hell yOIl
consider that the field represelltatil'" IlIny colh'd Oil a""mNc $2fj() (III
Itol/r alld lIIake $29,()()() a year ill sa1ary, the ()ost of IIliso,<illN sl/()h
personnel is astrllllwlll:cal.

Requil'ing compliance staff to (Iomplete /"hninist.rat.iv,' and cleri()al work 1II,,1
taxpayer assistance activities (noted in Chapt.el· III) re,h",,'d t.he tillle ()ompli/lII()e st.afr
had to make assessments and collect n'V"III1('. 'I'hllS, tI", lIe,'d I,ll' additional t.axplly,'r
assistance posi tions h:ls he"n estahlished :lIId is 1','conlll"'I"led in Chapt.er III.
Additional st.affing may also h,' 1I(,,'ded t.o addn'ss prohlelns in tI", an'lIs of
planning nnd information s"I'Vices. As disnlss,'d lat.er ill t.his ()hapt<-r, enhan()ing tI",
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strategic planning process may require that additional resources be dedicated to the
planning function. Similarly, making the changes in STARS programming that were
recommended in Chapter III may require additional staffing within the information
services division, at least initially. The increased revenue that changes to STARS could
provide should more than offset the additional staffing costs. These changes include
providing for computer matches with other databases, converting business tax assessments, allowing local deposits oftax payments, and providing a "write-off' capability for
business taxes.
The tax department should submit a preliminary staffing plan that relates
operational changes with the need for additional staff and the expected revenue or
savings impactofthese changes. Support and other non-compliance staffthat are needed
should be included in the plan to ensure that compliance stafftime can be maximally used
in assessing and collecting tax revenue.
A comprehensive evaluation of tax department staffmg needs and personnel
practices is also needed. Considering the importance of appropriately staffing the tax
department to allow for the efficient and effective collection oftax revenue, the Secretary
of Finance should require the Department of Planning and Budget to complete this
evaluation as soon as possible. Findings made in this report that may impact department
staffmg needs should be considered when the staffing evaluation is being completed.

Recommendation (31): The Department of Taxation should submit a
preliminary staffing plan that links the implementation of additional compliance activities with the staff needed to carry out those activities. An estimate
ofany expected revenue increases orcost reductions should be included within
the plan also. This staffing plan should be submitted for consideration prior to
the 1993 General Assembly Session.
Recommendation (32): The Secretary of Finance should require the
Department of Planning and Budget to complete a comprehensive evaluation
of staffing needs and personnel practices within the Department of Taxation.
In completing the evaluation, a close examination should be made of revenueproducingimprovements; the proposed reorganization; variances in workload;
the number of management staff; and the Department of Taxation's personnel
practices including hiring and promotion practices,job classification, affirmative action, and salary and benefits administration. This evaluation should be
completed prior to the 1993 General Assembly Session.
Number of Management Positiqns

Sbou~d Be

Beduced

Structural changes which involve reducing the number of management positions and layers of management within the department could improve agency functioning. Reducing layers of management is also a central theme of the Governor's proposal
for streamlining State government. Although an extensive review of the number of
management positions and the resulting span ofcontrol was not attempted, evidence that
the number of management positions could be reduced was noted.
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The average number of subordinates per manager ranges from one to 23, and
the layers of management within the divisions are as high as six (Table 12). Adding the
management layers of assistant commissioner and commissioner results in a maximum
of eight management layers for the entire department. Approximately 14 percent ofthe
department's 949 established positions have supervisory responsibility.
Reviewing the span ofcontrol within tax department divisions revealed that six
directors had a span ofcontrol ofone non-clerical position. In some ofthese divisions, the
director actually supervised some ofthe subordinates who were shown as being under the
assistant director's supervision. One suggestion, submitted to department management
from agenCy personnel in October 1990, recommended eliminating assistant director
positions to "maximize efficiency, streamline operations and minimize confusion."

r------------Table 12:-------------,

Utilization of Management Positions

Organizational Unit
Local Uaison
Budget Planning
Public Information
Facilities Management
Crirninallnvestigation
Internal Aud~
Planning and Management
Research
Central Accounts
Employee Relations
Data Management
Tax Policy
Property Tax
Information Services
Office Services
Processing Services·"
FI9Id Services
TOTAL....

Number of
Management
Posilions

Number of NonManagement
Positions

0
0
0
1
1
1
3
3
4
4
4
5
6
14
20
22
38

1
1
1
1
4
4
10
11
5
10
13
10
20
42
100
165
327

130

819

Average Number
of Subordinates
Per Manager'

....
..

1
4
4
3.33
3.67
125
2.5
3.25
2
3.33
3
9.5
7.5
9.39
6.3

Number of
Subordinates
(Bange)

....
....
....

Maximum
Layers of
Management

3-5
3-5
1-4
2-5
2-6
2-3
1-13
1-11
2-20
1-23
2-23

0
0
0
1
1
1
2
2
3
2
3
3
4
3
4
6
4

1-23

8

'Excludes filled hourly positions and contract labor.
"''''Less than two management positions; consequently, no range given.
*"''''Positions primarily supervising wage employees counted as non-management positions.
"''''''''''Includes the tax commissioner, three assistant commissioners, and four support positions.
Source: Department of Taxation's personnel report of9191, organizational charts, and interviews with
department managers.
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Questionnaire responses from department staff also indicated that employees
felt the department had too many management positions. Ofrespondents expressing an
opinion, 59 percent indicated that there were too many layers of management, and 60
percent indicated that there were too many management staff. Eighty percent of the
supervisors expressing an opinion indicated that they could supervise more staff, while
only five percent noted they had too many staff reporting directly to them.

Recommendation (33): As a function of its reorganization, the Department ofTaxation should review the position description for each management
position to ensure that the position and the management responsibilities are
needed.. The goal ofthis examination should be to reduce the number oflayers
of management and actual management positions over time.
MANAGEMENT PROBLEMS WITHIN THE DEPARTMENT

Effective management of an agency as large and complex as the Department of
Taxation requires a proactive planning process; a committed, well-utilized work force;
and a responsive management team. In reviewing the department, JLARC staff talked
with a numher ofemployees, both managers and subordinate staff, who were committed
to doing the hest jobs they could. Many of these staff were quite helpful, pointing out
recent improvements in agency operations as well as persistent problems. Actions that
the department needs to take to address these problems include enhancing the strategic
planning process, instituting additional safeguards related to employee integrity, and
addressing deficiencies noted by other agencies and tax department staff.

Strategic Plannjng Needs Improyement

Strategic planning is particularly critical for an agency which needs to integrate
sophisticated technology, staffing, and management procedures in order to respond to an
ever-changing external environment. The Department of Taxation has a formal planning process and developed its first written strategic planning document during FY 1991.
However, the JLARC staffreview found two areas in the department's strategic planning
process that should be addressed. Addressing these areas should enhance strategic
planning and result in more useful planning documents.
First, long-range planning activities are limited in their scope and do not appear
to consider the effect of changes in one area on other areas. Therefore, better ways to
integrate and fully utilize technology, staffing, and facilities in responding to anticipated
needs and changes are not addressed in plBnning documents.
Second, equipment replacement needs are not anticipated, planned, and scheduled in a systematic way. These weaknesses im.pair the department's ability to recognize
and address problems with current functions and to anticipate and be prepared for
changes that will affect its operation in the future.
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Integrated. Comprehensive AIiproach to Planning Is Needed. Department
management acknowledged that strategic planning for future changes is an important
function that is actively carried out within the agency. Each year the department's
management team meets for a two-day retreat to prepare the upcoming biennial budget.
The agency's only written department-wide strategic plan resulted from one of these
management retreats. The plan, a Strategic Business Plan was developed during FY
1991 and updated in October 1991.
The first plan was described by department management as "skeletal" and as
being designed "to document the planning process." A review of the 24-page plan
indicates that it was too general and incomplete to be used as a blueprint for future
decision-making. The business plan was also supposed to be only the first of a number
of plans to be developed, including resource plans, a training plan, a facilities plan, and
a technical plan. None of these other plans had been developed as of October 1991.
The updated Strategic Business Plan was completed in October 1991, subsequent to the JLARC review of planning documents. While the tax department is to be
commended for revising and improving upon the original plan, the revised plan still falls
short of being a comprehensive strategic plan.
The revised plan is not comprehensive,failing to deal with all ofthe department's
major functions. Indeed, the introduction to the plan states, "The purpose of this plan is
not to focus or highlight all of our responsibilities ...." JLARC staff found that
insufficient attention is given within the strategic plan to compliance functions and the
resources needed to maximize revenue collections. The department seems to rely on the
voluntary compliance of taxpayers to ensure proper revenue collections. The plan notes
the "ability to grow and adapt has been critical to providing taxpayer service levels that
enhance confidence and promote voluntary compliance." However, due to "resource
constraints" the department has not been able to meet the following objectives according
to its revised strategic plan:
Objective:

Complete an in-depth study of the agency's compliance
programs and make recommendations for improvement.

Objective:

Develop an automated management information system.

Objective:

Develop long-range space plans that address facilities,
furniture, equipment, and funding requirements.

These three objectives deal with areas noted by JLARC staff to be critical to increasing
revenue collections. Other critical areas that are not mentioned in the plan include an
estimate of revenue that is not collected due to underreporting or underremittance of
taxes, strategies for closing the tax gap, and the effect that accurate withholding may
have on voluntary compliance and the associated need to enhance compliance activities.
The updated plan also fails to integrate various components of department
functioning or relate solutions to noted problems. Five "areas ofemphasis" are discussed
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- technology, human resources, research and development, physical plant, and funding.
These areas are discussed individually without examining the effect of changes in one
area on another area. Similarly, a number of changes in the external environment are
noted such as an aging population, slowing economic growth, and increased dependence
on automated systems. It is not clear within the plan, however, how the tax department
will be affected by or respond to these changes.
Additional agency-wide planning is also completed by the tax department
during its preparation ofthe department budget. This type ofplanning does not take the
place ofstrategic planning, however. The primaryfocus ofthe budget plan is to determine
the resources needed to carry out functions during the remaining year or the next
biennium. Particularly in times of budget reductions, little planning for how new
innovations will impact staffing, facility, and equipment needs is done as part of budget
preparation. Instead, the agency typically must focus on areas in which expenditures can
be reduced.
In the absence of a well-developed strategic plan, the department's planning
activities generally have been completed on a compartmentalized, as-needed basis.
Studies on specific topics are completed as they are needed, typically by the unit that
would be affected by the study with support from the planning and management unit.
With the exception of the Strategic Business Plan and the planning calendar, the study
documents that the planning and management division completed during FY 1991 were
relatively narrow in focus, typically dealing with one particular topic (Table 13).
The tax department needs to develop a strategic planning process which
provides for ongoing planning and evaluation. This process should integrate changes in
Virginia's population, economy, and taxpayer behavior with changes in technology,
staffmg, policy, and information needs. These trends and changes should be related to
department operations to determine what impact they will have. This type ofintegrated,
comprehensive approach is needed to provide overall direction to the agency.
This type of planning should be conducted to prepare for the upcoming changes
in employee withholding. The State intends to discontinue the practice of overwithholding in tax year 1993. This change will most likely result in significant changes
in filing patterns and revenue collections. According to the tax commissioner, as of
August 1991 no planning to prepare for the change to accurate withholding had been
undertaken.

Recommendation (34): The Department of Taxation should develop a
strategic planning process that takes an integrated, comprehensive approach
to planning for the agency. As part of this process a written strategic plan
shouldbe developed and continually updated. The plan should consider future
needs and changes that are expected to have a significant impact on agency
operations, and should include input from department staff. The plan should
include but not be limited to assessing the estimated tax gap and strategies to
close it, collections strategies related to converting to accurate withholding,
potential tax policy changes, automation and technological advances, staffing
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------------Table 13------------

Studies Completed by the
Planning and Management Services Division
FYl991
Study*

Focus Qf the Study

Strategic Business Plan

Provides a preliminary framewQrk fQr future
planning and the develQpment QfadditiQnal strategic plans.

Planning Calendar fQr Fiscal
Year 1992

RecQrds majQr activities to be
completed during the fiscal year fQr use by the
department's management team.

Fiscal Year 1991 Year End RepQrt

Details effQrts made to meet the department's
self-determined Qbjectives fQr FY 1991.

1991 Processing Plan

Projects temporary wage staffing needs fQr the
processing Qf tax returns during the 1991 tax
seasQn.

Study tQ Cap CQst QfReturns,
Instructions, Materials andPrinting

Examines ways to reduce the cost
Qf fQrms and printing procedures.

Project Streamline, Initiative 18,
Feasibility Study

Evaluates whether responsibility
fQr unemplQyment insurance taxes shQuld be
transferred from the Virginia EmplQymentCQmmissiQn to the Department QfTaxatiQn.

*Only studies primarily cQmpleted by the Department QfTaxatiQn are shQwn. Reports
summarizing wQrklQad Qr fmandal data Qr guidelines fQr new internal procedures are
nQt included.
Source: Documents provided by the Department of Taxation planning and management services
division in September 1991.

needs, physical plant requirements, management needs, and environmental
changes that are outside the agency. The strategic plan should be submitted
to the Secretary of Finance and the House Finance and Senate Finance
committees.

Recommendation (35): Responsibility for the development, monitoring, and revision oftha department's strategic plan shouldbe supervised by the
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deputy tax commissioner and assigned to staff whose primary function is to
work with department management on strategic planning.

Equipment Replacement Schedule Is Needed, The department also inadequately plans for future equipment needs and costs by not having an equipment
replacement schedule, Much ofthe work completed by department staffinvolves the use
ofsophisticated machinery, Failure to have a replacement schedule hinders the agency's
ability to replace equipment before high maintenance costs and productivity losses occur.
This is particularly true in cases in which large quantities ofequipment were purchased
at one time and will therefore need to be replaced at about the same time, The
department's remittance equipment, which had become antiquated and had numerous
maintenance problems, was recently replaced at a cost of approximately $563,000. The
money for this equipment came from funds that were contained in the FY 1991 budget
but were not expended.
Recommendation (36): The Department ofTaxation should develop an
equipment replacement schedule that includes projected costs, cost savings,
, and any effects on efficiency or effectiveness that not replacing the equipment
might have.
Enhanced Controls to Prevent Fraud and DjsclQSllre
of Confidential Information Are Needed

A number of tax department staff have access to computerized information on
STARS which could allow them to alter taxpayer information or access confidential
information, Although some safeguards have been taken, additional precautions to
prevent illegal acts should be considered. Some controls which may be desirable to build
into STARS may be cost-prohibitive, However, there appear to be two methods to reduce
the potential for such actions that would be of minimal cost - better limiting employee
access to STARS screens and conducting background investigations on employees.

Access to STARS Is Not Adequately Controlled. Limiting access to STARS
screens and restricting the types ofactions that can be taken by department staffare the
primary controls the tax department has to prevent fraud and the misuse of confidential
data. Previous reviews by internal and external auditors have shown that the tax
department has inadequately limited screen access in some areas.
Internal audit reports completed for three district offices during 1988 and 1989
found that employees in all three of the districts had access to screens that they did not
need. In one district, inappropriate screen access resulted in the following: six employees
could prevent the issuance of individual tax bills, one employee could enter on-line
business refunds, one employee could enter on-line individual tax refunds, and one
employee could write off an individual tax bill.
The Auditor of Public Accounts (APA), in each annual report regarding the
operation ofthe Department ofTaxation since 1986, has criticized the department for not
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appropriately limiting employee access to STARS data. The 1990APA report found three
often employees tested "had access to screens not necessary for their job duties. One of
those three employees had access to cash and to account adjustment screens." Although
the APA reviews have never cited department staff for fraud or misuse of information,
the potential exists.
The tax department also appears to be concerned about its controls over STARS
data. For example, STARS has written procedures for waiving penalty charges when a
"taxpayer is penalized because of a fraudulent act of an employee of the Department of
Taxation." A memorandum was also issued in July 1991 by the field services division
director to division managers. This memorandum stated:
From time to time individuals within the agency have made unauthorized access and use of confidential tax information.
The confidential tax information of celebrity types is subject to the
curiosity of individuals. Recently an employee accessed the confidential tax information oftwo public figures to see ifthey were married to
each other. Rumor had it that they were married to each other.
We can discipline personnel who do this after it is done and after the
agency has experienced some bad publicity. The STARS System tells
us who accessed what information. We don't need the bad publicity.
We want to see that this type ofthing doesn't happen. A way to do this
is to block access to the confidential tax records of public/celebrity
figures.
Think about your area of responsibility (district area) and give me the
names of those individuals that you feel their income and business
confidential information should be blocked. You may be able to think
of two or three.
While this limiting of access to celebrity tax records may protect their records, there is
no similar protection provided for the majority of Virginia taxpayers.
STARS procedures should be strengthened to limit employee access to screens
that are needed for their work and to limit the potential for fraud and other illegal
activities. The 1990 APAaudit of the department noted, "The Department should review
all employees' STARS access and limit access to screens that are necessary for daily job
functions. We again recommend the Department carefully review access requests to
STARS before granting any access. These procedures should provide greater security."
In addition, the tax department should identify and build other economically feasible
safeguards into the STARS system.

Recommendation (87): The Department of Taxation should follow the
Auditor of Public Accounts' recommendation to review the access that all
employees have to STARS screens and limit that access to screens needed to
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complete routine job functions. The department also needs to carefully review
the STARS system and its current functions to determine what procedures can
be added or changed to increase the security of the system and decrease the
potential for fraud or other illegal activities.
The tax
department does not complete background investigations to determine whether potential employees have criminal records; excessive credit, debts, or delinquent payments; or
delinquent taxes. JLARC staff learned that in the last two years, nine actions to place
liens on the salaries or wages of tax department employees had to be taken because of
delinquent federal or local taxes. An additional 65 garnishment actions had to be taken
due to $108,000 in unpaid employee debts during this time period. Forty-one percent of
the lien and garnishment actions were taken on classified employees' salaries, with 59
percent being taken on temporary staff's wages.
Backf{fOund Investiffations Should Be Completed on Employees.

Completing background investigations on employees ofState agencies is not an
unusual precaution. Fourteen of the 18 states JLARC staff surveyed require a background investigation on at least some of their tax department employees. Twelve
agencies within Virginia complete some type of background check involving at least
criminal records checks on potential employees. Seven additional law enforcement
agencies in Virginia have direct access to the database that would allow them to complete
the criminal record investigations themselves.
The criminal records investigations are completed by the Department of State
Police at no cost to the hiring agency. (The estimated cost to the State Police department
is $15 per check.) Credit checks typically cost less than $5 each, while the tax compliance
checks could be completed by tax department staff. Completing these investigations
would be a relatively inexpensive way to discourage employment of individuals who
should not have access to tax data for criminal or financial reasons.

Recommendation (38): The Department of Taxation should work with
the Office of the Attorney General and the Department of Personnel and
Training to establish policies and procedures for completing criminal records
checks, credit checks, and checks to determine whether federal and State
income taxes are paid. To the extent possible, initial and periodic background
checks should be completed for current and potential employees.
Recommendation (39): The General Assembly may wish to amend the
Code ofVirginia to require the Department ofTaxation to complete initial and
periodic background checks on its employees.
Identjfied Concerns abput the Agency Should Be Addressed

Tax department management has received a number ofvaluable recommendations and suggestions for improving its operations in the past. Studies completed by the
Department ofthe State Internal Auditor, the Auditor ofPublic Accounts, and DGS have
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presented a number of recommendations. Department staff have presented ideas
through employee suggestion programs and in discussions with supervisory staff. It
appears, however, that department management has not acted on many ofthe recommendations and suggestions that could result in improved operations.
Deficiencies Identified in Prior Reviews ofDepartment Functions. Prior reviews
of Department of Taxation functions have been completed. A number of these reviews
identified deficiencies, some of which have not been addressed.
The Department of the State Internal Auditor reviews the internal audit
functions ofState agencies on an ongoing basis. The State internal audit department in
its last two reports, completed in 1988 and 1991, found the tax department's internal
audit function to be weak and relatively ineffective. The 1991 report noted that many of
the problems identified in 1988 were still present. Some of the inadequately addressed
deficiencies meant that:
• internal audit staff continue to perform functions that could threaten staff
objectivity
• sufficient evidence of the unit director's review of working papers is still
missing
• the standard that "internal auditors should exercise due professional care in
performing internal audits" still is not met
• the percentage oftime audit staffspend on special projects and administration
continues to be unnecessarily high.
According to the 1991 report of the Department of the State Internal Auditor, the tax
department has taken "insufficient action ... to correct the deficiencies" that have been
identified.
The Department of the State Internal Auditor gives each of the audit functions
that are reviewed an overall rating. The possible ratings are: fully complies, adequately
complies, and does not comply. In the 1991 report, the Department ofthe State Internal
Auditor noted the tax department was one of seven agencies examined whose internal
audit function did not comply.
The Auditor of Public Accounts issues an annual audit of the financial operations and internal control mechanisms within the Department ofTaxation. During the
last four years, the APA has cited the department repeatedly for improper recording of
fixed assets, not appropriately limiting access to STARS, having an inadequate disaster
recovery plan for automated systems, and inflating the figure of uncollectible taxes
receivable (Table 14). In the APA's 1990 report, problems related to the computation of
tax collection amounts, access to the Commonwealth Integrated Personnel and Payroll
System (CIPPS), documentation for financial statements, and screening of some purchases were cited. The Department of Taxation's response to the audit indicated that
steps were being taken to address these findings.
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, . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - Table 14 - - - - - - - - - - - . . . ,

Summary of Findings from
Auditor of Public Accounts Reports on
the Department of Taxation, Fiscal Years 1987 . 1990
Audit FindjDil"
Fixed assets are not properly recorded

Aa:R.ss to grABS is not appropriately limited
The disaster recove~plan for automated
systems is inadequa
Computstion of uncollectible taxes receivable
inflates amount that is actually collectible
Access controls to internal security
system for automated data are inadequate
State revenue accounts contain unreconciled
errors
T~ayer

balances

accounts contain erroneous credit

Automated system errors are not
investigated and corrected
Terminated employees are not promptly
removed from payroll registers
Split checks and checks forwarded to another
unit are not deposited in a timely manner
No audit trail created for the Set-Off Debt
Collection System
Replacement checks are not deposited in a
timely manner
Tax collection amounts inaccurately
computed for use in the Commonwealth's
Comprehensive Annual Financial Report
Access to CIPPS is not appropriately limited
Documentation for fmancial statements is
inadequate
Purchases of greater than $5,000 are not
screened as required

FY

FY

FY

FY

lll.81

lliaB

~

19.1lO

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Source: JLARC staff analysis of the Auditor of Public ACcounts' Reports on Audit for the Department
of Taxation for fiscal years 1987 through 1990.
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The Department of General Services completes periodic studies of the Department of Taxation's procurement process. The last DGS review of the tax department's
procurement procedures was completed in May 1990. This review indicated problems
with timeliness ofinvoice processing, documentation of contracting activities, determination ofthe actual price quotations, and acceptance ofvendor maintenance agreements
without setting conditions specific to agency needs. The Department of Taxation
generally concurred with DGS findings, with the exception of the timeliness of invoice
processing.
In a letter to the tax commissioner, the director ofthe DGS purchases and supply
division also stated, "I am somewhat concerned about the fragmentation of purchasing
responsibility within your organization, current invoice processing procedures, and a
lack of emphasis on post award activities." The tax department did not respond to this
statement since it was made in the letter accompanying the audit rather than as an
official finding.

Recommendation (4(): The Secretary of Finance should ensure that
the Department of Taxation implements recommendations made by other
agencies such as the Department ofthe State Internal Auditor, the Auditor of
Public Accounts, and the Department of General Services. Progress reports
specifically addressing the recommendations should be made to the Secretary
of Finance.
Deficiencies Identified by Tax D~lJartment Staff. A number of employees
expressed concerns about the department's operations. These concerns, and in some
cases suggestions addressing the concerns, were noted on written questionnaires, within
department documentation, and during interviews with JLARC staff.
Department staff noted in their questionnaire responses that morale, salary
levels, communication, management, and leadership were the most problematic aspects
of the agency's operation. The percentages of employees reporting that these five
characteristics were problems ranged from 64 percent noting morale to 44 percent citing
departmental leadership (Table 15).
When the responses of employees who did not express an opinion are removed,
70 percent of employees expressing an opinion reported that employee morale was not
good. Segregating responses from staff within the three largest agency units (and
removing the responses indicating no opinion) resulted in 73 percent of staff within the
field services division, 79 percent of staff within the office services division, and 70
percent of staff within the processing services division reporting that employee morale
was not good. Seventy-seven percent of district office stafTreported that morale was not
good.
In addition to being asked about employee morale in general, respondents were
asked to rate their own morale (Table 16). Respondents within office services had the
most negative morale ratings, followed by field services. Processing services' respondents had the most positive ratings. The five categories offactors given most frequently
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------------Table

15------------

Employee Responses to JLARC Staff Questionnaire
Strongly
Statement

Disagree

No

Strongly
Disagree

Opinion

~

~

Employee rrwrale is
good

2%

25%

32%

32%

10%

My salary fairly
compensates me for
the work I perform

1%

27%

41%

25%

6%

Communication within
the department is good

3%

35%

35%

15%

13%

The department is
well-managed

6%

32%

30%

15%

18%

Departmental
leadership is good

4%

37%

30%

14%

16%

Note: Percentages may not add to 100 due to rounding.
Source: JLARC steff questionnaire of Department of Taxation staff, spring 1991.

- - - - - - - - - - - T a b l e 16 - - - - - - - - - - - -

Department of Taxation
Employee Ratings of Personal Morale
Question: How would you rate your own rrwrale at the current time?
ExcelIent
All Respondents
Field Services Division Respondents
Office Services Division Respondents
Processing Services Division Respondents

11%
9%
3%
24%

34%
33%
19%
33%

Note: Percentages may not add to 100 due to rounding.
Source: JLARC staff questionnaire of Department ofTaxation staff, spring 1991.
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37%
38%
48%
30%

19%
21%
29%
13%

as having a positive influence on morale were satisfaction with work; relationships with
other workers or units; the quality of supervision, management, planning, or communication; personal values or reasons; and adequacy ofcompensation. The five reasons most
frequently given as having a negative influence on morale were adequacy of compensation; the quality of supervision, management, planning, or communication; funds,
resources, equipment, technology, staff'mg, or training available; fairness, equity, appreciation, ortrust by management; and satisfaction with work.
The fact that State workers are under a long-term salary freeze undoubtedly
affected staff morale negatively. The Department of Taxation is subject to the same
salary restrictions as other State agencies. Consequently, it is difficult to isolate overall
dissatisfaction with State employment from dissatisfaction with the tax department.
However, several ofthe employee comments about salaryconcerns did not relate to Stateimposed restrictions. These comments included:
• Too many types of jobs are lumped into the grade 5 category, some are
functioning as secretaries.
• Low pay due to improper classification of our cartographers seriously handicaps us in hiring the best potential staff.
• Reclassification for field representatives. We have been waiting for seven
years for someone to evaluate and initiate a pay increase in line with what our
job responsibilities are.
• I feel like for the length of time and the work I do I could be upgraded on the
pay scale. When jobs do come up, instead of upgrading employees that have
been here for some length oftime, they would rather hire a temporary worker
for ajob with more pay than train someone that has been here for sometime.
And I feel like this is unfair.

As previously noted, the adequacy of compensation was given as the primary negative
influence on morale by questionnaire respondents. The department should evaluate
whether internal compensation is consistent and equitable.
Communication within the department was the third most frequently cited
problem by questionnaire respondents. Ofemployees expressing an opinion, 57 percent
reported that communication was not good. Segregating responses from staffwithin the
three largest divisions of the department (and removing the responses indicating no
opinion) resulted in 55 percentofstaffwithin the field services division, 66 percentofstaff
within the office services division, and 63 percent ofstaffwithin the processing services
division reporting that communication within the department was not good. Sixty
percent of district office staff reported that communication was not good.

Several staff in the district offices stated that they often hear about
changes in tax law from taxpayers rather than from the department.
According to one district staffmember, "It's embarrassing when taxpayers have mare current information than we have. »
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Department management and leadership were the fourth and fifth most
frequently cited problems by respondents. Forty-five percent of respondents did not
consider the department to be well-managed, while 44 percent reported departmental
leadership to be problematic. A number of respondents elaborated, including more
specific comments on their questionnaires. These comments reflected the diversity of
opinions on these issues. Some of the comments made included:
• [I have a] very competent middle manager who allows senior agents to make

decisions about their accounts and allows us to help with the plans for the
office. The department allows for training ofsenior agents/staffwhich is good.
• Most ofthe people in my division are professionals and are treated as such by
our management. I am given ajob to do and am allowed to do it with a great
deal of independence.
• My immediate supervisor goes the extra mile in order to see that the ...
function is administered professionally and its functions carried out to the
best abilities of the staff.
• The biggest problem that I see wrong with the tax department is management,
most of whom have never worked with the general public. We are managed
by people who are marginally qualified to manage. These people always know
easy ways to do things. But can never get any results.
• It appears that most management, instead of doing the best for all people
concerned, are only concerned with their own well-being; simply put, they are
totally self-serving. I find this totally absurd and the only reason I can think
of is insecurity.

• Currently management spends way too much time "moving paper" and hardly
anytime in the management role.
• Much less management, more working staff or more effective management/
communication. More competent middle management and no "personal pets.»
• More long-range information about future developments and plans for all
divisions. Hopefully, this would stop the surprise, panic, and crisis mode we
can get into when something needs to be done "yesterday" or "the left hand
doesn't know what the right hand is doing.»
A related problem noted in analyzing survey responses was the failure to
consistently complete employee performanceevaluations in a timely manner. Forty-two
percent, or 80 of the 190 employees who responded to the staffquestionnaire, indicated
that it had been more than a year since their last evaluation. A review of eight of the
management team's personnel fIles in July 1991 showed:
• two management team members had no performance evaluation contained in
their personnel files
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• one management team member's most recent performance evaluation dated
back to 1980
• three management team members' most recent performance evaluations
were completed in 1988
• two management team members' most recent performance evaluations were
completed in 1989.
Thus, none ofthe files that were examinedcontained timely performance evaluations for
management team members.
Confirmation of many of the survey comments was received during reviews of
agency documents and interviews with department staff. A listing of employee suggestions that had been submitted to department management in October 1990 noted "lack
ofcommunication department wide, the right hand does not know what the left hand is
doing. Problems and new information are not passed on to all the people that need to
know ..... The following comments were made during interviews with department staff:

One member ofthe department's management team stated she was not
aware ofmany agency weaknesses. She further noted that "the management team concept is good to ensure structured communication and
encourage informal communication. »

* * *
Another member ofthe management team noted that one ofthe agency's
weaknesses was that "there are too many people on the management
team. I would like to see the number reduced from 14 to seven or eight.
I hope that the five early retirees will result in a reorganization of the
management structure. »

*

* *

One district office supervisor considered the department's management
to be very "open-minded. » He also stated that the management structure
"functions harmoniously» and is "above average» on sharing information with other agencies.

* * *
Another supervisor within a district office noted that central office has
been characterized as "one big, black hole.» In his words, "everything
you send up there goes into a big, black hole and it disappears. Nothing
ever changes.» He noted that he has documented problems and sent
them in but ··nothing ever changes." After several years ofdocumenting
the problems in the hopes ofhaving them addressed he hasjust stopped.
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* * *
Several auditors within field services voiced concerns about the lack of
communication with tax policy. One auditor within a district office
noted, "the chain ofcommand is unbelievable.» He also stated that tax
policy staff will not talk to the auditors and that the auditors are not
allowed to talk directly to anyone in central office. "Tax policy communicates with technical services and sometimes with the district audit
supervisor. »
The tax department should consider revisions to its management approaches
that enable it to better incorporate employee ideas. Approaches are needed to improve
quality and productivity. A mechanism for receiving employee suggestions is already in
place in the department's Dialogue II program. This program involves two-way
communication between employees and members of management. Elected dialogue
leaders bring employee concerns and ideas to the attention of department management
while a confidential request system allows employees to request and receive responses
to specific questions from management. Currently, however, it appears that department
management does not USE, the suggestions made by staff.
Private sector management techniques, such as total quality management as
proposed by W. Edwards Deming and others, may be particularly relevant to the
department given its function. The department, like many private businesses, must take
into consideration its heavy processing demands, the need for high quality control,
taxpayer (or "customer") satisfaction, and the cost effectiveness of compliance techniques.

Recommendation (41): The Department of Taxation should identify
and implement approaches to address employee concerns and ideas. Particular attention should be paid to concerns about morale, salaries, communication, management, and leadership. Havinglarge percentages of staffreporting
negative responses may indicate that these problems are impairing effectiveness. Among the approaches considered, should be the techniques proposed by
W. Edwards Deming, which relate to quality control and employee involvement.
ACCOUNTABILITY AND OVERSIGHT NEEDS WITHIN THE DEPARTMENT

Although the authority to assess and abate taxes is contained within the
Department of Taxation, there are few statutory requirements for documentation or
external oversight of these functions. Unlike many other states, unless a taxpayer
appeals the tax department's determination of tax liability in circuit court, the department is the only entity to hear and rule on the appeal. According to department
management, legal challenges of appeals are fairly rare.
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This review found that internal accountability for decision-making is also
limited. Generally the department lacks standards to direct abatement and audit
decisions, relying instead on judgments of the staff members performing the activities.
These judgments are made daily by a wide variety of staff.
The review also found that the department lacks standards for documentation.
The lack ofstandards often results in inadequate documentation. Inadequate documentation of staff judgments makes it difficult to understand why certain decisions were
made. In many instances in which documentation requirements do exist, JLARC staff
found that the requirements were not being followed. This decentralized, ad hoc
approach, which lacks explanatory documentation or oversight of the judgments made,
meant that the overall impact ofinappropriate decisions on revenue collections could not
be determined.
Therefore, better internal accountability, through accurate documentation and
clear guidelines for revenue-affecting decisions, is needed. External oversight of
decisions which affect tax revenue is also needed to ensure that large sums of taxes that
should be collected are not being abated.
Documentation for Reyenue~AffectjngDecisionS Is Inadequate

In administering the Commonwealth's tax laws, the tax commissioner is
granted broad latitude in making decisions that affect tax revenue. The commissioner
is not required to have any department actions regarding the reduction of taxes owed
approved by any outside entity. There are also few documentation requirements related
to these decisions. Consequently, no effective means of ensuring accountability for
revenue-reducing actions is currently in place. The JLARC staff review of offers in
compromise, abatements, and audits revealed that the department's documentation of
decisions which affect large revenue amounts is not sufficient to determine if these
adjustments are warranted. For actions in which documentation was statutorily
required, the available department documentation was inconsistent with legislative
intent.

Documentation ofOffers in Compromise. Offers in compromise allow a taxpayer
to settle a tax bill for less than the full amount oftaxes owed. The Code ofVirginia states
that compromise offers can be accepted only if there is evidence of doubtful liability or
collectibility regarding the tax. Section 58.1-105 of the Code of Virginia reads:
The Tax Commissioner may compromise and settle doubtful or disputed claims for taxes or tax liability of doubtful collectibility. Whenever such a compromise and settlement is made, the Tax Commissioner shall make a complete record of the case showing the tax
assessed, recommendations, reports and audits of departmental personnel, if any, the taxpayer's grounds for dispute or contest together
with all evidences thereof, and the amounts, conditions and settlement
or compromise of same.
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The Code of Virginia does not require the commissioner to submit documentation on
offers in compromise to anyone. The Secretary of Finance indicated that during his
tenure he has not received records or other documentation related to accepted offers in
compromise.
A random sample of 30 files of compromise offers accepted because of doubtful
collectibility were reviewed. This review indicated that the documentation was often
inadequate and that departmental verification of the reasons for accepting these offers
was frequently missing. Seven of these files contained verification of taxpayer claims
that their assets were not sufficient for the department to collect the tax liabilities. Only
four of these seven files contained financial statements on the taxpayer. If the
department is taking sufficient steps to determine doubtful collectibility, it is not being
documented.
In the other 23 fJ.J.es that were reviewed, the only evidence ofdoubtful collectibility

was the information provided by the taxpayer in the letter to the department. For
example:

A taxpayer submitted a compromise offer ofapproximately $11,000 for
an individual income tax liability of approximately $55,000. The
acceptance of the offer noted that "information available indicates
doubtful collectibility exists.» However, the only source ofinformation
in the file was the taxpayer's letter. The letter stated that the taxpayer's
children would borrow money to pay the amount ofthe offer. The letter
also stated that the taxpayer had no other financial resources, and that
a financial statement was enclosed. However, the file did not contain
a financial statement or any otherfinancial information concerning the
taxpayer. Therefore, the financial information used by the department
as the basis for determining doubtful collectibility could not be verified.

* * *
An individual submitted a compromise offer ofapproximately $8,000
for an income tax liability of approximately $45,000. The liability
resulted after the department had converted a corporate income tax
assessment to an individual liability against the responsible officer.
The offer was accepted after determining that the corporation was
defunct and that "the taxpayer has access to $8,000 for a limited time.»
However, the only substantiation of this claim in the file was the
taxpayer's letter. The file did not contain a financial statement or any
other verification ofthe taxpayer's financial status. It therefore appears
that the department based its deterrnination of doubtful collectibility
strictly on the contents of the taxpayer's letter.
In the majority of cases reviewed, no documentation was included to indicate
that the department verified taxpayer claims. Instead the department appeared to rely
on information in the taxpayers' letters to the department. The department's reliance on
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unsubstantiated claims by taxpayers is not a sound practice. The collectibility of a tax
bill should be independently verified prior to accepting an offer in compromise.

Recommendation (42): The Department ofTaxation should ensure that
the determination of doubtful collectibility is properly substantiated prior to
accepting an offer in compromise as required by §58.1·105 of the Code of
Virginia. File documentation should always include a financial statement
regarding the taxpayer.
Recommendation (43): The Secretary of Finance should ensure that
the Department of Taxation establishes formal written criteria for accepting
offers in compromise made due to doubtful collectibility. Such criteria should
take into account the taxpayer's complete financial situation.
Documentation ofTax Abatements. There are no statutory requirements for the
documentation of tax abatements. Tax abatements involve negating the original tax
assessment on the grounds that the assessment was in some way improper or incorrect.
Tax abatements of$250 or less may be performed by tax collections representatives, field
representatives, or tax examiners. Some abatements, resulting from actions such as the
taxpayer living outside the State or the correction of a processing error by error
resolution, do not require supporting documentation. Approximately two-thirds of the
possible reasons for abatements must be documented, including bankruptcy; federal,
office, or field audit; disaster, death, or serious illness; and duplicate assessments or
returns.
JLARC staff reviewed 100 randomly selected department abatement files in
order to evaluate the adequacy of documentation supporting the abatement. According
to written department procedures, supporting documentation was required for 90 ofthe
abatements that were reviewed. In 15 ofthose files, no supporting documentation was
found. In 24 other files, the supporting documentation was not adequate to justify the
stated reason for the abatement. For example:
A withholding tax assessment was converted to an individual liability
against one ofthe responsible officers ofthe business. Although the file
stated that this person was "not the responsible officer,» no documentation to justify that determination was contained in the file. The
department abated the liability ofapproximately $7,000.

*

* *

According to one abatement file, the department adjusted an assessment upon receipt of the taxpayer's cancelled check. The file did not
contain a copyofa check orany other evidence ofpayment; nevertheless,
an individual income tax abatement of approximately $5,000 was
made.
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* * *
One assessment of approximately $1,200 that had been made by the
non-filer program was abated apparently on the basis ofa note in the
file indicating that the individual had not been a resident ofVirginia
during the tax period. However, there was no documentation in the file
supporting that determination.

* * *
The file ofone sales tax abatement for more than $7,400 noted that a
duplicate assessment had been made. However, the bill summary
printout included in the file did not list a duplicate assessment.
The Department of Taxation's internal audit unit also noted documentation
problems related to abatements made by staff within a district office. The 1989 report
found, in reviewing the documentation provided for 20 abatements, that five used
incorrect reason codes for the abatement and one abatement was inadequately documented. The report state:!:
Reason codes are an integral part of the internal control system over
abatements. Internal Audit recommends that every attempt be made
to document each on-line abatement transaction with the reason code
which most accurately describes the transaction. Additionally, supervisors should not approve transactions which are documented with an
inaccurate reason code.

Documentation ofTax Audits. During 1991, APA staff reviewed the adequacy
of audits completed by field services division staff. The Auditor of Public Accounts also
found documentation deficiencies. According to the Auditor:
The Department [ofTaxation] does not have either standard programs
or checklists to document audit procedures and set the scope of testing
.... When sampling [taxpayer records] the auditors neither document
the basis for the sample nor the method to determine the completeness
of taxpayer's records.
The audit staff uses a microcomputer template to generate standardized report and workpapers schedules. The resulting workpapers in
our sample did not clearly support the audit procedures performed, the
objective ofthe procedures or the auditor's conclusions. Additional oral
explanation of the workpapers is necessary to understand fully the
extent of the audit work.
Overall, the Department does not provide field auditors with standards to follow for ... documentation of workpapers, conclusions and
sampling methods. The audit process neither adequately trains the
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auditors nor documents the supervisory review of the field auditor's
work and conclusions.
Properly documenting offers in compromise, tax appeals, tax abatements, and
audit decisions is critical to maintaining internal control and in assuring objectivity and
integrity. The deficiencies noted were serious enough in nature to require immediate
attention by the department.

Recommendation (44): The Department ofTaxation should take immediate steps to ensure that complete and accurate documentation is provided
for all offers in compromise and tax abatements involving reasons that must be
documented. The department should work with the Auditor of Public Accounts to develop the documentation standards. Documentation requirements for both hard copy information in files and computerized data on STARS
should be carefully reviewed.
Recommendation (45): The Department of Taxation should establish
written requirements for the documentation of audit procedures. These audit
procedures should include guidelines for determining how audit samples are
selected; for determining how complete taxpayer records are; for completing
workpapers that clearly support audit objectives, procedures, and findings;
and for requiring supervisory review of audit documentation and conclusions.
Some Decisions Concernjng Abatements

and

Djscharges of Taxes Are Questjonable

As noted previously, documentation of many ofthe revenue-reducing decisions
was so inadequate that the appropriateness ofthe decisions could not be determined. The
frequency with which some abatements were made, however, called into question their
propriety.

The collections which resulted from the 30 largest assessments made in 1989
were examined by JLARC staff(Table 17). The dollar amount ofthe assessments ranged
from approximately $200,000 to more than $6.7 million for a total of $28.5 million. The
department assessed an additional $2.8 million in penalty and interest. By June 30,
1991, the department had abated $12.3 million and collected $8.3 million of the $31.3
million total (including assessments, penalties, and interest).
Analysis of the 30 assessments raises questions concerning department decisions to abate large portions of the assessments, and the limited collections made on the
assessments.
A taxpayer received a field audit which produced an assessment of
approximately $7 million in additional sales taxes for a three-year

period. The department added approximately $1 million in penalty
and interest for a total tax liability of more than $8 million.
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------------Table 17------------

Revenue Outcome from the 30 Largest
FY 1989 Audit Assessments*
Assessed
Tax
Penalty and Interest
TOTAL

Abated

Collected

$28,510,482
2815,397
$31,325,879

$12,309,029

$8,281,105

"Data are from a sample of the 30 largest audit assessments made in 1989 and reflect activity on those
accounts as of June 30,1991. As of this date, $10,735,745 not accounted for in this table was either on
appeal or under review by the department.
Source:

JLARC analysis of STARS data, August 16, 1991 - October 9, 1991.

The STARS system indicates that more than $4 million was abated due
to departmental processing errors and corrections to the original
assessment. The department accepted the taxpayer's compromise
payment ofapproximately $4 million and collected less than one-halfof
the assessed liability.

* * *
The department assessed approximately $9 million in multi-state
corporate tax. The assessment was based on findings from a field audit
which examined two years ofrecords. The department added approximately $1 million in penalty and interest. The total tax liability was
more than $10 million.
The department abated approximately $7 million. The STARS system
indicates that the abatement resulted from a revised field audit and the
elimination ofpenalty and interest. There is no indication in STARS
or in the hard copy files that the taxpayer contested the audit.
As ofJune 30, 1991, the department had collected approximately $4,000
on the outstanding tax liability ofmore than $3 million.
Similar questions were raised when the department's discharging of some tax
liabilities was examined.

A taxpayer owed the State several thousand dollars in delinquent taxes.
The department issued a memorandum oflien against the taxpayer in
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circuit court in the late 1980s and was awarded ajudgement. Sometime
during the next four years, the department discharged the liability.
This meant that the taxpayer would not be identifzed by set-off debt
collection as owing taxes and would therefore be eligible to receive tax
refunds. Recently, however, the taxpayer tried to sell some property. He
was unable to do so because the memorandum oflien continued to be in
effect in the circuit court. In order to sell his property, the taxpayer had
to arrange to pay his delinquent taxes. The Department ofTaxation had
no record of the delinquent taxes, since they had been discharged.
Therefore, a new tax bill had to be issued on the basis of the circuit
court's memorandum oflien.

* * *
Approximately ten years ago, the department was awarded an assessment ofmore than $5,000 against an individual who was arrested with
a large sum of cash on his person. Soon after the judgement was
awarded, the department discharged the liability. Since the liability
was discharged, the taxpayer has been able to file tax returns and
receive refunds for the last ten years. This situation would have
continued ifa department employee had not noticed a newspaperarticle
about the taxpayer. The department then pursued and received another
judgement against the individual which resulted in collecting the
original assessment.

The lack of documentation coupled with limited oversight of these decisions
meant that the magnitude of all revenue-reducing decisions made by the department
could not be determined. This review showed that approximately 39 percent, or more
than $12 million, was abatedonjust the 30 largest assessments. The department makes
thousands ofabatements each year. Given the effect that these large assessments have
on State revenue and the size of abatements that department staff are making, the tax
commissioner should be required to provide the Secretary of Finance with information
on any assessments of more than $200,000 for which abatements of 25 percent or more
are made.

Recommendation (46): The GeneralAssembly may wish to revise § 58.1-105
of the Code ofVirginia to specify that summarized documentation of downward
adjustments by any means of more than 25 percent on assessments of more than
$200,000 is to be submitted by the tax commissioner on a quarterly basis to the
Secretary of Finance and to any oversight entity the General Assembly creates in
response to alternatives presented in the next section of this chapter.
Recommendation (47): The General Assembly may wish to require the
Auditor of Public Accounts, as part of its annual review of the Department of
Taxation, to review the documentation for these downward adjustments of
more than 25 percent on assessments of more than $200,000.
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Alternatives for Overseeing Department Operations

In Virginia, oversight has been limited to relatively narrow reviews of tax
department operations. Two state agencies, the Auditor of Public Accounts and the
Department of General Services, complete financial and procurement reviews respectively. The APA's financial reviews generally examine the documentation and support
for decisions that were made rather than establish guidelines for the making of
abatement decisions. The DGS reviews are confined to determining adherence with
State procurement requirements.
The tax department's own internal audit unit, which could be another source of
independent review, has been found to be generally ineffective. The Department of the
State Internal Auditor in its June 1991 report noted that the tax department was one of
seven State agencies examined that did not comply with review standards. The report
stated:
· . . deficiencies in practice were found that were considered so
significant as to seriously impair or prohibit the Program from carrying out its respcnsibilities.
Major factors affecting the Program's overall rating were: An incomplete risk assessment and audit planning process, insufficient scope of
work (as it relates to proper coverage of major departmental systems
and programs), and the absence ofcomplete documentation to support
audit work performed.
These issues, as well as certain other topics identified in this report,
were described in this Department's August 26, 1988 "External Review of the Department of Taxation's Internal Audit Department";
and, in our opinion, insufficient action was taken to correct the
deficiencies during the review period.
Specific findings related to the internal audit unit included:
• functions are performed that could impair the unit's objectivity
• comprehensive goals and objectives for audit work have not been established
• adequate auditing had not been completed in the areas of "the Processing
Section, Services Section, Collections Section, and Compliance Section"
• limited effort was spent examining whether resources were used economically
and efficiently or determining whether defined goals and objectives were
accomplished
• documentation on some audits was lacking with no written report being
prepared for two audits.
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The importance and magnitude ofthe problems identified in this review ofthe
tax department and the absence of effective ongoing oversight ofthe department indicate
that additional external oversight of the tax department is imperative. Consequently,
options for oversight were examined by JLARC staff.

Oversight Provided at the Federal Level. At the federal level, a number of
mechanisms are in place tooversee the operations ofthe U.S. Internal Revenue Service (IRS).
These mechanisms are located in both the legislative and executive branches ofgovernment.
Within the legislative branch of government, the U.S. General Accounting
Office (GAO) and oversight committees in Congress provide oversight. GAO provides
continual, ongoing oversight of IRS operations by dedicating approximately 120 staff
years to its oversight of IRS on an annual basis. There is also the Joint Committee on
Taxation, within the U.S. Congress, that holds hearings on tax policy issues. Four
additional Congressional committees that provide periodic oversight include the House
Government Operations Committee, the House Ways and Means Committee, the Senate
Finance Committee, and the Senate Governmental Affairs Committee.
The oversight provided within the executive branch of government has been
established by IRS. First, a division devoted to hearing tax appeals that is separate from
the rest of IRS has been established. This division provides case·based accountability for
the review of tax appeals. The second oversight mechanism involves several internal
oversight committees that have been appointed by the IRS commissioner. These
committees provide the commissioner with an independent review of research fmdings,
tax form design, and other important agency functions.

Oversicht Alternatives Used in Other States, JLARC staff surveyed 18 other
states regarding oversight provisions. Eleven of these states provide for external
decision making or supervision that exceeds the oversight Virginia's tax department
receives (Table 18). These states have several entities or individuals WI;1O are involved
in decisions affecting revenue collection.
Seven states (Delaware, Kentucky, Louisiana, Massachusetts, Minnesota, Ohio,
and Wisconsin) have independent tax boards that hear and rule on tax appeals. Typically
these statutorily-created boards have three members appointed by the governor.
A second oversight alternative was to have a commission, made up of three or
four commissioners, to oversee department activities. Three states, California, Missis·
sippi, and South Carolina, utilize this commission structure. Florida has the most unique
structure utilizing two oversight entities.

In Florida, the governor and six independently-elected cabinet members control the Department ofRevenue and comprise the first oversight
entity. This group approves all abatement and offer of compromise
decisions involving more than $100,000. The second oversight entity is
a legislative audit committee that completes financial and performance
audits of the department. a legislative audit committee that completes
financial and performance audits of the department.
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the State. Consideration should be given to establishing focused, on-going oversight of
the tax department. Four options for providing this type ofexternal oversight that could
be used separately or in combination with others were developed by JLARC staff.
Considering that the collection of tax revenue is an executive branch responsibility, the
options focus on increased oversight by executive branch entities. These options include:
• establishing an independent board
• employing multiple commissioners
• imposing additional reporting requirements
• providing the Secretary of Finance's office with staff to monitor the tax
department.
The first option involves establishing an independent board appointed by the
Governor. This board could be used to hear and rule on taxpayer appeals as other states
use their boards. Unlike seven of the states surveyed, Virginia allows the tax department
to rule on all appeals ofits own tax decisions. Another possibility would be to use a citizen
board in a supervisory manner similar to other boards in Virginia. Some of the Virginia
agencies which use boards in this manner include the Virginia Port Authority, the
Virginia Department ofTransportation, the Department ofAir Pollution Control, and the
Department of Education.
A second area in which an oversight board might be useful is in the review oftax
forms. Having tax forms that are as short, simple, and straight-forward as possible saves
on printing costs, reduces taxpayer errors, and encourages higher levels of voluntary
compliance. According to the Commonwealth Poll,42 percent ofthe respondents who had
filed tax returns indicated that State tax forms were difficult or very difficult to complete.
An external board could be established to review the State tax forms, to solicit input from
taxpayers and tax practitioners, and to ensure that forms are as easy as possible to
understand and complete.
Establishing more than one tax commissioner is a second oversight option. This
option is used in some other states and is a structure used in Virginia to oversee
independent agencies such as the State Corporation Commission and the Virginia
Workers' Compensation Commission. Two alternative structures under this option
include: (1) having different functions within the department overseen by different
commissioners, or (2) requiring all of the established commissioners to approve certain
specified decisions while allowing an executive director to oversee daily operations.
Decisions which would need the approval of all commissioners would include revenueaffecting decisions such as the acceptance of offers in compromise and large tax
abatements, discharges, and write-offs.
A third oversight option would be the clear delineation, within the Code of
Virginia, of reporting requirements specifying information that is to be supplied to the
Secretary ofFinance. The department could be statutorily required to report on revenue-
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affecting decisions such as the acceptance of offers in compromise and large tax
abatements, discharges, and write-offs.
The fourth option for strengthening executive oversight involves providing the
Secretary of Finance with staffdedicated to monitoring tax department operations. The
primary focus ofthe oversight would most likely be functions in which revenue-affecting
decisions are made. These would include changes in policy or procedures to prevent the
possibility of fraud or abuse related to the audit of or collection of tax revenue, annual
examinations ofcollection and abatement activities, continuous reviews ofState tax gap
estimates and revenue forecasts, and indicators of progress made by the department in
closing the tax gap.
External oversight of the tax department is especially important given the
State's reliance on the revenue generated by the department. Therefore, decisions made
about this revenue need to receive additional review.
Recommendation (48): The General Assembly may wish to further
examine options for additional external oversight of the Department of Taxation. At a minimum, any oversight entity established should review the
methodology for estimating the State tax gap, procedures for closing the tax
gap, significant policy or procedural changes that are likely to affect tax
revenue, and procedures instituted to prevent fraud or misconduct.
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Appendix A

JLARC Study Mandate

Item 13 of the 1991 Approp"iatioll Act
"The Joint Legislative Audit and Review Commission shall "eview the
Commonwealth's executive ~.ystenl or financial planning, execution, and evaluation
including an evaluation of the organization, management and operations of the Virginia
Department of Taxation. The scope and duration of the review shalllJe determined IJy
the Commission. The Commission shall report on its progress to the 1991 Gene..,.1
Assembly Session and to elleh succeedi ng session unti I its work is com pleted. In carrying
out this review, all agencies sh:JlI cooperate as requested lind make lIvailalJle all records,
information and resources necessary for the completion of the work of the Commission
and its staff."
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AppendixB

Department of Taxation's Statutory
Responsibilities and Authority
TableB·l

Department of T~tion's Statutory
Responsibilities and Authority for
Administration of Individual Income Tax
Authority

Responsibilities
Design and provide tax forms

Grant extension of time to file return

Process, examine and audit returns

Require commissioners ofrevenue to provide
local treasurers with copy of daily assessmentsheet

Administer and enforce assessments

Require taxpayer to furnish copy of federal
return for examination

Administer and enforce collections

Require taxpayer to report change in federal
taxable income

Prescribe form of reports required of
commissioners of revenue and local
treasurers

Issue regulations concerning estimated taxes
declaration threshold, and requiring partnerships to provide copies offederal returns

Collect payments through processing
employer withholding and individual
tax returns
Transmit collections to State Treasury
Record voluntary contributions of
taxpayers
Issue refunds

* Includes employer income tax withholding, individual estimated income tax, partnership income tax,
and fiduciary income tax.
Source: JLARC analysis of Section 58.1-300 et seq., and Section 58.1-490 et seq. of the Code o{Virginia.
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Table B·2

Department of Taxation's Statutory
Responsibilities and Authority for
Administration of Retail Sales and Use Tax
Responsibilities

Authority

Administer and enforce c:ollections

Revoke dealer certificates of registration

Administer and enforce assessments

Require dealer to testify or answerinterrogatories if return is not filed

Administer and enforce penalties

Prescribe, issue, and suspend tax exemption
certificates that are no longer valid

Issue dealer certificates of registration

Notify dealers that certain exemption certificates are no longer valid

Provide listing of newly registered
businesses to localities

Report misuse of exemption certificates to
Secretary of Finance and legislative money
committees

Provide for refund of taxes paid on
returned goods
Assess tax due if return not filed,
of if filed return is fraudulent
Source: JLARC analysis of Section 58.1-600 sf seq. of the Code ofVirginia.
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Table B·3

Department of Taxation's Statutory
Responsibilities and Authority for
Administration of Corporate Income Tax
Responsibilities
Examine and audit returns

Authority

Require submission of additional information to determine tax due

.

Assess additional amount due
Bill taxpayer for additional amount
due

Issue regulations for computing tax due
when accounting method has changed

Order issuance of refund due
Respond to objections of assessments

Issue regulations concerning declaration of
estimated income

If objection - evaluate assessment
method

Adjust tax due in the event ofprice manipulations or other transactions which affect
reported income

If method inapplicable - reassess
by another method
Prescribe forms for reporting
Furnish forms to corporations
Issue regulations for combined
returns
Issue regulations for energy income
tax credit
Source:

JLARe analysis of Section 58.1-400 et seq. of the Code o(Virginia.
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TableB-4

Department of Taxation's Responsibilities and Authority
for Other Taxes Administered

Tax

Brief Description

Estate tax

On transfer of estate of residents,
nonresidents, and alien decedents

Department of
Taxation's Responsibilities
Negotiate with other taxing
authorities on taxes due
from "generation-skipping"
transfers

Department of Taxation's Authority

Other Government
Entities Involved

Provide notice and demand for
addinonal tax due on generationskipping transfer
Make written offer of compromise
with other states on taxes due
from decedent disputes

.....
.....
00

Recordation tax

Cigarette tax

On every deed, deed of trust, and
mortgage admitted to record

to collecting tax

Notify cieri< of court prior

On sales, storage, receipt or
consumption of cigarettes in Virginia

Issue regulations concerning
duties of cigarette transporters

Enter into agreement!l with
other states to submit decedent
disputes to arbitration

Attorney General
(approves arbitration
agreements)

Assess and collect any tax that
remains uncollected for 30 days

Local cieri< of circuit
court (assesses and
coIects tax)

Audit and inspect records of
dealers, transporters and distributors

None

Issue regulations concerning
the kinds of cigarette
containers to be used

Enter premises and examine any
records

Issue regulations concerning
methods of breaking
cigarette packages

Issue regulations conceming
sales of unstamped cigarettes by
wholesalers

TableB·4
(continued)

Tax

Brief Descriotion

Department 01
'bilities
Taxation's

0ePar1menl of TaxaIion's Authorilv

Issue regtHtions col1cemnll/
mamer 01 aIfilling _ _

CigarelleTax

lConlinuedl

Other Government
Entities Involved

Revoke pemits

~

Prepare and seIf _ _
~

Offer discount on sale 01
stamps to wholesalers
Prescribe loon 01 deaIel's
pennit application

....
....
<0

Supply applications
Issue permits to qualified
'applicants
Assess tax due lor nonlilers
and incorrect returns
Mail notice 01 assessment
to taxpayer
.

I

Bank Franchise
Tax

On net capital 01 banks

Design tax returns
Credit tax fiability for
locallranchise taxes paid

Correct all errors discovered
in audit

Audit returns

Commissioner 01 revenue
(receives payment)

TableH·4
(continued)

Tax

Brief Description

Department of
Taxalion's Responsibilities

Department of Taxation's Authority

Other Government
Entities Involved

If tax liability adjusted,
notify local governments
which also tax the bank

Bank Franchise
Tax (Continued)

-

Watercralf
Sales and

On sale, lease, charter or other
use watercraft in Virginia

Assess and collect tax
Prescribe and issue dealer
registration certificates

Assess tax if invoice not
fumished

None

Assess tax if invoice does not
reflect true sales price
Revoke d1ealer's registration
certificate

-""
o

Aircraft Sales
and Use Tax

On the retail sale or use of aircraft
in Virginia

Assess andcollecl tax
Prescribe form of d1ealer
tax retums

Assess tax if sales invoice not
fumished

None

Assess tax if invoice does not
reflect true sales price
Assess tax if aircraft purchased
more than six months prior to use
and storage

Forest Products
Tax

On manufacture or shipment of forest
products for sale, profit, or commercial
use

Examine retums
Determine proper amount of
tax due

Assess tax due if retum not filed
with 30 days of due date

None

Table B·4
(continued)

Tax

Brief Description

Forest Products

Department of
Taxation's Responsibilities
Promptly refund overpayments

Tax (Continued)

Depar1menl of Taxation's Authority

Other Government
Entities Involved

Examine records of manufacturers
and shippers

Prescribe fonn of manufacturer's return
Prescribe fonn of shipper's

reports
Tire Tax

On sale of new tires

Collect tax

None specified

None

Certify expenses incurred
in administering the tax
.

>-'

~

>-'

Soft Drink
Excise Tax

On sale of caroonated soft drinks
by wholesalers or distributors

Collect tax

None specified

None

Motor Vehicle
Fuels Tax in
Certain Districts

On the retail sale of motor fuel in
certain counties, cities, and transportation districts

Issue regulations for registration of dealers

None specified

None

Issue regulations concerning
procedures for filing returns
Prescribe fonns for refunds

I

Issue regUlations governing
refund of tax

TableB·4
(continued)

Tax

Brief Description

Tax on Wins and
Administrations

On probate 01 wills and grants 01

Corn Assessment

Com produced in Virginia for sale

administration

Department 01
Taxation's Responsibilities

Department 01 Taxation's Authority

Other Govemment
Entities Involved

Issue refund in event 01 overpayment

None specified

Collect tax from handler
quartel1y

None specified

None

None specified

None

Local cleri< 01 cin:uit
court (receives filed
return, receives lax
payment)

Deposit payments into Slate
treasury to credit 01 Virginia
Com Fund

~

""""

Prescribe form of assessment
returns
Supply assessment returns
Soybean
Assessment

Soybeans produced lor sale

Collect tax from handler
quartel1y
Deposit payments into Slate
treasury to cred~ of Virginia
Soybean Fund
Prescribe form of assessment
returns

Supply assessment returns

TableB·4
(continued)

Tax
Egg Excise Tax

Brief Descriotion
Eggs produced or sold in Virginia

Department of
Taxation's Resoonsibilities
Collect lax from handler
monthly

Deoartment of Taxation's Authorilv

Other Government
Entities Involved

Issue lllQulations concerning the
interpretation, administration
and enforcement of the lax

Virginia Egg Board
(provides advice and
consent on regulations)

May inspect processor's records

None

Can send for perwns and papers
having information necessary for
assessment

Comptroller (pays
amount of revenue due
to each locality)

Supply assessment returns
Deposit payments into Slate
treasury to credit Virginia
Egg Fund

.....

Peanut Excise
Tax

Peanuts grown in and sold in
Virginia

""""

Collect laX from processor
semiannually
Assess live pertent penalty
if late

Assess interest ij overdue
by 30 days
Institute legal action on de~nquent taxes
Rolling Stock
Tax on Railroads
and Freight Car
Companies

Taxon the assessed value of railroad
cars and motor vehicle carriers

Prescribe form of tax returns

Collect lax annually
Detennine type of equipment
!hat constitutes 'roBing
stock'

TableB·4
(continued)

Tax

Brief

.

'

Department of
'bililies
Taxation's

Department 01 Taxa!ion's Authority

Other Government
Entities Involved

Furnish to localities listing of
aU real and tangible personal
property of railroad and
freight car companies located
in !he locality

Rolling Stock
Tax on Railroads
and Freight Car
Companies
(Continued)

Assess real and tangible
personal property of railroads
on an annual basis
Annually assess rolling stock
of railroads and freight car
companies

......
~

Provide copies of assessments
to taxpayers
Detennine percentage of fair
market value, and percentage
of miies of track in VillJinia,
located in each locality
.

Utter Tax

Imposed on every person engaged in
business as a manufacturer, distributer
or retailer 01 one of 15 types of products

Process and audit returns
Collect tax
Provide fonns

Source: JLARC analysis of Sections 58.1-900 et seq. - 58.1-1700 et seq. of the Code ofVirginia.

Tabie B -5

Taxes Administered by Other State Agencies

Tax
Public Service Corporation

Administering
Agency
SCC

Role of Tax Department
Consuk with local taxing districts on ascertainment and equalization 01 tax
Notify derk of court i commissioner of revenue fails to notify taxpayer 01
poffiical boundaries oIlocalfiy
Prescribe forms for Use in levying taxes
Estabish valuation of real and personal property of railroad companies

License Tax on Telephone,
Telegraph, Water, Heat, Power
and Pipeline Companies

SCC

Collect tax from pipeline companies
Prescribe and fumish annual report forms to be furnished by taxpayers
Assess property value of pipeline transmission companies
None

Rolling Stock Taxon Motor
Vehicle Carriers

SCC

Regulatory Revenue Taxes
01 Public Service Corporation

SCC

Certify annually to State corporations the amount of money needed to
reimburse costs incurred in assessing and collecting taxes on railroad
companies

Road Taxon Motor Carries

SCC

Fumish to SCC the amount of deduction Irom income taken by any person
conducting business as a motor carrier, on account of purchase of motor fuel

Corporation Charter and
Related Fees

SCC

None

Motor Fuel and Special
Fuel Tax

DMV

None

Oil Company Excise Tax

DMV

None

Motor Vehide Sales and
Use Tax

DMV

None

License Taxon Insurance
Companies

SCC

None

Aicoholic Beverage Taxes

ABC

None

VEC

None

Indust. Comm.

None

and Licenses
Virginia Unemployment Tax
Workers' Compensation

Source: JLARC analysis of Section 58.1-2020 et seq. of the Code of Virginia.
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Table B-G

Taxes Administered by Local Governments
Administering Agency

Tax
Real Property Tax

Role of Tax Department

Commissioner of Revenue

Establish real property classification system

Assessing Officer

Prepare and issue annual assessmenVsales mtio study

i

Prescribe forms for publishing amount of local tax-exempt
property
Construct and maintain system for collecting real property tax
facts

I

I

Prescribe qualifications for and certify local assessing offICers
Provide continuing education for local assessing officers and
boards of equalization
Prescribe, prepare and furnish reassessment forms
Provide advice and assistance to localities in making
reassessments
Certify real property of public service corpomtions to each
county and city

Merchants'
Capital Tax

Commissioner of Revenue

Prescribe and fumish forms for reporting the different classes
of personal property

License Taxes

Commissioner of Revenue

Issue guidelines defining and explaining the categories of
maximum license tax mtes

,

May issue written advisory opinions interpreting the guidelines

Cigarette Tax

Commissioner of Revenue

May enter into arrangement with localities concerning use of
a dual stamp by a tobacco wholesaler for payment of state
and local tax

Tangible Personal
Property

Commissioner of Revenue

None specified

Source: JLARC analysis of Section 58.1-3000 et seq. of the Code of Virginia.
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AppendixC

Glossary of Taxation Terms
Abatement The elimination of tax liability that had been assessed by the department
on the general grounds that the assessment was in some way improper or incorrect.
Abatements reduce both the number and dollar amount of accounts receivable.
ACCOunts Receivable Inventorv All outstanding tax liabilities that have been assessed
by the department.
Accurate Withholdine: The process by which an employer withholds 100 percent of the
annual income tax liability from each of the employees (see overwithholding).
Assessment

The same as a tax bill.

Compliance Revenue Collectjons Enforcement revenue collected by the department
through assessments and tax bills.
Conversjon A process by which the department transfers unpaid business tax liability
to individual tax liability of one or more of the business' responsible officers.
CP2000 A department compliance program which uses data from an IRS comparison
of income reported on federal information returns (Forms W-2 and 1099) and income
reported on individual income tax returns.
Djscbare:e The elimination of tax liability that had been assessed by the department on
the general grounds that the liability is uncollectable. A discharge removes the bill from
the accounts receivable inventory and from the refund/match set-offprogram (see write-

oID.
Federal Compare Adepartmentcompliance program which compares the following data
on federal and State individual income tax returns: federal adjusted gross income,
number of exemptions, type and amount of deductions taken, and filing status. If a
discrepancy appears, an audit candidate is created.
Gross Remittance Tax Gap The difference between the amount oftax that is actually
due from taxpayers and the amount voluntarily paid for a specific tax period.
Gross RePortine: Tax Gap The difference between the amount of tax that is owed and
the amount that is voluntarily reported for a specific tax period.
Gross Tax Gap T he difference between the amount of tax that is owed and the amount
that is voluntarily reported and paid for a specific tax period.
Jeopardy Assessment An immediate assessment made by the Tax Commissioner when
it is determined that collection of liability will be jeopordized by delay.
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Legal Sector Income
by statute.

Income which is earned from activities which are not prohibited

Memorandum of Lien A legal document filed by the department in the appropriate
circuit court which attaches to real property owned by the taxpayer. Ifthe property is sold
prior to a delinquent tax bill being paid, the department will receive an amount from the
sale proceeds sufficient to pay the tax bilL
Net Remittance Tax Gap
The gross remittance tax gap minus the amount of
adjustments through collections, abatements, write-offs, and discharges.
Net Reporting Tax Gap The gross reporting tax gap minus the amount of adjustments
through collections, abatements, write-offs, and discharges.
Net Tax Gap The gross tax gap minus the amount of adjustments through collections,
abatements, write-offs, and discharges.
Offer in Compromise Offer made by a taxpayer to settle a tax bill for less than the full
amount of tax liability. The Tax Commissioner is authorized to accept an offer in
compromise for tax or interest liability if there is a determination of doubtful liability or
doubtful collectability.
Over Withholding The process by which an employer withholds more than 100 percent
of the annual income tax liability from each of the employees (see accurate withholding).
Refund Match/Set-Off Program A process by which the department determines if a
taxpayer has any unpaid tax liability prior to issuing an income tax refund. Ifunpaid tax
liability is identified, the taxpayer's refund is reduced by that amount.
Statutory Assessment An assessment made by the department in the event that a
taxpayer fails to submit a required return. Available information is used to estimate the
tax due which is then usually inflated by approximately 25 percent.
Tax Bill An official notification issued by the Virginia Department of Taxation to a
taxpayer stating that a specific amount of tax liability is due.
Taxpayer Appeal A taxpayer is allowed to apply to the Tax Commissioner for relieffrom
an assessment within 90 days from the date of the assessment. Once an appeal has been
filed, the department is required to stop collection activity.
TCMP An IRS program conducted every three years, which involves comprehensive
audits of random samples of about 50,000 federal returns.
Write-Off The interuption of efforts to collect individual income tax liability that had
been assessed by the department on the general grounds that the liability is uncollectable.
A write-offbill remains in the accounts receivable inventory and in the refund match/setoffprogram for possible collection (see discharge).
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Appendb:D

Methodology for Estimate of State Reporting Tax Gap
The VIrginia Department ofTaxation is responsible for the administration of20
taxes. The three lllJ"illllt revenue producers are individual income tax. sales and use tax.
and corporate income tax (Figure 0·1). These three taxes accounted for approximately
93 percent of the total tax revenue collected by the department in FY1991.

VIrginia's tax system. like the federal system. is based on voluntary compliance.
Voluntary compliance is the fraction of taxes owed by individuals and corporations that
are paid without direct enforcement contact. However. the federal government has
estimated that the difference between the amount offederal taxes that were due but not
voluntarily paid was approximately $90 billion in 1989. This difference is commonly
referred to as the gI'OIl8 income tax gap. The major portion of that is represented by the
difference in taxes actually owed and taxes voluntarily reported to IRS - the "reporting
tax gap.. IRS estimates that approximately $72 billion was underreported on filed
returns in 1989.

....----------Fipre 1 > - 1 - - - - - - - - - - ,

Department of Taxation Revenue Collections
Fiscal Year 1991
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Source: JLARC analysis of Department ofTualion Data.
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The methodology discussed in this appendix pertains to the 1989 gross individual and corporate income tax reporting gap, the 1989 net income tax reporting gap,
and the projected 1992 gross reporting gap, unless otherwise noted. The gross income tax
remittance gap and the gross nonfiler tax gap, which have also been estimated by IRS,
are not addressed. Whenever the terms gross tax gap or net tax gap are used in this paper,
they refer to the gross income tax reporting gap and the net income tax reporting gap,
respectively.
Virginia's tax department relies heavily on data provided by the U.S. Internal
Revenue Service (IRS) and IRS activities for its enforcement and compliance promoting
activities. Further, Virginia is a conformity state. Therefore, the federal adjusted gross
income (FAGD serves as the starting point for the computation ofVirginia adjusted gross
income (VAGD and Virginia individual income tax liability. Weaknesses in these federal
data, coupled with Virginia's reliance on these data, may be keeping Virginia's enforcement efforts more limited than they could be. Therefore, it appears reasonable to assume
that Virginia also has a tax gap.
At least nine other states have computed estimates oftheir respective tax gaps.
These estimates have been used to help target enforcement activities. To date, it does not
appear that Virginia's tax department has computed an estimate of Virginia's tax gap.
An income tax gap can be viewed and defined in several ways. The purpose of
this paper is to outline two different concepts ofVirginia's income tax gap. Each concept
ofthe income tax gap has its own characteristics and usefulness in targeting enforcement
and compliance activities. The two concepts that will be presented are the gross income
tax gap and the net income tax gap.
The two measures presented are extremely conservative measures ofVirginia's
overall tax gap as they measure only the tax gap resulting from two taxes - corporate
income and individual income. Data necessary to estimate the tax gap resulting from
sales and use tax and the other 21 taxes administered by the department are not
available. The gap for these taxes could not be estimated. Thus, while these estimates
will understate the total tax gap for the State, they should provide reasonable initial
estimates of the individual income tax gap and a lower bound for the corporate income
tax gap. Therefore, the term "tax" when used in this paper refers only to corporate and
individual income taxes.
The gross income tax gap, for purposes ofthis research, is defined as the amount
ofincome tax that is owed but not voluntarily reported on State returns. The net income
tax gap is defined as the part of the gross income tax gap remaining after the tax
department has completed its compliance-PI'9moting and enforcement activities.

It is important to note that not all of a government's tax gap can be collected.
However, tax gap estimates are useful in providing focus to compliance efforts. In
addition, the difference between the gross and net income tax gaps can help measure the
effectiveness of a government's enforcement and compliance-promoting activities.
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Prior Tax Gap Estjmates

The tax gap of any government tax system can be thought of as the difference
between the total amount of tax liability and the amount actually collected. Several
states and the federal government have computed estimates of their tax gaps.
The IRS estimates that the total federal gross income tax gap in tax year 1989
was between $89.3 and $102.8 billion, up more than 200 percent from an estimated range
of$27.9 to $32 billion in tax year 1973. The IRS has estimated that the total federal gross
income tax gap will increase to between $110.1 and $127 billion by 1992. The IRS
estimates that the federal net income tax gap in 1987 was between $60.7 and $72.3
billion. That is an increase ofbetween 13 and 19 percent from an estimated range of$53.4
to $60.7 billion in 1981. The IRS has not estimated the net income tax gap for years later
than 1987.
Two examples of states which have estimated tax gaps are Oregon and
California. However, the methods used by the two states differed slightly. In 1989,
California estimated its 1985 gross individual income tax gap. The California Franchise
Tax Board received 1985 individual income tax audit data from the IRS. IRS had
collected the data as part of its Taxpayer Compliance Measurement Program (TeMP.)
The data related to federal TCMP-returns with California addresses. The Californiaaddress TCMP data was matched, by social security number, to 1985 California state
individual income tax returns. The TCMP-derived federal income tax change was
superimposed on the state return, and used to calculate the California state income tax
change. California then made several adjustments to the state income tax change to
produce an estimate of the state's 1985 gross individual income tax gap.
California estimated its 1985 gross individual income tax gap to be $1.9 billion
or 17.6 percent of the state's 1985 individual income tax collections. This figure
represents on average $160 for each individual income tax return filed for tax year 1985.
In 1987, Oregon estimated its 1985 gross income tax gap. That estimate
included both individual and corporate income tax. The Oregon Department of Revenue
used 1982 TeMP data to estimate the individual component of the tax gap. Oregon's
percentage share of the federal tax gap was estimated by applying the ratio of federal
income tax liability from Oregon sources to the federal tax gap estimate. Oregon's 1982
state tax gap was then estimated by multiplying Oregon's share of the 1982 federal tax
gap by the ratio of Oregon state income tax liability to federal income tax liability. The
personal income growth rate factor from 1982 to 1985 was then applied to the 1982 state
gross income tax gap estimate to produce a 1985 gross income tax gap estimate. In order
to estimate the corporate component of the tax gap, the department applied federal
corporate compliance rates to state corporate income tax data.
Oregon estimated its 1985 income tax gap to be $146 million or nearly ten
percent of the state's total income tax collections in 1985. This figure represents on
average $120 for each individual and corporate income tax return filed for tax year 1985.
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Virginia's Tax Gap

The Virginia Department of Taxation has not estimated the size of the State's
tax gap. During a recent interview, the Assistant Tax Commissioner for the Office ofTax
Operations stated that the department does not have an estimate of the total dollar
amount ofnon-compliance for individuals or businesses. He could only report the number
of individuals and corporations who are flling returns.
Virginia's income tax system is in conformity with the federal income tax
system. Specifically, Virginia adjusted gross income is equal to federal adjusted gross
income, with certain additions and subtractions. Noncompliance associated with the
computation of federal adjusted gross income is reflected in the amount of Virginia
adjusted gross income and individual income tax liability. Therefore, as a starting point,
it seems reasonable that Virginia's rate oftax non-compliance is roughly proportional to
that of the estimated federal non-compliance.
Virginia's tax system, like that of the federal government and all of the other
states, relies heavily on voluntary compliance. Virginia's non-compliance results from
the failure ofindividuals and businesses to flle required tax returns, underreporting and
non-reporting oftaxable income by those individuals and businesses who do file returns,
and the failure by individuals and businesses to voluntarily pay tax liability that they
have reported on their returns. In addition, a portion of non-compliance may also result
from unintentional errors by taxpayers in completing their returns.
Virginia currently relies almost exclusively on the results of IRS audit and
information return matching activities in the performance of its own State individual
income tax compliance function. The Virginia Department of Taxation receives data
from the IRS on the results of its audit activities. Much of the department's individual
income tax compliance efforts are based on these data. It should be noted that the
department's corporate income tax audit activities are not as heavily dependent on
federal data.
The quality of the data that Virginia receives from IRS is a function of the
compliance activities that IRS performs. When IRS audits a taxpayer, the results ofthat
audit are provided to the State.
Studies by GAO, IRS and others have documented certain limitations of the
IRS's individual and corporate income tax compliance promoting and enforcement
activities within the past few years. These four limitations increase the likelihood that
IRS is unable to detect a significant portion of tax noncompliance. If the IRS does not
detect income tax noncompliance, the chance that Virginia will detect noncompliance
appears to be remote.
First, the IRS audit rate has declined to less than one percent of all individual
income tax returns and less than two percentofcorporate income tax returns. As a result,
audit data that the department receives from IRS are based on a decreasing percentage
of all returns filed.
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Second, unlike payments to individuals, third-party payments to corporations
are not subject to IRS information reporting requirements. Specifically, while income
earned by individuals is reported to the IRS on Forms W-2 and 1099, income earned by
corporations is not sunilarly reported. However, some information returns are currently
filed on a voluntary basis. The lackofa mandatory program makes it more difficult for
the IRS to audit this potential source of unreported corporate income. As a result, the
extent of corporate non-compliance documented by the corporate audit data that the
department receives is limited.
Third, a broader problem involving corporations is the complexity and size ofthe
audits that IRS must perform. Many such audits involve "gray" areas of tax law, and
frequently result in protracted litigation. Unreported corporate income can result not
only from a deliberate effort to conceal, but also from an interpretationoftax law different
from that made by the IRS.
Fourth, the IRS lacks sufficient resources to perform complete audits oflarge
corporations. Therefore, agents audit issue areas in descending order of expected yield
and conclude audits at the point at which they begin to generate less in revenue per audit
hour then could be assessed at another corporation. This practice may result in the IRS
not detecting additional audit revenue.
GAO has examined IRS tax compliance promoting activities. These studies
document additional weaknesses in IRS compliance activities. For example, until 1991,
IRS did not fully investigate most high-income individual nonfl1ers. Furthermore, GAO
cited IRS for not having a systematic method of checking for underreported income or
overstated deductions on delinquent returns that high-income nonfllers subsequently
filed.
Given these documented problems with IRS data and given the mandate ofthe
Virginia Department of Taxation to collect the correct amount of tax liability, it is
important for the State to derive an estimate of its own tax gap. While it is not possible
to collect all of a government's tax gap, an estimate of the tax gap is helpful in enabling
a state to maximize collections by increasing its knowledge of noncompliance and noncompliors. Such knowledge can enhance development and evaluation ofan effective and
efficient strategy of targeted programs to detect and prevent noncompliance In particular, it can assist the department in determining whether it has collected the correct
amount of tax liability. In addition, an estimate of the tax gap can help ensure that
voluntary compliance is maximized for all taxpayer groups. An estimate of the
components of the State's tax gap is helpful to set priorities for enforcement and
compliance promoting activities.
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JLARC'S ESTIMATE OF VIRGINIA'S TAX GAP
1989 Gross income Tax GaD

The first concept is that of the gross income tax gap. The gross income tax gap
is the amount of individual and corporate income tax that is owed but not voluntarily
reported on returns.
JLARC has developed a methodology to compute an estimate of the State's tax
gap based on this concept (Figure D-2). Two ratios are used: the ratio offederal income
tax liability from Virginia returns to total federal income tax liability; and the ratio of
state income tax liability to federal income tax liability from Virginia returns. These are
applied to the estimated federal gross income tax gap to derive the estimated State gross
income tax gap.

Figure D·2

Methodology for Estimating
Gross Income Tax Reporting
.

Total 1989 Virginia
State Income
Tax Liability

Federal 1989
Income Tax Liability
in Virginia

Total 1989 Federal
Income Tax Liability

~

1989 Federal
Gross Income Tax
Reporting Gap Estimate

/

1989 State
Gross Income Tax
Reporting Gap Estimate

Source: JLARC analysis of methodology used in prior tax gap research by
Internal Revenue Service (March 1988, April 1990), Oregon
Department of Revenue (January 1987), and California Franchise
Tax Board (December 1989).
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The basic strength ofthis method is that it is based on a federal estimate which
has been analyzed and revised over many iterations. The federal estimate for the
individual income tax gap was derived from audit data obtained from the Taxpayer
Compliance Measurement Program, Phase III. TCMP is an intensive, line-by-line IRS
audit of a national probability sample of about 55,000 individual income tax returns.
Data are collected from every line of the return. In addition, IRS has conducted TCMP
exams ofcorporate income tax returns ofcorporations with less than $10 million in assets
(small corporations.) The TCMP examined small corporation income tax returns for tax
years 1977 and 1980.
According to the IRS, the corporate income tax gap estimates are subject to more
uncertainty than the estimates for individuals. In general, the corporate estimates are
not based on TCMP data. Rather, they are based mainly on the results of special
operational audits. The only exception to this is for those corporations with less than $10
million in assets. Tax gap estimates for those corporations are based on TCMP data.
There are four weaknesses to this method. These weaknesses all relate to
limitations inherent to the underlying estimate ofthe federal income tax gap. One ofthe
limitations is major while the others are minor by comparison. While these limitations
will not invalidate the use of this method, they do need to be acknowledged.
A major limitation in the federal estimate is that, despite the intensity of the
TCMP exams, some income still goes undetected. Alarge percentage ofthat unreported
income may be income received incash. During the 1982 TCMP examination, substantial
amounts of income went undetected because the Information Returns Program did not
cover all forms of taxable income. The IRS Research Division estimates that $142.5
remained undetected during the 1982 TCMP. Undetected income would tend to result
in a downward bias in the tax gap estimates.
There are two other limitations to the estimate which are relatively minor.
First, it is based on recommended rather than actual assessments after all taxpayer
appeals were exhausted. Second, the number offederal returns from Virginia included
in the TCMPsample (approximately 1,300 according to IRS)is small. However, these two
limitations introduce relatively little bias into the estimate.
This method utilizes certain assumptions and equations. They are outlined in
Exhibit D-l.

]989 Net Income Tax Gap

The second concept is that of the net income tax gap (Figure D-3). The net
income tax gap is defined as the part of the gross income tax gap remaining after the
department has completed its compliance promoting and enforcement, and abatement
activities. This concept of the tax gap recognizes that the department does collect some
portion of the gross income tax gap through its compliance promoting and enforcement
activities. It also recognizes that a portion of the gross tax gap is reduced through the
department's abatement of some tax liability.
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ExhibitD-l

1989 Gross Income Tax Gap
Major Assumptions and Rationale

1. Virginia's State income tax gap is proportional to its share of the federal income
tax gap. Virginia's share of the federal income tax gap is a function of the ratio
offederal income tax liability from Virginia returns to total federal income tax
liability. The State's income tax gap is a function of its share of the federal
income tax gap times the ratio ofState income tax liability to federal income tax
liability from Virginia returns.

Rationale. Virginia's income tax is based on federal adjusted gross income.
Therefore, Virginia's income tax is in conformity with federal income tax. As a
result, reported federal income tax liability should be reflected in reported Virginia
income tax liability.
2. State income tax compliance patterns are not significantly different from federal
income tax compliance patterns.

Rationale. Virginia's income tax is based on federal adjusted gross income. The
relationship between Virginia federal adjusted gross income and Virginia adjusted
gross income will be assessed in depth. Between 1987 and 1989, the amount of
Virginia federal adjusted gross income and Virginia adjusted gross income differed
by no more than six percent.
3. The Federal Tax Reform Act of 1986 (FTRA86) has impacted taxpayer compliance. However, the IRS tax gap estimate was adjusted to reflect the impact.

Rationale. According to the IRS, by eliminating certain deductions and exclusions,
FTRA86 eliminated non-compliance associated with those deductions and exclusions. In addition, because FTRA86 reduced tax rates, the average tax rate on
misreported amounts tends to be lower. IRS estimated the impact ofFTRA86 on
compliance by reestimating the taxes offilers in the TeMP data under the provisions
ofFTRA86. The tax gap estimate reported by IRS was based on that reestimate.
Since Virginia is a conformity state it seems reasonable that the essential
relationship between federal income tax and State income tax has remained intact.
FTRA86 increased federal adjusted gross income (FAG!) which resulted in Virginians basing their state tax liability on a larger FAG!. Virginia responded to this
larger FAGI by enacting tax policy changes, in 1987 and 1989, which increased
standard deductions and personal exemptions and added a one-time tax credit.
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Exhibit D·I (continued)
Supporting Assumptions and Rationale

1. Some State tax collections (for individual income) have begun to decline, despite
increasing taxable income.

Rationale. This was documented for the period 1985 - 1990 as part of the JLARe
report State Revenue Forecasting in the Executive Branch: Process and Models.
However, the reason for that decline is not fully known.
2. This method will be run three different times, each time using a different value
for the variable "1989 estimated federal gross income tax reporting gap."

Rationale. The Internal Revenue Service estimate ofthe 1989 federal gross income
tax gap was a range estimate. The method will be run using the high estimate, the
low estimate, and the average of the two.
3. 1990 U.S. corporate income tax collections in Virginia is a proxy for 1989 U.S.
corporate income tax liability from Virginia returns

Rationale. U.S. corporations file consolidated income tax returns. Their tax liability
is computed based on income earned from operations throughout the country. The
return is filed in the State in which the corporate headquarters is located, regardless
of where the corporate income was actually earned. Therefore, a corporate return
is considered to be from Virginia only if the corporate headquarters is located in the
State.
4. U.S. corporate income tax liability increased at the same rate between 1987 and
1989 as did U.S. corporate income tax collections.

Rationale. 1987 is the most recent year for which the IRS has released corporate
income tax liability data. U.S. corporate income tax collections annually increased
by 6.6 percent between 1987 and 1989.
C.eneraJ EguutjODS to be Used

1. Percentage of 1989 federal gross income tax liability from Virginia sources =
1989 federal gross income tax liability from Virginia returns/1989 total federal
gross income tax liability
2.56% = 14,125,112,000/552,454,185,723
Note: 1989 federal gross income tax liability from Virginia returns = 1989 total U.S. individual income
tax liability from Virginia returns + FY1990 U.S. corporate income tax collections in Virginia.
The team encountered a problem with the properly defining and obtaining data for total U.S.
corporate income tax liability from Virginia returns. FY1990 U.S. corporate income tax
collections in Virginia was used as a proxy. (Collections made during FY1990 represent liability
for tax year 1989.)
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Exhibit D·I (continued)
2. Virginia share of estimated federal 1989 gross income tax reporting gap =
Percentage of1989 federal gross income tax liability from Virginia sources X 1989
estimated federal gross income tax reporting gap
Low: 1,828,107,131 =2.56%

* 71,500,000,000

Mid: 2,000,690,671 = 2.56%

* 78,250,000,000

High: 2,173,274,212 = 2.56% * 85,000,000,000
Note: This equation is performed three separate times using three different values for the 1989
estimated federal gross income tax reporting gap. The high and low IRS estimates are used.
In addition, a midpoint value of the estimate is used.

3. Estimated Virginia 1989 gross income tax reporting gap = Virginia share of
estimated federal 1989 gross income reporting tax gap X (1989 total Virginia
State gross income tax liability/1989 federal gross income tax liability from
Virginia returns)
Low: 404,630,172 = 1,828,107,131 *( 3,126,428,426/14,125,111,000)
Mid: 442,829,524 = 2,000,690,671

*( 3,126,428,426/14,125,111,000)

High: 481,028,876 = 2,173,274,212 *( 3,126,428,426/14,125,111,000)
Note: This equation ia run three times using the low, high, and midpoint estimates for the 1989
estimated federal gross income tax reporting gap.

A methodology has been developed to compute an estimate ofthe State's tax gap
based on this concept. This methodology also uses a ratio analysis based on the estimated
federal gross income tax gap. The method relies on the estimated federal gross income
tax gap in order to derive the estimated State gross income tax gap. Adjustments are
made to the estimated State gross income tax gap to derive the estimated State net
income tax gap. Adjustments are made for revenue that is reported and collected because
of State enforcement, and for the effects of tax assessments that are abated by the
department:
There are weaknesses to this method. While the weaknesses do not invalidate
use ofthe method, they do need to be acknowledged. The weaknesses ofthis method are
similar to those ofmethod one: the inherent limitations ofthe underlying estimate ofthe
federal income tax gap.
This method utilizes certain assumptions and equations. They are outlined in
Exhibit D-2.
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Figure D·S

Methodology for Estimating
Net Income Tax Reporting Gap
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Source: JLARC analysis of mathodology used in prior tsx gap research by
Internal Revenue Service (March 1988, April 1990), Oregon
Department of Revenue (January 1987), and California Franchise
Tsx Board (December 1989).
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Exhibit D·2

1989 Net Income Tax Gap
Major Assumptions and Rationale

1. The computation of Virginia's net income tax gap begins with the gross income
tax gap estimate.

Rationale. The net income tax gap is defined as the part ofthe gross income tax gap
remaining after the department has completed its compliance promoting and
enforcement activities, and abatement activities.
Supporting Assumptjons and Rationale
1. Assessments are cOIrectly abated by the department.

Rationale. JLARC staff have no alternative figures on correct abatements at this
time.
2. Abated tax assessments reduce the amount of the State's tax gap.

Rationale. Generally abatements nullifY assessments on the grounds that the
assessment was incorrect at the time it was made. However, abatements can be
made for other reasons, such as an accepted offer in compromise, a computergenerated abatement on a small balance, and waiver of penalty.
3. A portion ofthe State's tax gap is collected through the department's compliance
activities.

Rationale. IRS estimate ofthe 1987 federal net income tax gap adjusts the gross tax
gap estimate downward to account for amounts collected through IRS compliance
activities. The Virginia Department of Taxation also collects a certain amount
through its compliance activities.
4.

State tax collections have begun to decline, despite increasing taxable income.

Rationale. This was documented for the period 1985 - 1990 as part of the JLARC
report State Revenue Forecasting in the Executive Branch: Process and Models.
The reason for this decline is not fully known.
5. This method will be run three different times, each time using a different value
for the variable "1989 estimated federal gross income tax gap."
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Exhibit D·2 (continued)
Rationale. The Internal Revenue Service estimate ofthe 1987 federal gross income
tax gap was a range estimate. The method will be run using the high estimate, the
low estimate, and the average of the two.
6. 1990 U.S. corporate income tax collections in Virginia is a proxy for 1989 U.S.
corporate income tax liability from Vrrginia returns

Rationale. U.S. corporations file consolidated income tax returns. Their tax liabili ty
is computed based on income earned from operations throughout the country. The
return is filed in the State in which the corporate headquarters is located, regardless
of where the corporate income was actually earned. Therefore, a corporate return
is considered to be from Virginia only ifthe corporate headquarters is located in the
State.
7. U.S. corporate income tax liability increased at the same rate between 1987 and
1989 as did U.S. corporate income tax collections.

Rationale. 1987 is the most recent year for which the IRS has released corporate
income tax liability data. U.S. corporate income tax collections increased annually
by 6.6 percent between 1987 and 1989.
r.eneraJ Equatjons to be Used
1. Percentage of 1989 federal gross income tax liability from Virginia sources =

1989 federal gross income tax liability from Virginia returns/1989 total federal
gross income tax liability
2.56% = 14,125,112,000 / 552,454,185,723
Note: 1989 federal gross income tax liability from Virginia returns = 1989 total U.S. individual
incoma tax liability from Virginia returns + FYl990 U.S. corporate income tax collections in
Virginia. The team encountered a problem with the properly defining and obtaining data for
total U.S. corporate income tax liability from Virginia returns. FYl990 U.s. corporate income
tax collectiona in Virginia will be used as a proxy. (Collections made during FY1990 represent
liability for tax year 1989.)

2. Virginia share of estimated federal 1989 gross income tax reporting gap =
Percentage of 1989 federal gross income tax liability from Virginia sources X
1989 estimated federal gross income tax reporting gap

* 71,500,000,000
2,000,690,671 =2.56% * 78,250,000,000
2,173,274,212 = 2.56% * 85,000,000,000

Low: 1,828,107,131 = 2.56%
Mid:
High:
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Exhibit D·2 (continued)
Note: This equation is perfonned three separate times using three different values for the 1989
estimated federal gross income tax reporting gap. The high and low IRS estimates are used.
In addition, a midpoint value of the estimate is used.

3. Estimated Virginia 1989 gross income tax reporting gap = Virginia share of
estimated federal 1989 gross income reporting tax gap X (1989 total Virginia
State gross income tax liability/1989 federal gross income tax liability from
Virginia returns)
Low: 404,630,172 = 1,828,107,131 * (3,126,428,426/14,125,111,000)
Mid: 442,829,524 =2,000,690,671
High:

*( 3,126,428,426/14,125,111,000)
481,028,876 = 2,173,274,212 * (3,126,428,426/14,125,111,000)

Note: This equation is run thr< e times using the low, high, and midpoint estimates for the 1989
federal gross income tax reporting gap.

4. Estimated 1989 abatement adjusted Vrrginia net income tax reporting gap =
1989 estimated Virginia gross income tax reporting gap - (1989 income tax
abatements)

Low: 357,983,765 = 404,630,172 - 46,646,407
Mid: 396,183,117 = 442,829,524 - 46,646,407
High: 434,382,469 = 481,028,876 - 46,646,407
5. Estimated 1989 collectability adjusted Virginia net income tax reporting gap =
Estimated 1989 appeal adjusted estimated Virginia net income tax gap - 1989
income tax compliance revenue payments

Low: 325,038,729 = 357,983,765 - 32,945,036
Mid: 363,238,081

=396,183,117 - 32,945,036

High: 401,437,433 = 434,382,469 - 32,945,036
Note: The above compliance revenue payment data aggregates individual and corporate bill payments
and compliance deposits for tax year 1989.

1982 Projected Gross Income Tax Gap

JLARC has projected the State's 1992 gross income tax gap by extrapolating the
State's 1989 gross income tax reporting gap based on the relationship between the 1989
federal gross income tax reporting gap and the 1992 projected federal gross income tax
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reporting gap. The projection assumes that the State reporting gap will increase at the
same rate as the federal income tax reporting gap increases. The extrapolation was
performed as follows:
1989 federal gross income tax gap/1992 federal projected gross income
tax gap = 1989 Virginia gross income tax gap/1992 Virginia projected
gross income tax gap
$71,500,000,000/$90,400,000,000 = $404,630,172/1992
Virginia projected gross income tax gap
1992 Virginia projected gross income tax gap =
($404,630,172 X $90,400,000,000)/$71,500,000,000
1992 Virginia projected gross income tax gap = $511,588,357
This projection was computed using the low estimates for the 1989 federal gross
income tax gap, the 1989 Virginia gross income tax gap, and the 1992 projected federal
gross income tax gap. The assumptions associated with the projections follow in Exhibit
D-3.

ExhibitD·3

1992 Projected Gross Tax Gap
MajQr Assumptions and Rationale

1. The growth rate in Virginia's gross tax gap between 1989 and 1992 is comparable
to growth in the federal gross tax gap for the same period and reflects nationwide
trends.

Rationale. Virginia's income tax is based on federal adjusted gross income.
Therefore, Virginia's income tax is in conformity with federal income tax. As a
result, reported federal income tax liability should be reflected in reported Virginia
income tax liability. In addition, for Virginian's who me both federal and State
individual income tax returns, the accuracy or inaccuracy of the information
reported on the returns should be similar.
2. The 1992 federal projections made in 1990 remain accurate despite deviations
from economic projections and revisions in economic forecasts.

Rationale. The ms has not produced alternative projections for 1992.
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AppendixE

JLARCNCU Survey Methodology
A telephone survey designed to reveal aspects oftaxpayer behavior and indicate
the level of satisfaction with Department of Taxation services was completed as part of
the July Commonwealth PolL The Survey Research Lab at Virginia Commonwealth
University called a randomly-selected sample of 1,218 households during the period of
July 16 to August 1, 1991. The sample was designed so that all residential telephones,
including new and unlisted numbers, had a known chance ofinclusion. Interviews were
completed with 804 respondents or 66 percent of all households contacted. Weights were
assigned to the results based on sex, race, and education to reflect the demographic
composition of the Virginia adult population.
Thirteen tax-related questions were asked of the respondents (Table E-l).
Because some questions precluded a respondent from answering a subsequent question,
response rates varied for each question.
JLARC staff used the sample data to make inferences for the total number of
Virginia households (Table E-2l. To accomplish this, JLARC staff multiplied the
proportions for each question by the U.S. Bureau of the Census 1990 total number of
Virginia households. The process ofderiving each question's proportion and subsequent
estimate followed five steps.
• First, the respondent weights were summed for all the respondents who
answered the question with the same response.
• Second, the respondent weights were summed for all respondents.
• Third, a net weight sum of all respondents was derived by subtracting the
weights of all respondents who refused to answer that specific question from
the total sum of all respondent weights.
• Fourth, a proportion was calculated by dividing the total sum of respondent
weights who answered with the same response by the net weight sum of all
respondents.
• Fifth, an estimate was made by multiplying all proportions by the number of
households in Virginia, 2,291,830.
When making inferences about a population from a sample, some random error
due to sample selection can be expected. Sampling error was derived for each response
using the 95 percent level of confidence. Therefore, a 95 percent confidence interval can
be obtained by multiplying the sampling error by the total number of households in
Virginia and adding and subtracting that number from the estimate.
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E xhibitE·1

Number of Respondents Providing
Each Answer to Questions
Number of
Resoondents

Answer Category

My ilrst questions have to do with
your experience as a taxpayer in
Virginia.

1. Did you or someone in your househoid file
aVirginia State income tax return for this
past year?

681
117
4
2

2. Why did you not file aVirginia State income
tax return?

29
36
2
0
2

46
2
0

3. Who filled out your State income tax forms
this year?

241

83
70
265
10
1
3
6
4

4. Did you receive a refund on your State taxes?

435
219
25
4
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Yes
No
Don't know
No answer

Was not aresident last year
Had no income
Someone eise did nfor me
Never got around to n
Dldn' want to
Other
Don' know
No answer

Self
Spouse
Friend or Relative
AccountanVTax Attorneyrrax
Prep Firm
State tax assistance office
Commissioner of Revenue
Other
Don't know
No answer

Yes
No
Don' know
No answer

Exhibit E·1 (continued)

Number of
Respondents Answer Category
5. Was your State tax refund mailed to you in
atimely manner?

6. Have you ever been notUied by the State tax
department that you made amistake on your
return?

7. Have you ever used any services provided by
the State tax department, for example, advice
in filling out the forms?

8. How satisfied were you wnh those
services... were you very satisfied, satisfied,
unsatisfied, or very unsatisfied?

405
24
4
2

Yes
No
Don't know
No answer

m
485
16
5

Yes
No
Don1 know
No answer

87
582
11
3

Yes
No
Don't know
No answer

31

43
6
3
2
2

9. Please take aminute and think about the State
tax fomns and the instructions and directions
that come wtth them. How difficuil would you
say the State tax forms are to complete?
Would you say very difficuil, moderately
difficuil, easy, or very easy?

59
222
229
40
25
98
10
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Very satisfied
Satisfied
Unsatisfied
Very unsatisfied
Don't know
No answer

Very difficuil
Moderately difficutt
Easy
Very easy
Never used them
Don1 know
No answer

Exhibit E·! (continued)
Number of
Respondents Answer Category
Now I have a few questions about
decisions you may have made in mling
out tax returns in the past. Remember
that this survey is totally confidential
and your name will never appear in
connection with it.
10. Firsl, have you ever decided NOT to lake an
ITEMIZED deduction you lhoughl you mighl
be enlitled 10 on an income lax relurn?

89
459
2
78
15

Yes
No
Never itemized deduclions
Don't know
No answer

11. By lhe same loken, within lhe past five years
or so, do you lhink you may have overslaled
any deductions or expenses - even by jusl a
small amount? Would you say you definilely
have, probably have, probably have nol, or
definitely have nol oversla1ed any?

18
25
164
394
67
15

Definitely have
Probably have
Probably have nol
Definitely have nol
Don~ know
No answer

12. Wnhin lhe pasl five years or so, do you
lhink you may have left some reportable
Income off your lax returns - even just a
minor amount? Would you say you
definitely have, probably have, probably
have not, or definitely have not overstated
any?

31
54
118
402
64
14

Definitely have
Probably have
Probably have not
Definitely have not
Don~ know
No answer

13. About how many of the people that you
know personally do you think do some
petty manipulating of their taxes by failing
to report income or overstating deductions
in small amounts?

293
36
61
23
37
218
15

None
One or two
A few (three to five)
Quite afew (six to ten)
Alot (more than ten)
Don't know
No answer

Source: JLARClVCU poll, July· August, 1991
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Table E·2

Sampling Error and Population Estimates
for Each Usable Answer, by Question
Answer category

Sample
Percent

Sampling
Error

Population
Estimate

Did you or someone in your household file a
Virginia State income tax return for this past
year?

Yes
No
Don't Know

83.5%
16.1
0.4

+/- 2.6%
+/- 2.5
+/- 0.4

1,913,678
368,985
9,167

Why did you not file a Virginia State income
tax return?

Not a resident
Had no income
Someone else did it for me
Other
Don't Know

3.2%
5.6
0.5
6.6
0.2

+/- 1.2%
+/-1.6
+/- 0_5
+/-1.7
+/- 0.3

73,339
128,342
11,459
151,261
4,584

Of those who filed a State return this past
year. Who filled out your State income tax
forms this year?'

Self
Spouse, Relative or Friend
CPA or firm
State Tax Assistance
Convnissioner of Revenue
Other
Don't Know

32.3%
23.6
40.3
1.7
0.1
0.5
1.4

+/-3.2%
+/- 2.9
+/- 3.4
+/- 0.9
+/- 0.2
+/- 0.5
+/- 0.8

620,553
453,407
774,250
32,661
1,921
9,606
26,897

Of those who filed aState return last year:
Did you receive a refund on your State
taxes?'

Yes
No
Don't Know

64.0%
32.1
3.8

+/- 3.3%
+/- 3.2

+1-1.3

1,229,300
616,571
72,990

Of those who hIed a State return last year
and received a refund: Was your State tax
refund mailed to you in a fimely manner?'

Yes
No
Don't Know

94.2%
5.0
0.7

+/-1.6%
+/-1.5
+/-0.6

1,148,474
60,959
8,534

Have you ever been notified by the State tax
department that you made a mistake on your
return?

Yes
No
Don't Know

21.7%
59.7
2.4

+/- 2.8%
+/- 3.4
+/- 1.1

497,327
1,368,223
55,004

Have you ever used any setVices provided by
tha State tax department, for example, advice
in filling out tha forms?

Yes
No
Don't Know

11.5%
70.8
1.5

+/- 2.2%
+/- 3.1
+/- 0.8

263,560
1,622,616
34,377
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Table E·2 (continued)

Answer CateaolV

Sample
Percent

Sampling
Error

Population
Estimate

Of those who used services provided by the
State tax department How satisfied were you
with those services?'

Satisfied or Very Satisfied
Unsatisfied or Very Unsatisfied
Don't Know

86.1%
11.5
2.38

+/- 2.4%
+/- 2.2
+/- 1.1

222,517
29,721
6,203

Of those who filed a State return last year:
How difficult would you say the State
tax forms are to complete?'

Very Difficult
Moderately Difficult
Easy
Very Easy
Never Used ThemIDon't Know

10.3%
32.4
32.1
5.4
19.9

+/-2.1%
+/- 3.2
+/- 3.2
+/- 1.6
+/- 2.8

197,620
621,640
615,864
103,607
381,810

Have you ever decided not to take an
itemized deduction you thought you might
be entitled to on an income tax return?

Yes
No
Never Itemized Deductions
Don't Know

10.7%
57.5
5.3
10.0

+/- 2.1%
+/- 3.4
+/- 1.5
+/- 2.1

245,226
1,317,602
121,467
229,183

Of those who Red a State return last year:
Have you ever decided not to take an itemized
deduction you thought you might be entiffed
to on an income tax return?'

Yes
No
Never Itemized Deductions
Don't Know

12.8%
68.8
6.4
12.0

+/- 2.3%
+/- 3.2
+/-1.7
+/- 2.2

245,243
1,318,179
122,621
229,915

Within the past five years or so, do you think
you may have overstaled any deducffons or
expanses - even byjust a smaH amount?

Defin~ely or Probably Have
Definitely or Probably Have Not
Don't Know

5.4%
69.4
8.8

+/- 1.6%
+/- 3.2
+/- 2.0

123,759
1,590,530
201,681

Of those who filed a State return last year:
Within the past five years or so, do you think
you may have overstaled any deductions or
expanses - even byjust a small amount?'

Definitely or Probably Have
Definitely or Probably Have Not
Don't Know

6.4%
83.0
10.6

+/- 1.7%
+/- 2.6
+/- 2.1

122,831
1,590,372
203,108

Within the past five years or so, do you think
you may have left some reportable income
offyour tax returns - even byiust a minor
amount?

Definitely or Probably Have
11.7%
Definitely or Probably Have Not 83.5
Don't Know
8.4

+/- 2.2%
+/- 3.3
+/- 1.9

268,144
1,455,312
192,514

Of those who filed a State return last year:
Within the past five years or so, do you think
you may have left some reportable income
offyour tax returns - even byjust a minor
amount?'

Definitely or Probably Have
Definitely or Probably Have Not
Don't Know

+/- 2.4%
+/- 3.0
+/- 2.1

268,360
1,455,001
193,617
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14.0%
75.9
10.1

Table E-2 (continued)

Answer Category

Sample
Percent

Sampling
Error

Population
Eslimate

About how ITlBny of the people that you know
personally do you think do some peffy
ITlBnipuiating of their taxes by failing to report
income or overstating deductions in small
amounts?

None
One to Five
Sx or more
Don't Know

37.3%
10.9
7.3
28.1

+/- 3.3%
+/- 2.2
+/-1.8
+/- 3.1

854,853
249,809
167,304
644,004

Of those who filed a State return last year:
About how many of the people that you know
personally do you think do some peffy
manipulating of their taxes by failing to
report income or overstating deductions in
small amounts?'

None
One or Two
Three to Ten
More than Ten
Don't Know

44.6%
4.7
' 11.5
1 5.6
33 6
1
.
i

+/- 3.4%
+/-1.5
+/-2.2
+/-1.6
+/- 3.3

854,920
90,092
220,439
107,344
644,065

I
I

1

I

Note: sample percents may not always add to 100 due to varying respondent rates.
*Question used in "Tax Reporting Behavior in Virginia."

Source: JLARC analysis of JLARCNCU poll, July - August, 1991.
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AppendixF

Agency Response

As part of an extensive data validation process, each State agency involved in
a JLARC assessment effort is given the opportunity to comment on an exposure draft of
the report. This appendix contains the response by the Department of Taxation.
Appropriate technical corrections resulting from the written comments have
been made in this version of the report. Page references in the agency response relate
to an earlier exposure draft and may not correspond to page numbers in this version of
the report. Included within the Department of Taxation's response (boxed type) are
JLARC staffnotes for some ofthe recommendations. Since the release ofthe report, the
Department has begun to implement some of the recommendations it noted in its
response as invalid.
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COMMONWEALTH of VIRGINIA
Department of Taxation
Richmond. Virginia 23282
December 12, 1991

Philip A. Leone, Director
Joint Legislative Audit
and Review Commission
Suite 1100
General Assembly Building
Richmond, VA 23219
Dear Mr. Leone:
As we agreed in our meeting on December 9, 1991, I am
forwarding this agency's final responses to your study team's
recommendations.
We found 34 of JLARC's 48 recommendations to
be invalid for the reasons stated in the enclosed responses.
I do not believe the report provides an accurate picture of
the complex issues involved with administering our tax system.
Many of your recommendations outline concerns that are
addressed by our management on a daily basis and that are
continually addressed by the national associations of state
revenue departments. Additionally, those recommendations that
have merit fail to identify the resource needs that would be
required for implementation.
However, the most evident concern that surfaced at our meeting
was a lack of appreciation for the budgetary constraints this
agency has experienced over the last three administrations.
We simply cannot compete with human services, education, and
other programmatic agencies for staff resources needed to
perform the additional work studies and research that you
believe are needed.
And although we often speak to budgetary
issues and staff resources in terms of compliance and
noncompliance, we know that few functions we perform do not
directlY or indirectly s ,pport our enforcement programs.
Our noncompliance staff has remained flat over the last ten
years.
Our ability to maintain adequate compliance support
has become critical due to budget cuts. The technologies and
Gystems available to allow for new alternatives cannot be
funded within our current budget and requests for additional
funding for these projects have been denied.

Mr. Philip A. Leone
December 12, 1991
Page 2

Finally, I was pleased with the results of the surveys that
were conducted. With 87 percent of the public being satisfied
with our services and 78 percent of our employees being
satisfied with their jobs, I believe this indicates that while
we will continue to strive for 100 percent satisfaction, we
are doing our job and doing it well.

~27" ~..

W. H. Forst

Tax Commissioner
cc:

Secretary Paul W. Timmreck

VIRGINIA DEPARTMENT OF TAXATION
RESPONSE TO JLARC RECOMMENDATIONS
December 6, 1991

I.

Recommendation 1: The Department of Taxation should refine the JLARC reporting tax gap estimates. The
department should estimate total gross and net tax gaps for the state every two years as part of ~s biennial
planning activ~ies. The department should develop methodologies to include sales and use taxes and the larger
miscellaneous taxes in ~s calculations of tax gap estimates. The department estimated tax gaps should be used
in departmental goal setting for audn, assessment, and collections activnies each year. The department should
report the resuns of ns tax gap research as well as plan for, and progress toward, closing the state's tax gap
each year to the House Appropriations, House Finance, and Senate Finance Committees. This information
should be provided as part of the department's annual budget request.

ns

II.

Response: Invalid Recommendation. Not the best use of available resources.
Justification of Response: While the idea of estimating the state tax gap has academic appeal, the application of
considerable resources to estimating the gap would not be very productive.
There is no disagreement among both federal and state tax administrators that the gap exists and that
substantial.

~

is

The IRS study of the federal tax gap has identified the types of income and deductions where compliance is
lowest for individual and corporate taxpayers. These areas should not be different for Virginia. However, ~ has
been Virginia tax policy since federal conformtty legislation was enacted that the IRS conduct these income and
expense aud~ and not Virginia Department of Taxation personnel. Virginia audn personnel are concentrated on
sales tax compliance issues to avoid the duplicate cost associated wnh both the state and IRS conducting such
income and expense audns.
Virginia may wish to estimate the tax gap for the sales tax. However, efforts may better be spent in targeting
known areas of noncompliance. The department has, for instance, spent considerable energy developing
programs to target taxpayers who fail to report consumer use taxes. These programs have been very successful
to date, but require substantial resources to expand significantly.
11,ARC Note'
JLARC staff agree with the department that effor1ll should be "spent in targeting known areas ofIlOIlCOmpliance." However,
JLARC staff could find IitlJe evidence that the department knows the large and small components of noncompllimce nor the
likely yields and costs associated with these components. For example, dwing the exposure period the depal1lIlent identified
a Collections TaskForce. A recent report submitted by the task forceslareS that collections in the depal1lIlentare $8.3 million
below the agency esUlblisbed objective for IT 1992, However, the task force stares that this shortfall is due 10 a "decrease
in voluntary payments by taxpayers" and therefore is "out ofour control." Collections effor1ll should not be so dependent on
voluntary compliance.

According to IRS statistics, 88 percent of the gross individual income tax gap is attributable to taxpayers who file
returns but incorrectly report income or deductions. This type of noncompliance is exceedingly difficun to detect,
as involves proprietors who operate on a cash basis and may not keep accurate accounting records, and skilled
or professional people who moonlight on a cash basis. It is difficun to see how motor vehicle registrations and
business and professional license records could help detect this type 01 noncompliance, as JLARC suggests.

n
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It is clear that pursuh of this type of noncompliance can only be done on a case-by-case basis.
kiJ the IRS suggests, a good deal of taxpayer compliance can be improved through enhanced customer service
activhies, in addition to enforcement efforts. In addhion, simplified tax laws which do not change from year to
year can reduce taxpayer confusion and increase compliance.
All accurate estimate of the state tax gap is not necessary to set departmental collection and audn goals, nor to
assess the effectiveness of enforcement activities. Incremental goals each year would work equally well at a
lower cost. It must be remembered that as the tax gap is closed, more and more resources will be required to
collect fewer and fewer dollars.
III.

Impact of Implementation: The IRS estimate of the tax gap is based on assessments of 1982 returns.
Compliance rates for each nem of income and each deduction were produced after audns were completed.
Duplication of this method at the state level would require substantial compliance, audit and systems resources.
The minimum funding required for a pilot program is estimated at $184,817.

IV.

Legislation Required: No.
II,ARC Note:

JLARC sla.lf reject the notion that the tax gap is an "academic" exercise. It is much needed both for goal setting and
accountability. To verify the importance of the tax gap for achieving these purposes, JLARC sla.lf had drafts of its tax gap
estimate reviewed by Paul Posner, Associate Director of the Tax Policy Division of the General Accounting Office and Dr.
Jeffrey A. Roth, DirectoroftheD.C. Office of Abt Associates and former SlllffDirectorofthe National Academy ofSciences
Stody on Taxpayer Compliance. These advisers reviewed the methods; felt the estimates were appropriate; and strongly
supponed the development of a tax gap estimate for Virginia.
JLARC sla.If also question the credibility of the department's cost estimate of$I84,817, This estimate appears unreasonably
high. A JLARC associate analyst was able to produce a reporting tax gap estimate for Virginia by working part-time on the
effon for four months. Other than this cost., other costs incurred by JLARC in doing the estimates were several calls to the
IRS Research Office inD.C. and the other state tax departments which had compoted estimates, The taxdepanmentestimates
that for them to do this calculation they would need three additional sla.If (grade 12) each of whom would need 13 weeks of
ttaining on-site at IRS in Philadelphia. This appears unwarranted and excessive.
It appears that the department may be estimating the cost ofits own Taxpayer Compliance Measurement Program (fCMP).
JLARC was not advocating this and does not believe that this level of effon is necessary to produce usable tax gap estimates.
However, if the departmentconduets such a program, it sbouldresult in revenue increases. JLARC sla.Ifnote that the offsetting
increased revenues produced by this effon has not been acknowledged or estimated by the depattment

I.

Recommendation 2: The Department of Taxation should review the tax gap methodologies used by other states
and the IRS in developing ns own tax gap estimates. Further, the department should review the strategies used
by other states and the IRS for improving ns compliance collections efforts,

II.

Response: Invalid Recommendation. Standard practice.
Justification of Response: The Department of Taxation currently keeps abreast of collection strategies used In
other states and by the IRS through conferences and professional organizations, and through ns work with the
Southeastern kiJsociation of Tax Administrators.
The department disagrees that resources should be devoted to developing a state tax gap estimate. However, if
one were to develop such an estimate, a review of methods used by other states would be a natural undertaking.
2

III.

Impact of Implementation: None.

IV.

Legislation Reguired: No.

I.

Recommendation 3: The Department of Taxation should begin to analyze its abatement data to better
determine the reasons for abatements. This analysis should be used to improve collections ~ assessments and
to reduce the percentages of abatements.

II.

ReSPOnse: Invalid Recommendation. Analysis already in progress (see response to Recommendation 44).
Justification of Response: A permanent Abatement Quality Control Committee was established at the department
in the spring of 1991. The committee conducts samples ~ abatements to ensure consistency with established
internal procedures. In addition, the department's internal auditor conducted an abatement study in 1989.
The ongoing analysis conducted by the Abatement Quality Control Committee will be furthered by the recent
(August 1991) creation of the Accounts Receivable Task Force (see response to Recommendation 4). A key
element of the task force's mission is to identify areas where further attention can be devoted to eliminate
erroneous assessments before they are issued. Examples of avoidable department or taxpayer errors
contributing both to accounts receivable and abatements are data entry errors and improperly credited payments.
There are numerous other factors, not isolated only to Virginia, which contribute to the large volume of
abatements by the department and tax agencies in general. One such factor is the level of aggressiveness of a
tax agency's compliance effor1s. An aggressive program such as Virginia's will make use of tools such as the
'statutory' assessment (an assessment issued when a taxpayer fails to provide necessary tax information).
These assessments, which are issued only after repeated attempts at taxpayer contacts, are an essential
enforcement tool in that they encourage recalcitrant taxpayers to furnish sufficient information to allow
determination of the exact amount of tax due.

III.

Impact of Implementation: None as two-pronged analysis of issue is currently underway.

IV.

Legislation Required: No.
U.ARCNQ!C'

Based on docwnentation submitted by the tax department. n..ARC staffcannot determine if the Abatement Quality Control
Committee basexamined whetberrequiredsupporting documentation is being included in the abatement fIle. Such a review
on the part of the committee is not specified in committee memornnda provided to JLARc. The lack of necessary
docwnentation to support abatements was the focus of this section of our report.
The Collections Task Force bas made several recommendations for short tenn strategies to improve collections. The status
of implementation of the recommendations is unknown. The task force did not make any recommendations for long tenn
collections strategies. The task force did report some "thoughts" to enhance future collections. One ofthose was the creation

of a "master collection plan," which the department apparently lacks at the present time.

I.

Recommendation 4: The Department of Taxation should begin to better analyze its accounts receivable
inventory. This analysis should include a decomposition of the accounts receivable inventory using components
which can affect collectibility. At a minimum, this decomposition should include an analysis of length of time that
the tax has not been paid by type of tax and by financial status of the taxpayer. Further, the accounts receivable
inventory should be maintained in such a manner that the data on each individual receivable can be determined
without having to perform analysis of individual tax screens.
3

Once this analysis has been completed, it should be used in three ways. First, the department should develop a
collectibility assessment of the inventory. Second, the collectibility assessment should be used to develop
guidelines and prior~ies for collecting the tax. Third, the department should begin to experiment w~h, and track
the resuns of, randomized experiments to test methods of collections such as mail, telephone, and in-person
collections techniques. The resuns of these experiments should then be used to develop a standard set of
guidelines for collections of the accounts receivable. The department should establish an annual accounts
receivable collections goal and mon~or progress toward that goal.
II.

Response: Invalid Recommendation. Analyses already in progress.
Justification of Response: Growing accounts receivable inventories are a problem not only for Virginia, but also
for the Internal Revenue Service and tax agencies in other states. The federal government's accounts receivable
backlog has been well documented; however, GAO and IRS both recognize that the backlog will be hard to
address w~hout a modern information system. Virginia currently possesses such a system, which will give the
department the ability to more efficiently deal w~h the backlog in the future.
The department's success at collecting accounts receivable when compared to the IRS is also documented. The
most recent Finance Receivables Report prepared by the Department of Accounts noted that the department's
average time to collect delinquent accounts is only 38 percent of IRS's average collection time and concluded that
'[gJiven the nature of their accounts, the Virginia Department of Taxation is doing an excellent job of managing
their receivables.'
JLARC acknowledges that the department's tracking of accounts receivable have improved. Faced wnh
increasing backlogs, the department in~iated efforts to capture addnional information on the nature of ns accounts
receivable in January, 1991, through development of the Accounts Receivable Aging report (TXPARB4). As
add~ional information became available, the department created an Accounts Receivable Task Force in August,
1991, to provide a monthly analysis on accounts receivable components and trends.
The Accounts Receivable Task Force will hasten further improvement by identifying areas where further attention
can be devoted to eliminate erroneous assessments before they are issued. Examples of avoidable department
or taxpayer errors contributing both to accounts receivable and abatements are data entry errors and improperly
credited payments.
The department already prepares or is analyzing the feasibility of preparing many of the analyses recommended
byJLARC:
Decomposnion of the accounts receivable inventory: The existing Payment Activnv (TXPAR98 and
TXPIR98) and Accounts Receivable Aging reports provide such an analysis.
Aging of accounts receivable by type of tax: The Accounts Receivable Aging report is currently being
evaluated for expansion purposes by the accounts receivable task force.
Determination of collectibility: By defin~ion, the Accounts Receivable Aging repor1 provides such an
assessment. W~hout added cost constraints, historical collection percentages provide ample information
to assesses the collectibility of the department's accounts receivable inventory.
The department already employs guidelines and prior~ies for collecting the tax. The department's STARS
collection tracking module is based on assessments over time. In addition, collections efforts are based on a
descending dollar amount. Given the department's current budgetary constraints, the collection efforts are tuned
to the collectibility of assessments.
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Further, the department already experiments or has experimented with, and tracks or tracked the resutts of
randomized experiments to test methods of collections such as mail, telephone, and in-person collections
techniques. The department already developed a standard set of guidelines for collections of the accounts
receivable based on the resutts of such experiments.
The department has already established an annual accounts receivable collections goal and monitors progress
toward that goal. The department's ProductivitY Inventory Reporting Tracking System (PIRTS) report provides a
monthly and year-to-date goal.
JLARC correctly noted that the department does not maintain the accounts receivable inventory in such a manner
that data on each individual receivable can be determined without having to perform an analysis of different tax
screens. Such a capability was planned in the original STARS implementation effort. However, due to differing
taxpayer identification numbers used for the major business taxes, this would have required significant manual
effort which would have detracted from more critical agency operations.
The department also does not incorporate information on the financial status of taxpayers in determining the
collectibility of assessments. This is due to the prohibitive cost of credit checks for all past due accounts, based
upon the standard $15 credit bureau charge for a credit check. Further, these checks may be of limited value as
they only indicate whether the individual or business is credit worthy. Due to the costs involved, an initial
feasibility study on the usefulness of credit information would appear more appropriate.
III.

Impact of Implementation: The department currently generates or is evaluating the feasibility of generating most
of the analyses recommended by JLARC. However, the integration of taxpayer receivables and the use of credit
information would require significant additional funding and are of uncertain value in improving the collections
process.

IV.

Legislation Reguired: Appropriation required.
n.ARCNOle·
The department acknoWledges the problem of tracking accounts receivables, but not its magnilllde - over $404 million as
ofJune 30, 1991. Efforts to date, while improving, have not been sufficient
JLARC staff acknowledge that the department's tracking of its accounts receivables inventory has improved. Some of this
improvement may have been due to the influence of the task force. However, no documentation submitted by the department
indicates that this task force <r any group <r individual has conducted systematic experiments to lest methods of collection
to determine effectiveness.
As detailed in OOA's Critical Agency Perfoonance Standards (QuarterlY Segewja! Rey;ew of the Secretary of Finance

December 4. 199)), the DepaI1ment ofTaxatioo is cited as being "not in oompliance" in all eight of the standards used to
evaluate the coUectioos and documentation of accounts receivable in this rep<rt

I.

Recommendation 5: The Department of Taxation should fully analyze the resutts of tax amnesty to determine
what information can be used to better focus collections of the remittance tax gap. AJ. a minimum the department
should determine the number of taxpayers who filed during tax amnesty but did not file the following tax year.
Using this information, the department should assess taxes for these taxpayers and then institute collections
activities to obtain the revenue.
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II.

Response: Invalid Recommendation. Post.amnesty compliance efforts already underway.
Justification of Response: The department's ability to readily capture and utilize tax amnesty data was
compromised by the lim~ed up·front funding the agency received to carry out the program. Nonetheless, the
department has utilized business tax amnesty data in ~s compliance programs and is taking steps to capture
information on individual amnesty filers.
Businesses requesting amnesty were added to the tax rolls. At that time determination was made on Mure filing
requirements. Currently STARS controls the compliance of all active business accounts by placing the account in
the collection process if the business fails to file and/or pay as required.
During amnesty, 1,231 new individual taxpayers were added to the tax roll, resuhing in collections totaling
$3,035,230.74. If these taxpayers do not file returns for 1990 or subsequent taxable years, Va. Code § 58.1·312
grants the department an unlim~ed period for assessment of the proper tax due.
Programming required to determine those amnesty filers who did not file 1990 or a subsequent year's returns is
planned but has not yet been completed due to a lack of programming resources. This is not yfIA a cr~ical project
as 1990 returns were not due until May 1, 1991, and there is no statute of Iim~ation on nonfilers.

III.

Impact of Implementation: None as post·amnesty compliance efforts are already underway.

IV.

Legislation Required: No.
U.ARCNo,,·

Fmalanalysis of !he department's response will require further review by n..ARC. However, the department's response does
not indicate bow many new bosiness taxpayers were added to !he tax rolls as a result of tax amnesty. In fac~ the deparlment
did not code businesses added to !he tax rollduring tax amnesty. Consequently, records ofthose businessescannotbe relrieved
by !he departmen~ This appears to pose a serious obstacle to !he department's ability to follow·up with businesses added
during amnesty.

I.

Recommendation 6: The General Assembly may wish to consider amending Section 58.1·462 of the Code of
Virginia to delay the implementation of accurate w~hholding.

II.

Response: Valid Recommendation, However, the recommendation is based upon an incorrect interpretation cI
the law.
Justification of Response: JLARC's recommendation is based upon an incorrect interpretation of the law, but may
be advisable for other reasons. JLARC makes the erroneous assumption that the law change to take effect on
January 1, 1993, will eliminate all over withholding w~h a potential impact cI up to $220 million, First, the $220
million repor1ed in the draft should be $140 million as the original estimate did not account for returns on error.
Second, the JLARC interpretation will lead to a considerable amount of under withholding from many taxpayers.
The law change was not intended to eliminate all over ~hholdinq; rather, it was intended to allow itemizers a
voluntary election to claim add~ional w~hholding exemptions (see Department of Taxation legislative impact
statement on 1989 HB 1950), Furthermore, desp~e the existence of similar provisions at the federal level, over
70 percent of federal returns continue to reflect over w~hholding,
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Based upon the voluntary nature of the election and federal experience, the department estimates revenue losses
of only $15 million in FY 93 and $5.2 million in FY 94.
III.

Impact of Implementation: Further deferral of the law change would increase General Fund revenues by $15
million in FY 93 and $5.2 million in FY 94.

IV.

legislation Required: Yes.
ll.ARCNo!e:

Documentatioo submittedby thedepartmentdoes notindicale bow the numbers submitted in the legislative impactslatemems
werederived. Therefore, the department's estimates of approximately $15 miIlioo in FY 1993 and $5.2 million in FY 1994
remain questionable.
TheJLARC report does notinfer or state that all ofthe $140 million due 10 over-withholding will not be collected. The point
made in the reponand reiterated in this response is that more inforntatioo andanalysis is needed 10 detennine the actual impact
of the change. Given that the department did not submit its analysis, JLARC staff believe that the repon fmdings continue
lObe valid.
The JLARC "errot" in reponing $220 million rather than $140 miIlioo was based 00 the erroneous figure that was originally
supplied by the DepartmentofTaxatioo. JLARC staffquestion whicb numbet supplied by the laX department is more reliable
and valid.

I.

Recommendation 7: The Department of Taxation should begin developing strategies for collecting taxes from
individual taxpayers under a system of accurate w~hholding. The department should conduct research to
determine reasons for noncompliance by individuals and begin to address those reasons. The department should
subm~ a plan to the House Appropriations, House Finance, and Senate Finance commillees outlining collections
strategies and projected changes in revenue collections w~h accurate wtthholding.

II.

Response: Invalid Recommendation. Incorrect interpretation of law (see response to Recommendation 6). The
department has already conducted significant research into the potential impact of the law change (see
Department of Taxation legislative impact statement on 1989 HB 1950).
Justification of Response: JLARC makes the erroneous assumption thalthe law change to take effect on January
1, 1993, will eliminate all over w~hholding.
The law change will affect only ~emjzed filers and will be completely voluntary. In fact, federal experience wtth a
similar provision has shown that over 70 percent of all returns continue to reflect over w~hholding. Similarly, the
Tax Commissioner currently may grant addttional w~hholding exemptions upon request; however, these requests
have been extremely rare.
The prior federal and state experience coupled w~h anecdotal evidence that taxpayers overpay taxes as a means
of forced savings reasonably suggest no dramatic change in taxpayer compliance as the resutt of the law change.

III.

Impact of Implementation: As evidence previously compiled by the department suggests no significant changes in
taxpayer behavior, the impact upon the department would be minimal.

IV.

legislation Required: No.
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I.

Recommendation 8: The Department of Taxation should revise ~s methodology for setting ~s compliance
revenue collections goals. The department should not base ~s collections goals on past collections but should
base ~s collections goal on outstanding Iiabil~y due the state. In order to do this, the department should analyze
and refine the JLARC estimates of underreported and underremitted tax liability and determine a collectibility
factor for each. The number of personnel assigned to revenue collections should continue to be a factor in the
equation.

II.

Response: Invalid Recommendation. Current methodology misunderstood (see also responses to
Recommendations 1 and 2)
Justification of Response: The department's compliance revenue collections goals is not used to compute the
amount of revenue due the state but not collected. It is easier to estimate revenue loss than ~ is to find out who
is not paying taxes and whether such taxes are collectible. Thus the department's estimates are designed to
calculate the amount of revenue which can potentially be collected wnh current resources.
The department believes nshould continue to base ns collections goals on historical collection data, taking into
consideration outstanding accounts receivable due the State. The study implies that the goal setting prooess
does not consider outstanding accounts receivables; however, outstanding accounts receivables are considered
as part of the current process. Because recent IRS and GAO studies question the ability to collect 'lax gap'
revenues through expanded enforcement efforts alone, relying on such estimates to arrive at a realistic
compliance revenue collections go!lls is impractical.

III.

Impact of Implementation: None. Identifying add~ional revenue that could potentially be collected would have no
impact on the department's ability to collect outstanding accounts receivable.

IV.

Legislation Required: No.

D.ARCNote·
As used by !be department!beir "goal" is merely aprojection of results from current collections practice adjusted for changes
in staffing levels. There is no way of knowing wbetber the collections goal base was established accurately. ll..ARC staff
beheve that !be depamnent should use expIoratory research to detetmine wbetber more ambitious goals migbt be set pethaps
by !be better use ofresources, such as shifting resources to discrete projecls designed to reduce particular components of!be
taxgap. Such sttategic thinking Jed IRS to vastly expanded information returns matchingprogrnms which have proven cost
effective. Such breakthrougbs may also be possible for Virginia's tax deparUnenl in reducing components of hs remittance
gap or in reducing gaps in saIes and use taxes.

I.

Recommendation 9: The Department of Taxation should not routinely use field representatives and aud~ors to
provide in-office taxpayer assistance for forms completion or to correct simple processing errors. A toll-tree
telephone number for taxpayer assistance that directs calls to the Taxpayer Assistance Unit w~hin the central
office or to local commissioners of revenue should be established. In conjunction w~h this toll-free telephone
number, a taxpayer assistance pos~ion should be placed in each of the seven district offices outside of
Richmond. A second taxpayer assistance posnion should be considered in the Norfolk, Northern Virginia, and
Roanoke districts if the toll-free taxpayer assistance number does not divert enough telephone calls to allow one
posnion to handle the demand in those districts.
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II.

Response: Partially valid. Funding issues are involved.
Justification of Response: Taxpayer service is an important function, and virtually every employee in the
department, including the Tax Commissioner, is involved in providing taxpayer assistance during some portion c:A
the year. There is not a dichotomy between compliance and taxpayer assistance: educating taxpayers is the
fastest route to increased voluntary compliance. A~hough improvements in voluntary compliance are not easily
measurable, IRS Commissioner Fred Goldberg has said, 'It's all about maximizing voluntary compliance.'
Field personnel are no less involved in compliance activ~ies when they assist taxpayers; in fact, keeping in touch
the questions and problems of taxpayers is essential for every department employee. In any event, the
demand for individual income taxpayer services has grown over the past few years, but ~ is unclear as to whether
that trend will continue in the district offices.
w~h

The increasing number of local~ies who are utilizing on-line individual income tax processing and access to
STARS information should significantly enhance their abil~ to provide taxpayer assistance. Further, there is little
question that total centralization of taxpayer assistance is not an acceptable a~ernative for the public.
As a resu~ of the Teletax System installed in 1990, taxpayers can now get answers to routine and recurring
questions via a recorded message 24 hours a day, seven days a week. This system handled 266,817 inquiries
during 1991. In addition, the automated refund system allows taxpayers to check the status of pending refunds ali that is required is a touch-tone telephone. The automated system handled 142,221 of these calls in 1991.
These technological advances alone have improved our ability to handle routine taxpayer inquiries from
Richmond.
The current correspondence backlog in the individual income Taxpayer Assistance Unit exists primarily due to
mandatory staffing reductions. Add~ional funding is already needed simply to keep current with correspondence;
the diversion of all or most field functions to the central office would require even more funding. Absent this type
of funding, the diversion of taxpayer assistance simply says that direct compliance should and does take prior~
over assisting those taxpayers who leg~imately desire to comply with the tax laws.
A toll-free telephone number for taxpayers has been studied before. All of the department's forms and
instructions advise taxpayers of the department's central office telephone number and/or the commissioner of
revenue's telephone number. Also, tax preparers and the public are advised to contact the central office or the
commissioners c:A revenue for assistance.
While the department does not object to the concept of providing taxpayer assistance personnel for district offices,
we do believe that the distribution and assignment of these personnel should be based principally on the volume
of taxpayer assistance and an analysis of the volume trends. The department is in the process of organizing an
interdivisional taxpayer assistance project team which will no dOUbt consider these recommendations.
III.

Impact of Implementation: The estimated annual costs of this proposal are as follows:
Taxpayer Assistance

Pos~ions

in District Offices and Richmond: (Annual costs including salary and benefits)

$451,224 - annual costs
$ 15,300 - start up costs
Toll-Free Telephone Line: $350,000 annually
IV.

Legislation Reguired: Appropriation required.
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ll.ARCNou::
ll.ARC staff do notquestion the need for the provision oftaxpayerassistance. JLARC staffdo question the use ofcompliance
staff-tax examiners, auditors, fteld representatives, and collections representatives - to routinely provide that assistance
in lieu of their primary revenue-generating functions. The department currently has 51 staff dedicated specifically to the
provision of taxpayer assistance.
Thedepartment in itsCOSlestimate documentation for this recommendation, also staleS that 18 staffwill be needed tocomplete
the taxpayer assistance that ten staffprovide now. Therecommendation in the ll.ARC report is to place a taxpayerassistance
position in each of the seven districts outside Riclunond. Asecood position should be placed in up to three districts if the tollfree telephone mnnber does not divert enough telephone calls. Thus the number of district office positions, at least initially,
should be seven rather than 10 as sltown in the tax department's cost estimate. The department's cost estimate also sltows
that eight additional taxpayer assistance positions would be needed in the office services division. The need for more than
three additional staff within the office services division has not been docmnented.
The $lOmillion increase in State revenuewbich the report doetnnentscouJd be collected ifcompliance staffwere able todevou:
the time spent on taxpayer assistance to compliance activities. Furtber, compliance staff generally cost more than taxpayer
assistance personnel.

I.

Recommendation 10: The Dep':lrtment of Taxation should improve "s capability to identify and correct tax return
errors through automated error resolution, before the error resutts in a notice being sent to the taxpayer. If
certain errors still occur, they should be handled by the taxpayer assistance section. The department should
analyze the types of errors that persist and improve error resolution to correct them.

II.

Response: Invalid Recommendation. This recommendation appears to be based on a misunderstanding of how
the department is organized and how errors are created and resolved.
Justification of Response: Errors are created by the taxpayer before submission and by the department during
processing of the return. It is fett that efficiency of the automated system has been maximized and that the
system corrects errors when appropriate and when the integr"y of the system is not at risk.
The department identifies and corrects tax return errors through the automated system before the error resutts in
a written notice to the taxpayer if no further examination of the return is required and if there is no indication of
fraud. Returns are automatically corrected when the system-computed tax is five dollars or less out of tolerance
~h the amount of tax computed by the taxpayer, and in other cases where management has determined that
suffICient data is available for the system to resolve the error w"hout an operator. The system corrects
mathematical errors, computes any applicable refund or tax due, penatty, and interest. Taxpayers are
automatically notified and/or billed for the add"ional revenue.
The Taxpayer Assistance Section should not handle errors which the system cannot resolve. The function cI the
Error Resolution Un" is to determine if system identified errors that are not automatically resolved are valid.
When an unresolved error exists, the system-calculated information and the taxpayer-calculated information are
displayed on a screen. Error resolution technicians review documentation attached to the return or add"ional
information requested from the taxpayer to ensure that no keying errors are present and to determine which
calculations are valid.
The types of errors that persist are analyzed on a continuing basis. Information is evaluated and requests for
systems modifications or forms changes are reviewed regUlarly to reduce errors or improve error resolution.
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III.

Impact of Implementation: Not applicable.

IV.

Legislation Required: Appropriation required.

I.

Recommendation 11: The Department of Taxation should include only those collections resuning from direct
enforcement actions by the department as compliance revenue. The department should reassess its definition of
compliance revenue and exclude automatic payments which have been received without a notice or other form of
direct enforcement action.

II.

Response: Invalid Recommendation.
Justification of Response: In 1986, department staff met with the Secretary of Finance to establish compliance
objectives and arrive at an agreed to definition of compliance revenue. The department does not object to
changing the definition of compliance; however, it will have no impact on total revenue.
JLARC recommends that revenue received after the due date and before the first billing not be included in
compliance revenue. Although this money is not a resun of direct enforcement activity, it is a gauge used to
monitor many of our compliance programs including changes in filing pat1erns and the effectiveness of penanies
and compliance due dates. Additionally, this money is included on the theory that without our penanies, field
force, billing systems and other compliance methods, these monies may become delinquent and a higher risk of
noncollectibility.

III.

Impact of Implementation: None.

IV.

Legislation Required: No.

n,ARCNo!e:

The department is COITeCt in !hal cbanging the defmition of compliance revenue will not produce more revenue in itself.
However, tile cbange willbelp thedepartment compare the relative yields of programs 10 increase voluntary compliance with
the yields of eoforcement programs. The results of such acomparison is imporIantlO allocate resources efficiently. Further,
the current definition is simply misleading.

I.

Recommendation 12: The Department of Taxation should pilot test using selected Virginia data fe!lIffl& which
supplement limitations in federal audit data to target enforcement activities on high income non·filers, sole
proprietors, informal suppliers, and other groups known to have a high probability of underreporting and
underremitting tax liability. The department should evaluate the pilot information to determine collectibility from
these groups.

II.

Response: Invalid Recommendation. Not cost effective.
Justification of Response: The department already audits a higher percentage of returns than the IRS· 11
percent by the department compared with 0.8 percent by the IRS. The department is also considering other
programs to identify nonfilers (some of which are highlighted in the draft report) and continues to study ways it
can identify nonfilers within current budgetary constraints.
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Since Virginia is a conformity state, the most cost effective nonfiler programs are those where federal data is
readily available. If a program is instituted where federal data is not available, the benefit of conformity is
eliminated. Staff would have to be able to complete a federal return and then prepare the state return. Because
the Virginia income tax rate is so low, this is not the most cost effective means of identifying tax revenues due the
state.
Implementation to the extent recommended could require considerable funding. Current staff are not experienced
in doing federal income and expense audits. The department would require a unit 01 highly trained tax
investigators armed with considerable resources. In order for such a pilot test program to produce collections at
the same rate as current staff collections ($385 per staff hour), ~ staff person would have to uncover $18.5
million of unreported taxable income annually (assuming that 75 percent of all assessments were actually
collected). This would translate into the identification and assessment of 37 taxpayers per staff person per week,
who were not reporting an average of $10,000 of income each.
The IRS is currently working to improve collections from nonfilers. It is experiencing difficulty in maximizing
collections from 'tax gap' activities by enforcement efforts and has embarked on a series of workshops, among
other things, aimed at increasing voluntary compliance by small businesses and other taxpayers.
Instituting a full scale program maf also be premature given the level of cooperative programs between federal
and state tax authorities. For example, the Federation of Tax Administrators (FTA) is studying programs to
enhance the sharing of information between the IRS and states, induding joint auditing, joint administration, etc.
The IRS has created a National Director of FedState Relations and published a FedState Handbook which lists a
catalog of over 100 joint projects and pilots with states.
III.

Impact of Implementation: Whether such a program could produce collections with the same degree of efficiency
as existing programs and what the net effect on collections would be cannot be estimated without further study.
A minimum of $184,817 would be needed to hire and train just three staff persons to pilot this program.

IV.

Legislation Required: Major legislation and appropriation required for full implementation. Pilot unnecessary.

llARCNo!e'

The use of 0Iher State <!ala to supplement federal retmn <!ala does not require \ISing highly trained audit stlffto conduct the
expense audits as SlIIIed in the department's response. The need would be for the same types ofaudit staffcurrently worlcing
in the department. The department seems to have again llIken an overly pessimistic approach to a recommendation for
additinoaJ collections activities. The discussion of expense audits serves to dettdCt attention from the central premise of the
recommendation which is to supplement federal infonnatinn with State infonnalion.
Again, the department lists costs but does not acknowledge nor estintate the amount of additional revenue which could be
produced from this efflXt. Given that the lIll\iority of the components identified in the recommendation are individuals
involvedin social networlcs, thedetelrence effectsofpilot programs in this areacould produce substantia/revenue for Virginia
as it bas for 0Iher stales.

I.

Recommendation 13: The Department of Taxation should evaluate its audit selection procedures for corporate
income tax in order to identify the specific procedures which resutt in the most effective audits. The department
should use its findings as the basis for establishing standardized and objective criteria for audit selection.
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II.

Response: Invalid Recommendation. Standard practice.
Justification of Response: The department has specific and objective audit selection procedures which have
proven to be very effective in maximizing revenues. Such procedures are distributed to and consistently used by
all auditors. The procedures provide for the screening of all corporate returns to identify those most likely to
produce additional assessments. The returns are then reviewed and/or audited in the Compliance Section. All
mufti-state corporate returns are then forwarded to the Field Services Division. No field auditing is done on 100
percent Virginia corporations since we do not audit federal income and expenses.
The Field Services Division uses specific and established procedures to identify the most cost effective on-site
income audits. These procedures provide. among other things. that before a field audit is approved on a
mufti-state corporate income tax filer. an auditor must review the Virginia and federal tax returns in twelve areas.
including. but not limited to ACRS additions and subtractions. dividends. foreign source income and expenses.
allocable income. apportionment factors (property-sales-payrol~. and taxes. In addition. the nexus issues are
examined. Only ff this review reveals that the performance of the audrt will be cost effective. will the audit be
performed.
Several years ago the department considered automating the audit selection process for corporate income tax. It
was found that automating this process would require a major system change as a significant amount of data
which was needed for such a system was not being captured by the department. It was determined that return
from implementing this program would not offset the costs of the additional resources (both personnel and
budget) needed. Thus. it was rejected.

III.

Impact of Implementation: None.

IV.

Legislation Required: No.

U,ARCNo!e:
The reportacknowledges tballbere are lists whicb identify certain silllatioos wbich indicate tbal a taxpayermay beconsidered
for an audit Use ofthese lists is nol, however. "standanI practice." In addition, according 10 !be APA review these lists still
rely on auditorjudgement and are lberefore snbjectjye Since lbere are no uniform criteria used by !be auditors. the decisions
are joomsiswnt

Further. JLARC staff interviews witb auditors indicated tbat lbere was botb confusion and inconsistency regarding criteria
for audit selection. To !be extent tbat !be depamnent does have "specific and objective audit selection procedures." they are
not ;;niversally understood or utilized.

I.

Recommendation 14: The Depar1ment of Taxation should establish and implement a retail sales and use tax
audit selection strategy which is consistent and not subjective. The department should assess the comparative
effectiveness of criteria such as the '8/83' listing. the ratio of taxable sales to total sales. and criteria used
effectively by other states in developing its strategy.

II.

Response: Invalid recommendation. Standard practice.
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Justification of Response: The department has an objective audit selection process consisting ct core cr~eria
which is designed to maximize revenues. These cr~eria are distributed to all aOO~ors and are consistently applied
by all districts. These cr~eria include, but are not lim~ed to:
information received from other aud~ors;
business trends;
past aOO~ history;
SEATA referrals;
new businesses; and
contractors.
The assignment of aud~s is made by audn supervisors after reviewing recommendations submitted by audnors
based on the above.
In add~ion, the 8/83 listing (8 percent of businesses paying 83 percent of the tax) is also used effectively in each
district. Those businesses which have been identified as good audit candidates are entered into an aud~ tracking
system which automatically reassigns the aud~ to the aud~ supervisor of the district performing the last aud~ for
review and reassignment. The department is currently looking into the pcssible use of a selected 8/83 printout
which lists the information in groups of business codes.
While the department's criteria are objective, some degree of subjectivny is involved in the audit selediOl1 process
in terms of strategies to uncover other audit candidates and the need to recognize regional peculiar~ies.
The department, and particularly the Integrated Aud~ Committee, for some time has been looking into an
automated audn selection process. In addition, audit supervisors in conjunction wnh the Integrated Audit
Committee are looking into the ratio of taxable sales to gross sales, along w~h prior aud~ history, to develop an
automated selection process. However, differences in reporting by dealers will have an impact on the
development and effectiveness of this method. In add~ion, nis important to note that more tax revenues are
derived from use tax assessments than sales tax assessments. Thus, the effectiveness of a ratio ct taxable sales
to gross sales approach may be limned.
III.

Impact of implementation: $16,000 associated w~h system changes requiring 10 weeks ct systems time in order
to generate the selected 8/83 printout which will list the information in groups of business codes. This project is
currently on the Information Systems Division's modification backlog.

IV.

Legislation required: Appropriation required.

I.

Recommendation 15: The Department of Taxation should develop standards for aoon procedures felle'lliFlg
geFleraily aeeef31ea aeeetlFltiFlg !lriFlei!lles. These standards should be written and disseminated to all aud~ staff.

II.

Response: Invalid recommendation. Facts are misrepresented.
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Justification of Response: The department did not have the opportunity to review the IV' A aud~ and comments
and cannot therefore assess their findings, The Field Services Division has a state tax aud~ manual which has
been in existence for many years and which is updated periodically, It incorporates procedures and techniques
evolved over a period 01 years which have been proven to be sound and practical. Each aud~or has been
provided a copy of the manual on diskette. Hard copies of such, as well as a Sales and Use Tax Audit Program
User's Guide (a guide to computer program applications), are contained in each district office, Aucfll supervisors
are responsible for Instructing the aud~ors on the contents of the manual and for mon~oring the auditors' aud~
results to ensure that established procedures are being followed, Classroom training is also provided to aud~ors
in both the manual and the tax laws.
Since sales and use tax aud~s differ substantially from other types of aud~s due to the fact that in many instances
the taxability of an ~em is determined by how the ~em was used (exempt or taxable) or if the tax was collected
and remitted, the aud~ manual covers audaing techniques for several types of businesses to facilitate the aud~
process and ensure uniform application of the tax.
Thus, the manual (which contains proven aud~ procedures and techniques), the classroom training, and the
monitoring and review by the aud~ supervisor are adequate to ensure that high quality aud~s are being
completed,
III.

Impact of Implementation: None.

IV.

Legislation required: No,

ij.ARCNQff}*

The Tax Department, despite nwnerous requests by !be APA staff, had not provided a sales and use manual to !be APA until
December 11, 1991. Areview oflhis manual indicales tbatlts procedures provide Wll:IlII guidance to auditors, but the manual
lacks specific direction in the areas noted in !be report.

I.

Recommendation 16: The Department of Taxation should continue to use federal data to identify individual
nonfilers, However, the department needs to examine the feasibility and cost effectiveness of computer matches
w~h state databases to identify and locate additional nonfilers, The department should establish pilot programs to
match various existing databases w~h state tax return records. The department should contact other states which
are using computer matches to identify nonfilers. Using available information, the department should develop a
systematic approach to evaluate the available databases, the costs of the matching activ~ies, and the potential for
identifying nonfilers w~h each source,

II.

Response: Valid Recommendation, Funding is not available for full implementation; already under study,
Justification of Response: While a systematic approach to evaluating existing databases is a great idea, the
department does not currently have the resources necessary to implement such a full-scale program, The
department has considered a number of programs to identify individual nonfilers (a number of which have been
identified in the dr~ report) and will continue to study the most cost·effective methods of working noOOler
in~iatives with current resources. Consideration has to be given to the potential loss of revenue from other
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programs when considering a new pilot program. Consideration also has to be given to the fact that not everyone
is required to file a return and nonfiler programs result in refunds as well as assessments. The department is
always interested in knowing what programs have been successful in other states and would be very interested to
know the identity of the 'four other states' referenced on page 83 of the draft report.
The current method of working nonfilers not only identifies a large number of taxpayers, Halso provides federal
data which is necessary in the preparation and completion of examinations/reviews since Virginia is a conformity
state (Le., federal adjusted gross income, filing status, exemptions, standard vs. Hemized deductions, etc.).
Current methods enable the department to quickly and efficiently examine/review a large number of audH
candidates. The high level of efficiency of the program is due in large part to our laws being generally in
conformity wHh federal tax law. For this program, actual collections per staff hour are in excess of $400.

As part of the Governor's 1990 Project Streamline, a Task Force was formed to evaluate a cooperative inRiative.
Recommendation 2 of the final report submitted by the Task Force included Item #4: Sharing of automated
databases. This option would provide on-line access to a variety of computerized information between
appropriate state agencies.
DPB, in conjunction wtth the department, studied the feasibility of implementing a Ucensing Setoff Program in
1988. Based upon the study, a narrowly focused program involving the department, VEC, and ABC was
implemented and that program is being evaluated to determine if an expanded setoff program is feasible. The
department is now considering the feasibility of pilot testing a nonfiler program on licensed professionals wRh the
Department of Commerce.
III.

Impact of Implementation: In order to use database matches, some state agencies will have to redesign
application forms and develop computer programs to produce information necessary for the program.
Implementation will also require the development of interagency agreements and procedures. The department
would incur program development costs and annual program operating costs. In many instances, staff would
have to be shifted from existing programs and the outcome does not appear to be cost effective. Depending
upon the information that could be provided by state agencies and other database sources, costs to implement
the program could be substantial. Further study would be necessary to determine the costs to implement this
program and the net effect on collections.

IV.

Legislation Required: Because of concerns expressed by several agencies, including the Virginia State Bar
during the 1988 Setoff Study, legislation requiring agencies to exchange database information wHh the department
would be necessary. Appropriation required.

I.

Recommendation 17: The Department of Taxation should prepare and implement strategies for systematically
matching data in Rs business tax registration database wRh data from the Virginia Employment Commission, State
Corporation Commission, and other appropriate state agencies. The department should establish pilot programs
to match various existing databases. The department needs to develop a systematic approach to evaluate the
available databases, the costs of the matching activRies, and the potential for identifying nonfilers wHh each
source.

II.

Response: Valid Recommendation. Resources not available for full implementation; already under study.
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Justification of Response: In conjunction with the Governor's 1990 Project Streamline. a Task Force was formed
to evaluate cooperative initiatives. Recommendation 2 of the final report submitted by the Task Force included
Item #4: Sharing of automated databases. This option would provide on-line access to a variety of computerized
information between the appropriate state agencies. This exchange of information between agencies could allow
the department to systematically identify potential business nonfilers.
Based upon the 1988 Licensing Setoff Study by DPB and the department. a narrowly focused program involving
the department. VEC. and ABC was implemented to identify ABC licensees who owed taxes and that program is
being evaluated to determine if expanded setoff programs are feasible. The study identified nine State agencies
with which the department could interface.
The department also works with the State Lottery Department to conduct a tax check on each applicant for a
lottery retailer license.
111.

Impact of Implementation: Implementation will require the development and approval of interagency agreements.
program development costs. system modifications. and procedures. It may also require other agencies to
redesign application forms and develop computer programs to produce information necessary for the program.
The minimum amount of program development costs that would be incurred by the department equal $19.280.
Depending upon the information that could be provided by state agencies. the costs to implement such a program
could be substantial. Further study would be necessary to determine the costs to implement this program and the
net effect on collections.

IV.

Legislation Required: Because of problems expressed by several agencies. including the Virginia State Bar and
other regulatory agencies during the 1988 Setoff Study. legislation mandating that other state agencies furnish the
department with the appropriate information would be necessary. Appropriation required.

I.

Recommenclation 18: The Department of Taxation should track the current status of all tax assessments made
by each of its various compliance programs for each year. The amount of the total assessments that have been
collected. abated. or discharged should be monitored. The information should be used to evaluate the quality of
audit assessments and effectiveness of collections activities.

II.

Response: Invalid Recommendation.
Justification of Response: The department tracks compliance programs. but refinements in the analysis of current
data can always be made. The department presently monitors data on the collections. abatements. discharges.
and write-ofts of all of the individual compliance programs. A systems request is pending for the production of
similar reports on corporate compliance programs. In addition. random samples of field assessments are done on
a periodic basis.
The current monitoring reports allow the department to evaluate the quality of audit assessments and the
effectiveness of collections activities. The department would have to weigh the systems costs with any potential
improvements in the department's ability to evaluate the quality of its compliance programs.
The department does not agree that it is necessary to track each bill. While this information would be nice to
have. the benefrts would be insufficient to justify the substantial expenditure of the system resources necessary to
produce it.
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III.

Impact of Implementation: The department's ability to evaluate the quality of audits and the effectiveness of
collections activities would be marginally enhanced. Additionally, study to determine the most cost-effective
system changes would have to be made before an accurate cost projection can be done.

IV.

Legislation Required: Appropriation required.

I.

Recommendation 19: The Department of Taxation should ensure that all uncollected business tax assessments
are converted prior to the expiration of the three-year statute of limitations.

II.

Response: Valid Recommendation. Currently under consideration.
Justification of Response: Two system modification requests are currently pending, one of which would ensure
that all operating units are provided lists of accounts required to be converted within 60 days of expiration of the
three-year statute of limitation and another which would expand the types of businesses whose delinquencies are
automatically converted. Neither modification has been begun due to inadequate resources. Also under
consideration is an automatic corporate officer conversion when a business declares bankruptcy.
Additionally, the normal audit cycle for a business is approximately 30 months in order to assess within the three
year statute of limitations. The statute of limitations for converting assessments to corporate officers runs from
the same starting date. Therefore, in many audit assessments, there is a maximum of six months from the
ending date of the audit period until the statute of limitations for converting the assessment expires.
Further, the statute contains a stringent test in order to legitimately assert corporate officer liability which must be
proven in most cases prior to collection. Therefore, many converted assessments are not easily collected.

III.

Impact of Implementation: Completing the two system modifications identified above would cost approximately
$26,000. In addition, it is estimated that six additional collection representatives, at an annual cost of $164,412.
would be required to support collection or resolution of bills generated by such a program.

IV.

Legislation Required: One of the most beneficial methods for enhancing the department's ability to convert and
collect assessments would be to extend the statute of limitations for conversion from three years from the date
the tax became due and payable to three years from the date of assessment. Appropriation required.

I.

Recommendation 20: The Department of Taxation should enter the necessary data and modify STARS
programming to ensure that all of a business' accounts balances are checked before any refunds are issued for
that business. This programming should ensure that no refund is issued unless all of the accounts have been
paid in full.

II.

Response: Valid Recommendation. Insufficient funding and resources.
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Justification of Response: It is true that there are many businesses operating under more than one account
number. Most of these existed prior to the implementation of the STARS Registration Module, but many have
occurred subsequent due to the fact that several people within the department are allowed to register a business.
This sttuation will occur when an operator is registering a business for a specific tax and is unaware that tt is
already registered for another tax. When this happens, a business is then registered under more than one
account number and thus any refunds that are generated for one account number are in fad not 'linked" to the
other account number. There are no statistics available to determine the magnttude of this problem; however, the
best way to identify like businesses operating under more than one account number would be to produce a name
comparison report of all businesses wtth sim~ar names and have the Registration Untt attempt to combine as
many like accounts as feasible using the '210 Combine Registration' Screen. This mechanism currently exists.
It is not feasible to have the refund match process attempt to recognize businesses wtth different account
numbers prior to issuing the refund. The legal business name would have to be used to recognize like
businesses, and due to name misspellings, abbreviations, and the variety of ways a business may be registered,
the system may not catch as many candidates as tt could and would catch many that tt should not. Etther way, a
manual review would be necessary.
III.

Impact of Implementation: To implement the name comparison report would require approximately two weeks of
systems programming and, depending on the number of candidates identified on the report, may require as much
as six man-months of one full-time person to do the manual research and subsequent combining of accounts. In
addttion, because there are current known Iimttations with the combining process, several changes may be
required to the '210 Combined Registration' screen. This may require an addttional two to three weeks of
programming changes.

IV.

Legislation Required: Appropriation required.
n.ABCNOle:

TIle departmenlack:nowledges that some businesses are continuing to beregistered under more !han one account number. The
departmenloriginally toldJLABC that was a problem only for those businessesregistered prior to 1983. Therefore, the impact
of this sitoalion on business refund set off is even more problematic than described in our report.

I.

Recommendation 21: The Department of Taxation should modify STARS programming to provide for a 'write
off" capabiltty for business taxes.

II.

Response: Valid Recommendation. No funding for implementation.
Justification for Response: The Department of Taxation recognizes the need for the 'wrtte off" transaction in
business tax. A systems request for the transaction was made in May of 1987.

III.

Impact of Implementation: It is estimated that tt would require 2,170 man-hours to implement the request. This
would include a screen to enter the transaction changes to the accounting updates to post tt and changes to
numerous accounts receivable reports to include the transaction. Addttionallnformation Systems Division
resources may be required to do this recommendation depending on the desired implementation date.

IV.

Legislation Required: Appropriation required.
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I.

Recommendation 22: The Department of Taxation should modify ~s procedures to enable district office staff to
make local depos~s of state tax payments into the general fund. The department should request assistance from
the Office of the Aud~or of Public Accounts to ensure that necessary safeguards are followed in setting up and
depositing into the accounts.

II.

Response: Valid Recommendation. No funding for implementation;

add~ional

study needed.

Justification of Response: Although the recommendation.is a valid one, add~ional study is required to determine
if a cost·effective mechanism exists and to develop a solution that does not compromise the department's ability
to resolve problems caused by missing or misapplied payments. Add~ional resources and equipment would be
required for which funding is not available.
All payments processed at the department, including those payments initially received in the district offices, are
processed utilizing NCR remittance processors. Among other functions, this equipment 'reads' account
information from the payment document and the check, encodes the check, microfilms the check and payment
document, and transm~s the data required to update the payment information to the STARS system. Any
mechanism which allows the depos~ of the taxpayer's payment by the district office must replace the above
functions, or at least compensate for their absence.
The decision was made in 1985 that the most cost·effective method to accomplish the timely depos~ of field office
receipts was overnight delivery by courier service to our headquarters. This allowed us to take full advantage of
the benef~s offered by our remittance processing equipment and allowed for the timely update of complete
payment data to the STARS system where ~ was then available along w~h microfilm of the check and payment
document to all operators. This decision was approved by the Treasurer and the Comptroller.
However, w~h the appearance of new, less·costly remittance processing equipment, it may be time to reevaluate
this decision. Table-top remittance processors have recently been introduced which may be useful in depos~ing
checks in the district; however, the Iim~ations of this type of equipment are not known. If this new equipment
could not complete the necessary microfilming tasks, the agency would be placed in the pos~ion of having to
respond to taxpayer inquiries and missing or misapplied payments without the availability of a microfilmed copy of
the taxpayer's check. This would have a significant detrimental effect in resolving problem accounts when the
check was deposited locally.
Regardless of the mechanism developed for depos~ing revenues in the district offices, significant programming
would be required to allow the microfilm and payment information to be utilized by the STARS system.
III.

Impact of Implementation: Additional study to determine the feasibility of depositing payments in all district
offices, as well as the most cost·effective mechanism for depositing payments in the district offices, must be
conducted before an accurate cost projection can be provided. However, with the information presently available,
~ is estimated that the cost for hardware acquis~ion and systems implementation would be $240,000. In addition,
the equivalent of three additional employees would be required to support the deposit process on an ongoing
basis.

IV.

Legislation Required: Appropriation required.
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I.

Recommendation 23: The Department of Taxation should ensure that the Information Systems Division consider
and implement appropriately those employee suggestions which have a direct and cost-effective impact on the
amount of compliance revenue the department can collect. Further, the department should not continue to
purchase data tapes which ~ does not have the capac~y to read. The department should either develop the
capacity to read the tapes or discontinue their purchase,

II.

ReSPOnse: Employee suggestions - Valid Recommendation, Insufficient Funding.
Data tapes - Invalid Recommendation, Circumstances described previously corrected.
Justification of Response (Employee Suggestions): All necessary mechanisms are already in place to ensure that
the Information Systems Division appropriately consider those employee suggestions which have a direct and
cost-effective impact on the amount of compliance revenue the department can collect, However, additional
systems resources for which funding is not available would be required to ensure that these suggestions are
implemented in a timely manner,
Over the past several years, the agency has spent a significant amount of its data processing resources on
legislative changes and the maintenance of STARS, The agency's data processing resources are utilized based
on the following priority:
maintenance or problem fixing;
mandated, legislative or policy related changes; and
modifications or enhancements.
Maintenance requests represent correcting problems, abends, and out-of-balance situations. This requires a
substantial amount of resources due to the complex integrated tax systems and the number of unforeseen
exception situations which arise that may have not been fully tested when the systems were designed. In
addition, the number of program changes made over the past fIVe years as a resuil of legislative changes or
agency policy changes (Le, adding a new tax; changes to returns) has had a significant impact on maintenance
requirements. Some systems have relatively few maintenance problems, while others require significant
resources in order to keep the systems operating effectively, The STARS system requires maintenance to over
1,800 source modules, 300 on-line screens, and 70 data bases, The agency averages over 250,000 transactions
a day and support must be provided to a number of outside state agencies and localities, as well as in-house
users. The manual responsibilities associated with supporting the STARS automated systems requires constant
1raining to new users, updates to procedures, and maintenance to over 2,000 reports that are produced and
distributed.
The second group encompasses a variety of assignments. For the most part, this group represents the yearly
legislative changes passed by the General Assembly. The remaining tasks that fall into this category include
changes due to operating policy changes, projects that involve the IRS, other states, other state agencies or local
governments, JLARC requests, Auditor of Public Accounts requests, Department of Accounts directives, research
requests (revenue projecting), etc. Because of the nature of the requestor, these requests are given a high
priority, Because there is a much higher emphasis being placed on exchanging information with other entities,
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projecting and/or increasing revenues, and reporting compliance, there has been a significant increase in the
number of these types of requests over the last two years.
The third group, having the lowest prior"y, is in·house requested modifications and enhancements. This group
includes a variety of assignments, but basically represents changes to an existing process, a request for a new
report or screen, or a 'better way' of performing a current function. Some of these requests could be very
beneficial to the agency, and in most cases, save significant time or money. Many would have a direct and cost·
effective impact on the amount of compliance revenue the department can collect.
The first priority of Information Systems personnel is to minimize the backlog of outstanding maintenance
requests. Resources are then assigned to mandated, legislated, or policy·related changes. Any remaining
resources are utilized to work requests for systems enhancements.
User groups, whose members are assigned by agency management, are responsible for assigning the prior"y of
outstanding systems enhancement requests. Weighing concerns of all user areas of the agency and considering
the potential cost·savin\Vrevenue.generating impact on all aspects of agency operations, the user groups
determine which enhancement requests are worked when systems resources are available. Because systems
resources are lim"ed, the user groups additionally must consider the resource impacts associated w"h each
enhancement request as provided by Information Systems personnel. Because of the low prior"y set on these
requests, " may be years before many of the enhancement requests are worked. Other more complex requests
may remain unassigned because of limited systems resource availabil"y.
Justification of Response (Data Tapes): In the past, two tapes were purchased which the agency was unable to
process. These were the IRS's Business Master File (BMF) and Business Return Transaction File (BRTF). The
agency did not purchase these tapes for 1991. A STARS program has been developed for the Compliance
Section to allow utilization of the BMF tape. A STARS program is currently being developed for the Research
Division to allow utilization of the BRTF tape. Both programs will initially run using the 1989 and 1990 data which
was previously purchased. After these programs are implemented, there will be no tapes purchased by the
agency which will not been utilized.
III.

Impact of Implementation (Emplovee SUQQestions): Resources would be required in the Information Systems
Division to suppert development and implementation of system enhancements suggested by employees.
Because resources have not been allocated to work modification requests in several years, the backlog c1
requests has grown to over 130. Some of these requests involve simple tasks, such as changes to existing
reports. Others, however, involve new application system modules such as a Miscellaneous Taxes Module, an
Estate Tax Module, a Data Management Module, and a Technical Assistance Module These would require
significant resource expend"ures. Some of the requests overlap each other, so " is likely that some requests
would not be relevant once other requests are completed. Approximately 80 percent of the modification requests
pending would have at least some effect on compliance revenues.
To resolve all pending systems modification requests would require approximately 20 • 25 add"ional resources tor
the first two years, and ten resources for a third year. Subsequently, eight to ten resources would be required on
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an ongoing basis to remain current on employee suggestions assuming they continue to be received at a rate thai
is approximately the same as they have been received in recent years.
Impact of Implementation (Data Tapes): No additional impact.
IV.

Legislation Required: No.

I.

Recommendation 24: The Secretary of Finance or Department of Taxation should request that the Department
of Information Technology conduct a systems analysis of STARS to address the current deficiencies in the system
and to determine long-range requirements. At a minimum, the following issues should be examined:
Does STARS effectively serve all units within the Department of Taxation?
To what extent and by what means does STARS need to interface with outside entities?
How can management be supplied with reliable and accurate information?
Is system security adequate?
Can application programs be developed, maintained, and enhanced quickly and economically?
How can data be processed in an efficient and timely manner?
How can data integrity be insured?
How can flexibility be maintained?
What types of procedures need to be developed or modified to ensure that employee suggestions which
affect collections of revenue are identified, given high priority, and implemented?

II.

Response: Invalid Recommendation. It is the agency's position that resources will be more productively utilized
identifying requirements and technologies to satisfy our needs for the future than conducting an intensive study cI
the requirements on which the existing STARS system is predicated.
Justification of Response: STARS is a complex, IMS data base management system, composed of a number of
closely integrated modules. The system includes over 1,800 source modules, over 300 on-line screens, and over
70 data bases. The agency averages over 250,000 on-line transactions per day and provides support to a
number of outside state agencies and localities, as well as in-house users. STARS was developed over a tenyear period, from 1980 - 1990, and significantly changed the manner in which many agency functions are
performed. Requirements definition, systems design objectives, and general design documents were completed
for each application system and were approved by muttiple levels of agency user management to ensure that
user requirements were identified and satisfied.
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As sophisticated as STARS is, it was developed under certain restrictions which we now realize limit its
effectiveness. These restrictions included primary users that were initially unaware of data processing capabilities
and limitations, what they could expect STARS to do for them, and development time-frames and resource levels
that were often less than adequate. In addition to development constraints, agency and user priorities, as well as
legislation governing many of the taxes administered within STARS, have changed over the past ten years,
consequently modifying the system requirements initially identified by users.
We are in agreement that based on the age of some of the component systems of STARS, as well as the other
limitations discussed above, a number of areas within STARS require enhancement to be enhanced to better
meet current user requirements. These areas have previously been identified by agency users and Information
Systems staff, and some improvements have been made as funding has allowed. However, many of the
suggested improvements have not been made because of resource limitations.
Emerging and state-of-the-art technologies, such as imaging, electronic funds transfer, electronic data
interchange, and electronic filing, will address many of the areas that have been identified by agency users as
having potential for significant productivity gains. These and other technologies currently being implemented by
the Internal Revenue Service and other state tax agencies would allow Mure versions of STARS to more
effectively serve all units within the agency, to interface more effectively with outside entities, to process data in a
significantly streamlined manner, and to ensure the integrity of the data within STARS.
The agency must also begin to utilize CASE technology and relational data bases to satisfy Mure user needs.
Doing so will allow for accurate, reliable and efficient user reporting, significantly reduced development and
maintenance time. and a more rapid response to employee suggestions. In addition, the reengineering
components of CASE tools could be used to significantly streamline the maintenance requirements of existing
STARS systems.
Funding has been previously requested for each of the initiatives discussed above.
II.

Impact of Implementation: Significant funding would be required to support a comprehensive review of STARS,
whether conducted by DIT or utilizing in-house resources.

IV.

Legislation Required: Appropriation required.

I.

II.

Recommendation 25: The Department of Taxation should fill the Deputy Commissioner position. The deputy
commissioner should be responsible for understanding all aspects of the department's operation and be capable
of administering the department in the Tax Commissioner's absence.
Response: Valid recommendation.
Justification of Response: This planned organizational change was never implemented due to significant budget
cuts. Final candidates were selected for interviews when the process was stopped.
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III.

Impact of Implementation: The salary for this pos~ion is significant and until resources perm~, the agency will not
post the job. In the meantime, current management personnel will assist the Tax Commissioner.

IV.

Legislation Required: Appropriation required.

I.

Recommendation 26: The Department of Taxation should reorganize ~s operations to accommodate the filling
of the Deputy Commissioner pos~ion, to reduce the number of assistant commissioners to two, and to address
current organizational weaknesses. The reorganization should also reassign the aud~ and collection functions to
ensure that two different divisions no longer have responsibility for both delinquent accounts and aud~ing
taxpayers.

II.

Response: Invalid recommendation. Already under review.
Justification of Response: This agency is currently working on an organizational plan w~h personnel from the
Center for Public Service, University of Virginia that will give appropriate consideration to the recommendation.
Our current functional organization may be superior to the IRS audit and collection style: however, ~ will be
reviewed.
~ w~h

III.

Impact of Implementation: There are no plans to implement this recommendation· only to consider
others.

many

IV.

Legislation Reouired: No.

I.

Recommendatlon 27: The Department of Taxation should review all currently established pos~ions to ensure
that work responsibilities are commensurate w~h the employees' abil~ies and time constraints.

II.

Response: Valid Recommendation.
Justification of Response: During times of fiscal constraints and reduced resources, organizations strive to
maximize utilization of all employees. Managers in the Department of Taxation are charged w~h assessing work
loads and balancing assignments among employees. We have had many s~uations where personnel were
temporarily assigned to meet heavy or changing work loads. Daily management decisions are made to ensure
proper work coverage. It is difficuft to say that all employees are being properly utilized all of the time, but
certainly managers are mon~oring work loads to ensure completion of assignments and to get the best
performance from employees in all positions.
In the state's classification system, positions are not written around employees' abilities, but are written based on
the job to be done. The department has prescribed work to be done. An annual review of all position
descriptions is conducted for purposes of performance evaluation. Employees and supervisors certify that duties
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and responsibilnies are current and accurate. If discrepancies are noted, corrections to the posnion descriptions
are made.
The department recruns and hires or promotes the best people for the jobs to be done. It is expected that some
individuals will be hired who have exceptional ability. As promotional opportunnies become available, all
employees are encouraged to apply for posnions that would best utilize their qualifications. As new assignments
develop, management tries to assign responsibilities based on abilities of current employees. As noted in our
response to Recommendation 41, the department maintains a vigorous classification/compensation program to
ensure that job duties and responsibilnies outlined in position descriptions accurately reflect the work being
performed.

As we are unaware of instances where employees are not working to full capacity, any information on this
snuation that could be provided by JLARC would be welcomed. This agency wishes to study this matter. Having
some staff who are not challenged or busy while others have more than they can handle is clearly an ineffective
use of staff and needs to be corrected. This definitely will be one area that will be reviewed as the Management
Team proceeds wnh the agency reorganization.
For addnional information on classification/compensation actions, please refer to the agency response to
Recommendation 41.
III.

Impact of Implementation: As noted above, this is currently being done.

IV.

Legislation Required: No.

n.ARCNo!e:

Staffin questionnaire and interview responses and our own reviews ofworldoad data indicated that some laX departmentstaff
are not fully utilized wWle others are unable to complete all assigned woric. Even if the annual performance evaluation were
an appropriate time to review worldoad assignments, 42 percent or 80 of 190 questionnaire respondents indicated it bad been
more than a year since their last evaluation. Since departmentstaffhave indicated they are unaware ofinstances in which staff
are not working to full capacity, another mechauism for delelmining staff utilization that is not related to performance
evaluation may be advisable.

I.

Recommendation 28: The Department of Taxation should limn the number of delinquent individual income tax
accounts that are sent 10 the district offices. If individual income tax accounts accumulate, they should be
handled by central office and addnional delinquent business accounts should be sent to the district offices.

II.

Response: Invalid recommendation. The department currently limns the volume of individual accounts assigned
to district offices: however, the department disagrees wnh the inflexible process recommended by JLARC.
Justification of Response: All organizations require flexibility in dealing wnh short-term problematic areas and
issues. Due to current fiscal constraints, this is particularly true of state agencies.
The department does.QQ! routinely assign a large volume of past due individual tax accounts to ns district offices.
Nonetheless, the JLARC recommendation would remove a great deal of the department's flexibility in collecting
delinquent accounts.
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The current inventory of individual income tax accounts in the district offices occurred as a resuh of an April,
1991, agreement between Field Services and Office Services divisional management. This was a short-term
strategy to deal w~h backlogs in the central office Collections Section and will not have any long-term impact
upon district offices.
A similar short-term strategy was adopted in October 1991, at the request of the department's Collections Task
Force (consisting of all Field Services and Office Services collection supervisors), to maximize collections ci largedollar outstanding assessments. This strategy entails the transfer of current individual and business tax accounts
totalling $1,000 or more to the district offices for immediate handling.
III.

Impact of Implementation: Implementation would decrease the department's flexibility in dealing ~h shoo-term
collection problems.

IV.

Legislation Required: No.

I.

Recommendation 29: The Depar1ment of Taxation should involve the district offices in ~s decision making
regarding the assignment of aud~ and collection staff. The availability of office space and support staff and the
revenue potential of the district offices should be considered when assigning aud~ and collection staff.

II.

Response: Invalid Recommendation. Standard practice.
Justification of Response: District personnel are SUbstantially involved in the department's decision-making
processes, including decisions regarding the assignment of aud~ and collection staff. Over the past six years,
meetings have been held on a regular basis with District Administrators, Aud~ Supervisors and Compliance
Enforcement Supervisors for the express purpose of obtaining input, feedback, suggestions, and
recommendations on the aud~, collection, and general district operations.
In add~ion, wOlking committees made up of district personnel and other agency staff have been utilized on a
regular basis for the purpose of identifying, evaluating, and providing recommendations on district operations to
include aud~ and collection activ~ies. Data developed by the Integrated Aud~ Committee (consisting ci district
supervisors) was the basis for assigning the 60 add~ional aud~ors during the 1992 biennium. Average dollars
assessed per aud~or per year by region, total dealers, number of 8/83 dealers, percentage of 8/83 dealers to total
dealers, and level of existing staff were criteria considered in assigning the aud~ors.
Revenue potential has been the primary factor for the assignment of compliance personnel; however,
consideration is given to the availability of office space and support personnel.

III.

Impact of Implementation: None.

IV.

Legislation Required: No.

I.

Recommendation 30: As part of the Department of Taxation's strategic planning process, the cond~ions ci the
district offices and the effect of those cond~ions on productivity should be examined. As part of this examination,
the amount of flpor space and the cond~ion and availabil~y of furn~ure and equipment should be reviewed. The
department should determine whether ~ would be more cost effective to emphasize an office- or home-based
approach w~hin each district office in determining space, furn~ure, and equipment needs. Included w~hin
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furnnure needs should be a locking file cabinet for each home-based collections and audit employee. A fumnure
and equipment replacement schedule should also be developed for each district office.
II.

Response: Valid Recommendation. The department already recognizes this need: however. there is no funding
for implementation.
Justification of Response: As part of ns strategic planning process. the department continually examines and
assesses the condnions existing in the district offices. Such appraisals include determinations relative to the
appropriate types of basing (office v. home). office space requirements. furnnure and equipment needs.
environmental interactions. and the ratio of support staff to field personnel. Shortfalls currently exist in all of these
areas primarily because of department budget constraints and escalating costs associated wnh procurement.
While trying to maintain adequate work condnions in ns district offices. the department has also had to maintain
ns central office facilnies. The central office has encountered some of the same problems as the district offices.
When the department's eight district offices were established in the late 1960·s. personnel authorizations. furnnure
and equipment levels. square footage allocations. modes of operations. etc.• were adequate in order to achieve
the desired goals. This snuation continued through the early 1980's wnh only modest gains in field personnel
authorizations and routine replacement/repair of furnnure and equipment.
Recognizing an increased need for better planning and coordination as a resutt of anticipated growth in the
1980·s. the department instnuted various mechanisms to identify. inspect. evaluate and priornize furnnure and
equipment needs. New and innovative ways were developed and implemented to offset increases in compliance
staff allocations in locations where n was not economically feasible to increase office space. After examining the
effectiveness of the home-based auditor program used in rural areas. the department determined that this type of
program could also be effectively used in urban areas.
Thus. to offset increased staff in urban areas selected staff were permitted to operate from their homes and
others were assigned to a centralized work station whereby employees work in the district office on
predesignated. atternate days. Personnel assigned to these variant work arrangements were allocated
appropriate equipment. Since audn personnel spend a majorrly of their time at a taxpayer's place of business
audning and have laptop computers wnh which to process their findings. they do not need to be in the office every
day. These alternate work arrangements have enabled the department to accommodate addnional staff wnhoul
having to increase office space.
In addnion. a committee consisting of Field Services personnel was established to address furnnure and
equipment repair and replacement or augmentations needs.

III.

Impact of Implementation: Full implementation requires funding that will provide adequate equipment. furnnure.
and office space for office-based personnel. as well as adequate equipment and securrly devices for both
home-based and centralized work station personnel. Total replacement cost for furnnure and equipment is
estimated to be $482.000. Increased space cost would range from $8.00 to $13.51 per square toot depending on
the region of the state.
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IV.

Legislation Required: Appropriation required.

llARCNOIf::
ThedeparlmentacknowledgestbatsbortfalJscurrendyexi.stinofficespace,equipmen~furniture,andsupportstaff.However,

the deparlmentbas provided00 estimates of increased revenue collections tbatcouldresult if these conditions were addressed
andcompliance staffproductivitywere improved. ThisestimateisneededlOeffectivelyevaluatetheprioritylOgivealternative
replacement schedules. The tax depanment's cost estimate seems 10 inclnde replacing prnctically all of the furniture and
equipment in the disttict offices. It was oot the intent of the JLARC staff recommendation 10 do this immediately.

I.

Recommendation 31: The Department of Taxation should submn a preliminary staffing plan that links the
implementation of addnional compliance activnies with the staff needed to carry out those activities. An estimate
of any expected revenue increases or cost reductions should be included wnhin the plan also. This staffing plan
should be submitted for consideration prior to the conclusion of the 1992 General Assembly.

II.

Response: Invalid Recommendation.
Justification of Response: This recommendation appears to be premised on the assumption that the department
intends to request 60 addnional compliance audnor positions in the fiscal year beginning July 1, 1992. The
department, however, has no plans to request these positions. It will, instead, closely examine the impact the 60
compliance audnors which were added over the last two fiscal years have had on other areas wnhin the agency.
If additional staffing is necessary, nwill be requested.
While the department has recognized the need to fill noncompliance posnions needed to support the additional
compliance personnel hired, nhas been unable to do so because of budget constraints. Due to the requirement
that compliance posnions be held at a 98 percent fill rate, all budget cuts have been taken in noncompliance
posnions, including support and wage positions.
In addnion, nis important to note that when legislation establishing new departmental programs is introduced
before the General Assembly, legislative impact statements submitted by the department specify the costs of
implementing the legislation, including any compliance and noncompliance posnions, systems costs, other
administrative costs, etc. However, these costs have not always been reflected in the department's final budget
appropriation.

III.

Impact of Implementation: None.

IV.

Legislation Required: No.
llARCNou::

It is lIDClear wbere the idea tbat this recommendation is "premised on the asswnption tbat the department intends 10 request
sixty additional auditor compliance positions" ooginated. The idea is not contained within the JLARC report. The JLARC
report does oote tbat additional compliance positions 10 l:ll1Il:l;t tax assessments, support staff, planning staff, and compnter
progmmmers wax be needed.
Thelegislativerequirementtbat98percentofcompliancepositionsbefilledispredieatedonthedesirelOmaximizethenwnber
ofcompliancestaffwOOdnglOgeneratetaxrevenuefortheSIale. Havingcompliancestaffcompletingadntinistrative,clerical,
and taxpayer assistance duties disregards the intent of this requirement
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I.

Recommendation 32: The Secretary of Finance should require the Department of Planning and Budget to
complete a comprehensive evaluation of staffing needs and personnel practices within the Department of
Taxation. In completing the evaluation, a close examination should be made of revenue-producing improvements,
the proposed reorganization, variances in workload, the number of management staff, and DOrs personnel
practices including hiring and promotion practices, job classification, affirmative action, and salary and benefits
administration. This evaluation should be completed prior to the 1993 General Assembly session.

II.

Response: Invalid recommendation. Need is not justified.
Justification of Response: A comprehensive evaluation of the staffing needs and personnel practices is not
needed. The areas recommended to be studied are areas addressed on an ongoing basis by the agency's
management team. There are no issues or significant problems identified by this study or any other study that
would justify the scope or intent of this recommendation.

III.

Impact of Implementation: Both agencies involved will incur significant costs to complete a comprehensive
evaluation. This study would likely take a study team of 4 employees a year or more to complete. It is our
opinion that the resuns would be of minimum benefits to the Secretary of Finance or Taxation.

IV.

legislation Required: Appropriation required.

I.

Recommendation 33: As a function of its reorganization, the Department of Taxation should review the position
description for each management position to ensure that the position and the management responsibilities are
needed. The goal of this examination should be to reduce the number of layers of management and the actual
management positions over time.

II.

Response: Invalid recommendation. Standard practice.
Justification of Response: As referenced in the agency's response to Recommendation 41, the department is
constantly reviewing positions. In a study of supervisor positions in the Office Services Division conducted in
1990, we were able to eliminate the use of the classification of State Tax Supervisor A by reorganizing the
supervisory responsibilities within the Collections, Taxpayer Assistance and Compliance units. This division was
able to provide the same level of service and properly manage each of the noted functions with one less layer of
supervisors. This success does not by any means indicate that the same thing could be done in other areas of
the agency, but is one illustration where the department was able to streamline the operation.
Reviews of position descriptions are continually conducted within the Department of Taxation to ensure that
responsibilities are accurate and necessary. It is, however, difficult to review one management position without
studying the impact of that position on the entire work unit and on the chain of command. JlARC notes that the
maximum number of levels of management positions is eight in the agency and this should be reduced, but their
own Anernative Organization for the Department of Taxation charted on page 112 increases this maximum
number by one to create the Deputy Commissioner. This clearly seems inconsistent with this recommendation.
Another point of concern is the reference to span of control. The number of subordinates a position has under its
supervision should not be used to conclude that the position may not be needed. Mhough a manager may only
have one or two subordinates, there may be many other responsibilities assigned to that person that are
unrelated to supervision. Even ~ the supervisory responsibilities are removed, the position may be needed to
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perform these other functions. JLARC notes that they did not conduct an extensive review of the management
positions in the agency but instead based their conclusions from calculations of the number of management
positions divided by the number of total positions. These calculations make no adjustment for technical
responsibilities which require specialized experience, training and knowledge to perform the duties of the position.
Obviously, the pending reorganization will require that the Management Team review all functions within the
agency. Levels and numbers of managers, spans of control and other factors will be considered in deciding the
proper organization structure. The purpose of the reorganization will not necessarily be to reduce the number of
managers, but to mold the organization into a more efficiently and effectively managed agency. If reductions in
management staff appear feasible and do not restrict agency operations, then consideration will be given to
reducing the number of managers.
III.

Impact of Implementation: An ongoing evaluation is already being conducted. The use of State Tax Supervisor A
classification in Office Services was eliminated in 1990.

IV.

Legislation Required: No.
UARCNore:
The tax deparbnent notes lhat a study of supervisor positions within tile offICe services division resulled in tile elimination of
tile use of Stale Tax Supervisor Apositions and one management layer. Areview oflhat study indicates lhat this was actually
accompIisbed by reallocating five supervisor A positions (grade 10) to a Ilil:I:Iet supervisor senior position (grade 12) and
reallocating tile workload. This was not wllat n..ARC staff were advocating in reducing tile number of management layers
and the aetuaI number of IrulIIagement positions over time.
The porpose of filling tile deputy commissioner position is not to decrease management layers but to provide for better
management ofthe entire department Management layers lower in tile organization, particularly in areas in which a manager

supervises one noo-clerical staff member should be carefully examined.

I.

Recommendation 34: The Department of Taxation should develop a strategic planning process that takes an
integrated, comprehensive approach to planning for the agency. As part of this process a written strategic plan
should be developed and continually updated. The plan should consider future needs and changes that are
expected to have a significant impact on agency operations and include input from department staff. The plan
should include but not be limited to assessing the estimated tax gap and strategies to close it, collections
strategies related to converting to accurate withholding, potential tax policy changes, automation and technological
advances, staffing needs. physical plant requirements, management needs, and environmental changes that are
outside the agency. The strategic plan should be submitted to the Secretary of Finance and the House Finance
and Senate Finance committees.

II.

Response: Invalid Recommendation. The plan has already been developed.
Justification of Response: The department has a documented strategic planning process which directly correlates
with the biennium budget cycle. The document is updated regularly. The steps followed in our planning process
are outlined on pages 4 • 6 of the current strategic planning document.
There are many appropriate styles and processes that can be followed when planning. The department feels this
is effective for our organization. The strategic plan was developed by agency management wi1h assistance and
review by the Center for Public Services at the University of Virginia and JLARC commends our efforts on page
130 of the draft audit document.
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Future needs and changes are included and individual input from department employees is recognized as a
formal step in the planning process. The majority of the ~ems that JLARC recommended for inclusion in the
strategic plan are addressed in plan or are included in the strategies and resource allocations in our Financial
Proposal.
The strategic planning document is submitted to the Secretary of Finance and the Department of Planning and
Budget annually and reported on quarterly.
III.

Impact of Implementation: No impact. Recommendation previously implemented.

IV.

Legislation Reguired: No.

n.ARCNole:

As oolfd in !be n..ARC report, !be tax department's long-range planning is too limilfd in scope and gives insuflicientattention
to compliance fimctions and !be resources needed to maximize revenue collections. Considering that 60 percent of the
department's slllff are considered to be compliance positions, it is surprising that !be deparUnent's Sl!jItegjc Business Plan
contains little regarding plans for future compliance operations. Areas noted in !be JLARC report as being left out of the
department's plan include: an estimate of revenue that is not coIJeclfd due to underreporting or undeJTemittance of taxes,
Sl!jltegies for closing !be tax gap, and !beeffectthataccurar.e withholding may have on volunlary compliance. An examination
oftrends in volunlary compliance and ways to increase revenue collection could assist the department in successfully arguing
for additional slllff and funding.

I.

Recommendation 35: Responsibility for the development, mon~oring and revision of the Department's strategic
plan should be supervised by the deputy commissioner and assigned to staff whose primary function is to work
w~h department management on strategic planning.

II.

Response: Invalid recommendation. Resources for recommendation of low priority, nonessential.
Justification of Response: The responsibility of the agency's strategic plan currently rests w~h the management
team. The agency comm~s staff resources to support the strategic planning process it has adopted. In a period
of severe budgetary constraints, add~ional staff resources for this function are nol needed or justified. For
example, if the agency was authorized to fill 15 new· positions, probably none would be assigned to this function
at this point in time.

III.

Impact of Implementation: Minimum staff of two people required to support function. Agency costs would be at
least $75,000 ~h revenue losses from nol hiring compliance or compliance support resources.

IV.

Legislation Required: Appropriation required.

I.

Recommendation 36: The Department of Taxation should develop an equipment replacement schedule that
includes projected costs, cost savings, and any effects on efficiency or effectiveness that nol replacing the
equipment might have.

II.

Response: Valid Recommendation. No funding for implementation.
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Justification of Response: The department agrees that we have sophisticated machinery and equipment. that we
do not have a detailed equipment replacement schedule and that not replacing equipment could hinder
productivity. However, we do not agree that having such a schedule would allow the department to have
replacement costs routinely included in the agency's budget. It has been our experience that this ~em has been
an area where the Department of Planning and Budget has looked first to remove funding when dollars are short.
This agency. like most general funded agencies, has been level funded since the early 1980's except for new
in~iatives.

The department has followed the philosophy that the individual division manager should make the case for the
needed equipment and the highest such priority need will be funded out of the agency's level funded budget when
the need is the highest and when funds can be identified. The highest priority equipment has been replaced or
purchased or is scheduled to be purchased in the following amounts over the three biennia despite the level
funding constraints we were working under:
1986-88 $ 1,305,014
1988-90 1,043,686
1990-92 1,037,176.
The agency does not agree ~h the JlARC conclusion that having the plan will categorically allow that funds win
be available to purchase needed new equipment. The agency further believes that ~ would take considerable
s1aff hours to produce the suggested equipment replacement plan and many hours to maintain it w~h ever
changing prices and technologies. Staff time is simply not available to develop such a plan. If add~ional staff
time were suddenly made available, this would not be the highest priority for ~s use.
III.

Impact of Implementation: Essentially the development of this plan would probably take at least two very
knowledgeable people full-time for a period of one year to understand the uses of and to analyze all the
equipment we have, to review the replacement costs, and to investigate the potential new technologies as they
could be applied to the department's activities. Funding for such staff is simply not expected to be available.

IV.

Legislation Required: Appropriation required.

I.

Recommendation 37: The Department of Taxation should follow the Auditor of Public Accounts'
recommendation to review the access that all employees have to STARS screens and limit that access to screens
needed to complete routine functions. The department also needs to carefUlly review the STARS system and its
current functions to determine what procedures can be added or changed to increase the security of the system
and decrease the potential for fraud and or other illegal activ~ies.

II.

Response: APA Review of Stars - Invalid recommendation. Procedures are already being performed.
Justification of Response: Procedures are currently in place to mon~or access provided to users. These
procedures provide for frequent/routine review of access privileges for employees.
Response: Review of STARS Security - Invalid recommendation. The security system is a proactive one that
continually monitors the functioning of the STARS system and institutes changes where deemed beneficial in
increasing security.
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Justification of Response: Examples of the continual review of our security system are:
(1) revision of policy on Confidentiality to impose stricter penahies for inappropriate use of STARS to
obtain taxpayer information;
(2) modification of security system to log ALL accesses.
(3) disciplinary actions taken whhin the Code Of Conduct to deal whh security violations.

III.

Impact of Implementation: Current procedures provide adequate security through review of access at supervisory
level to insure that screens are granted to employees based on job requirements.
The Agency's current practices incorporate the continual review of security to the STARS system.

IV.

Legislation Required: No.

fl.ARCNo!e·
According totbe APA, employee access to screens 001 necessary for tbeir daily job functions continues to exist Further, the
department's review procedures, outlined above in their response, are either ineffective, too new to have made a positive
impact. a: do not exist

I.

Recommendation 38: The Department of Taxation should work with the Office of the Attorney General and the
Department of Personnel and Training to establish policies and procedures for completing criminal records
checks, credh checks, and checks to determine whether federal and state income taxes are paid. To the extent
possible, these checks should be completed for current and potential employees.

II.

Response: Valid Recommendation.
Justification of Response: Currently, the Department of Taxation is reviewing data for the development of a policy
which would require detailed background checks, including the review of financial, criminal, and delinquent tax
histories for new employees. Once completed, the policy must be reviewed by the Office of the Attorney General
and the Department of Personnel and Training. As other agencies have similar policies in place, we should
expect our policy to be approved by these agencies. We anticipate implementing this policy after the appropriate
approvals have been obtained.

III.

Impact of Implementation: The inclusion of current employees will create problems as to how to discipline
violators of the policy. Ahhough h would be easy to exclude applicants from consideration, current employees
would have to be disciplined under the Employee Standards of Conduct and Performance. This would require the
development of offenses and disciplinary actions under these standards. Additionally, an ongoing review of
current employees' credit histories, criminal records and filing of federal and state taxes would be necessary.
Considerable staff time and expense would be incurred if continual checks on employees were required.

IV.

Legislation Reguired: Appropriation required.
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I.

Recommendation 39: The General Assembly may wish to amend the Code of Virginia to require the
Department of Taxation to complete background checks on ~s employees.

II.

Response: Valid Recommendation.
Justification of Response: As stated in our response to Recommendation 38, the department plans to proceed
w~h the development of a policy which would require background checks on new employees. The placing of this
requirement in the Code of Virginia would give us statutory authority and reinforce the need for such checks.
Although we feel that we have authority to establish a background check policy, the General Assembly mandate
would clarify any issues that could arise by requiring the Department of Taxation to conduct thorough background
checks for all employees.
The issue of current employees and the General Assembly's direction would also be welcomed as there may be
issues concerning those present employees who would not now pass the new background check, but are
currently adequately performing the duties of their pos~ion.

III.

Impact of Implementation: Refer to Impact Statement on Recommendation 38. The same concerns would apply
to a General Assembly mandate and should be considered if the Code of Virginia is revised.

IV.

Legislation Reguired:

Legislation Required.
Appropriation required.

I.

Recommendation 40: The Secretary of Finance should ensure that the Department of Taxation implements
recommendations made by other agencies.

II.

Response: Invalid recommendation. Process already in place.
Justification of Response: The agency has for over 10 years submitted quarterly reports to the Secretary of
Finance. These reports include the types of reporting issues identified in the recommendation. In add~ion, not all
recommendations made by other agencies are valid. Our responses to these types of recommendations are
formally made. For instance on Page 140 and 161 of this report, JLARC makes 'off the wall' comments about
the agency's internal audit function. These are the JLARC staffs own interpretations of someone else's report.
Nowhere in the report of this function is the conclusion drawn that our Intemal Audit function is 'ineffective'. We
have addressed all comments made on the function and have work plans to correct thoso deficiencies that are
valid.

III.

Impact of Implementation: None.

IV.

Legislation Reguired: No.
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U.ARCNore:
Submission of quanerly reportS to !he Secretai)' of finance has not ensured thal!he tax department bas implemented the
recommendationsmadeby otheroversigbt groups. TheDepartmentof!he Stare Inrernal Auditor, in its 1991 review, concluded
that "insofficientaetion was lllIcen [by !he tax department] to correct!hedeficiencies" thatbad been identifiedin its 1988 report.
The tax department's assertion that "not alI recommendations made by other agencies are valid" is consistent with the
department's expressed opinion about !he recommendations made within this report and its past failure to implement
recommendations by oversight agencies.
JLARC's cbaracterization that the tax department's inrernal audit unit has been described as ineffective is valid. The Stare
Internal Auditor in bis letter to Cotnmissioner Forst on October 4, 1991 stared, "deficiencies in practice were found that were
considered so significant as to seriously impair or prohibit!he program from carrying out its responsibilities." The letter also
stares that !he audit "progrnm does not comply with !he provisions of !he Standards for !he review period."

I.

RecommendatIon 41: The Department of Taxation should identify and implement approaches to address
employee concerns about morale, salaries, communication, management and leadership. Having large
percentages of staff reporting negative responses may indicate that these problems are impairing effectiveness.
Among the approaches considered, should be the techniques proposed by W. Edward Deming which relate to
quality control and employee involvement.

II.

Response: Invalid Recommendation. The Management Team of the Department of Taxation is concerned about
each of the areas outlined in this recommendation and has been actively addressing these concerns.
Justification of Response: Each of these areas is addressed separately as follows:
EMPLOYEE MORALE: Due to the current budget s~uation in state government, most agencies are having to
consider the adverse impact that no salary increases and higher employee costs for benef~s have on employee
morale. In general, employee morale is low during times of budget constraints and Iim~ed resources. 'Doing
more ~h less' is an overused phrase that is good in theory, but in real~y places tremendous stress on the work
force. As many management studies have shown, the employee's work environment and working con~ions
directly contribute to morale.
Further, nshould be noted that the survey resuns show conflicting responses in the area of morale. When
questioned about agency morale the response was listed as good by only 30 percent of the staff. However, when
asked to rate 'their own morale' 81 percent rated ~ excellent, good or fair. Only 19 percent rated n as poor.
The agency Management Team has been exploring measures that can be taken to positively affect employee
morale. One new benefn that will be implemented on a test basis is the allowance of atternate work schedules.
A policy has been written that will allow divisions to determine which optional work schedules can be provided to
employees, inclUding earlier starting times, later starting times, four day and/or four and one-half day workweeks.
This policy has been approved by the Management Team and has been forwarded to the Department of
Personnel and Training (DPl) for their review and approval.
Consideration is also being given to options for recognizing employees. The agency service award program is
under review and other options are being considered that may be more appropriate to recognize high performers
and/or long term employees. Also, we have an active wellness program for all employees which offers many
activ~ies such as brown bag seminars, cholesterol screenings, diet programs, blood pressure screenings,
aerobics, etc.
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These illustrations represent just a few of the actions that are being taken to address employee morale and
improve the quamy of work life.
SALARIES: Throughout the past fIVe years the Department of Taxation has taken a very aggressive approach to
ensuring that employees are being properly compensated for the work performed. In t987, a major compensation
study was in~iated which included 352 pos~ions. This study was very comprehensive and lasted over two years.
We were very successful in convincing the Department of Personnel and Training that many ci our employees
were not properly compensated for the work being performed. Approval was secured for salary increases for
approximately 250 employees. During this study the need was recognized for the establishment of a
Classification and Compensation Supervisor to plan for the continual review of agency positions. This pos~ion
was filled in t988 and has actively been reviewing pos~ions to ensure that adequate compensation is assigned to
pos~ions based on duties and responsibil~ies. Since t986, over 530 employees have received salary increases
due to classification/compensation reviews and/or studies.

As previously mentioned in this report, some employee discontent is expected in times of budget constraints,
Iim~ed resources and lack of salary increases. Add~ionally, when the department's compensation study was
completed, all of our salary requests were not approved by the Department of Personnel and Training. Obviously,
those employees whose pos~ions were not reallocated or salary levels were not regraded were very disappointed
and probably are still concerned about their compensation. Although the department presented a good argument
for all pos~ions in the study to receive salary increases, we did not receive approval for some of our requests.
Where appropriate, the agency appealed DPT's disapprovals of our requests, but to little avail.
The management of Taxation spent an enormous amount of time communicating information to employees about
the study before our requests were sent to DPT, during their review and after the final decision was made. The
Tax Commissioner, Human Resource Manager and other managers held group meetings w~h employees to
explain the study and information was routinely communicated in the agency newsletter, employee bulletins and
staff meetings. It is, however, understandable that employees become very upset when some employees receive
salary increases while others do not. These actions are not soon forgotten and may be part of the reason that
the recommendation reflected employee concern about salaries. The management of this agency has always
been concerned about proper compensation for employees and where justified, has taken action to increase
salaries. This will continue to be a high priority for the Management Team.
COMMUNICATION: Communication w~hin an organization is always a concern. Taxation is no different from
other organizations in that we recognize problems w~h communication and are working w~h employees and
managers to ensure that information is disseminated promptly and accurately and that employees are being given
the opportun~y to provide input from the bottom up. This will be an issue that will be addressed as the
Management Team continues the process of reorganizing the agency. Delegations w~h authority and
accountability will be major factors in redesigning the agency structure to become more efficient and effective with
fewer resources.
MANAGEMENT and LEADERSHIP: In t989, the Management Team determined that the agency was not
properly preparing employees to assume greater responsibil~ies, particularly at the supervisory/management
levels. Accordingly, the Employee Relations Office was asked to develop a Management Development Program
for executives, managers and supervisors. In t990, this program was implemented and actually went one step
further in the development of employees and included employees who are functioning as work leaders. The
purpose of the program is to encourage leaders, supervisors and managers not only to improve in their ability to
function in their current pos~ions, but to move beyond the pos~ion's responsibil~ies. In the first year of the
program, 222 employees were identified as being eligible to participate. Overall attendance for the first year was
796, which on the average indicates that each participant attended between 3 and 4 sessions. It is our
understanding that this information was made available to the JLARC staff.
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Employees of the department actively participate in state sponsored programs including the Virginia Executive
Inst~ute, Commonweafih Managementlnst~ute and Virginia Supervisors Institute. Add~ionally, Management
Team members and other managers will attend or have attended the Federal Executive Instfiute in Charlottesville.
Currently, the Management Team is participating in team building sessions wfih the assistance of consuttants
from the University of Virginia wfih the goal of building an effective team to take the agency into the future
beginning w~h the reorganization plan that is being developed.
Another Management Team decision which should improve quality of work is the approval of an agency Technical
Training Plan. It was recognized that agency employees must maintain a good working knowledge of technical
information, including various tax laws, rules and regulations as well as STARS (State Tax Accounting and
Reporting System). In 1992, assuming funds continue to be available, the agency will begin a long term,
structured training program to ensure that employees are adequately trained in technical areas.

As mentioned above, the reorganization will shift some delegations and authority and will emphasize the need for
all employees to be accountable for qual~y as well as quantity of production. Consideration will be given to ways
to improve qualfiy, including methods to incorporate employee input into the process. Unless very severe budget
cuts are forthcoming, management intends to continue an aggressive training program. Management techniques,
such as total quality management proposed by W. Edward Deming, will certainly be reviewed to determine if
implementation w~hin the department would be practical and effective. Obviously, during and after the
reorganization, the Management Team will be in a better pos~ion to decide the most feasible approach to
improving quality and to increase employee involvement. This issue remains a high priority for the Management
Team.
III.

Impact of Implementation: Total quality management approaches like those proposed by W. Edward Deming take
several years of training for both management and employees.

IV,

Legislation Required: No.

I.

Recommendation 42: The Department of Taxation should ensure that the determination of doubtful collectibility
is properly substantiated prior to accepting an offer in compromise as required by § 58.1-105 of the Code of
Virginia. File documentation should always include a financial statement regarding the taxpayer.

1

Response: Valid Recommendation.
Justification of Response: The department agrees that proper substantiation should be made prior to accepting
an offer in compromise. Guidelines for determining what information should be obtained prior to accepting an
offer in compromise are contained in TAX's Approved Operatinq Policies and Rules.
The type and amount of documentation varies based on each specific sfiuation and the amount of tax. Each case
must be decided based on the explanation and evidence presented or otherwise obtainable. A financial
statement may !lQ1 be required when the other documentation is sufficient to support a finding of doubtful
collectibility. However, the reason for the acceptance of offers in compromise and supporting documentation
should be, and is in the majority of cases, preserved among the records of the department. Some documentation
has been filed w~h the abatement action rather than with the official offer file.
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The department's Information Systems Division is in the process of developing more detailed procedures for the
handling of offers in compromise involving doubtful collectibility. These procedures should ensure that the
required documentation is maintained with the official offer file prior to the case being closed.
III.

Impact of Recommendation: None.

IV.

Legislation Required: No.
H.ARCNote:

JLARC Slaffwent on-sile to verlfy the fmdingsofouranalysisofarandom sampleofdocumentationofoffers in compromise.
WbiIe the department may be correct in saying tba1 supporting documentation is "preserved among the records of the
departmenC' sucb information is not readily accessible. It took four tax department staff more than two boors to locate
infonnalioo on one of our random sample files. After two boors. the tax department staff noted that no additional
documentation olber!ban tba1 reviewed previously by JLARC staff was available.

I.

Recommendation 43: The Secretary of Finance should ensure that the Department of Taxation establishes
formal written criteria for accepting offers in compromise made due to doubtful collectibility. Such criteria should
take into account the taxpayer's complete financial situation.

II.

Response: Invalid Recommendation. Criteria already established; not appropriate for Secretary of Finance to
review.
Justification of Response: Guidelines for offers in compromise are contained in the department's Approved
Operatinq Policies and Rules (see Recommendation 42). Although the procedures do not delineate the specific
criteria for acceptance or rejection of offers in compromise based on doubtful collec1ibility, they do require that a
taxpayer's financial condition, prior collection efforts and further potential collection actions be considered. In
most cases, a financial statement is obtained from the taxpayer.
The department's Information Systems Division is in the process of drafting procedures on offers in compromise
involving doubtful collectibility.

III.

Impact of Implementation: None. Duplication of existing procedures.

IV.

Legislation Required: No.

I.

Recommendation 44: The Department of Taxation should take immediate steps to ensure that complete and
accurate documentation is provided for all offers of compromise and tax abatements involving reasons that must
be documented. Documentation requirements for both hard copy information in files and computerized data on
STARS should be carefully reviewed.

II.

Response: Invalid recommendation. Offer in compromise procedures are currently being finalized and abatement
procedures already exist.
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Justification of Response: The JLARC study, previous Audnor of Public Accounts studies, and two studies by the
department's internal audnor have identified no improper abatements. Questions have focused solely on the
consistency of documentation.
The department's Information Systems Division is drafting procedures on offers in compromise involving doubtful
collectibilhy. A part of these procedures will address the documentation requirements and the necesshy to ensure
all documentation is maintained with the official file maintained on the offer. JLARC has not identified any
documentation problems involving offers in compromise on issues of law or appeals to the Tax Commissioner
under Va. Code § 58.1-1821 (see response to Recommendation 46).
Abatement guidelines are contained in the department's Approved Operating Policies and Rules. Addnionally, the
STARS Operator's Manual (Exhibn Book) lists the abatement reason codes and identifies those codes which
require documentation.

ks pointed ou1 by JLARC, a study conducted by the department's internal audnor recognized that incorrect reason
codes were being assigned to abatements in some instances. However, JI.ARC failed to point ou1that an
Abatement Qualhy Control Committee was established in FY 91 to periodically conduct a qualhy review sample of
abatements (proper documentation, prcDer reason code, etc.). To date, the committee's resuns which are
reported to the Director of the Office Sf:rvices Division, have not reflected any significant problems.
Ill.

Impact of Implementation: Minimal as procedures are already in place or are being developed.

\I.

Legislation Required: No.

Recommendation 45: The Department of Taxation should establish written requirements for the documentation
of audn procedures. These audn procedures should include guidelines for determining how audn samples are
selected; for determining how complete taxpayer records are; for completing work papers that dearly support
audn objectives, procedures, and findings; and for requiring supervisory review of audn documentation and
conclusions.

!.

Resoonse: Invalid recommendation. Written procedures are already in place; all audns currently must be
reviewed and approved by the senior aUditor (audn team leader) and/or audit supervisor prior to assessment.
Justification of Response: Written requirements for the documentation of audit procedures already exist (see the
department's Audn Manual and Sales and Use Tax Audit Program User's Guide). The Audit Manual is current,
having been revised 6 times in the last 12 years, and specifically addresses each area of concern identified by
JLARC. Each of the department's auditors has been provided a copy of the Audit Manual on diskette and hard
copies of the Audn Manual and User's Guide are contained in each district office.
The concerns expressed by the Auditor of Public Accounts appear to reflect the esoteric differences between
internal audn work papers and tax audit work papers. The objective of tax work papers is merely to identify items
of income or property that may have improperly escaped taxation. To the extent that the auditor and the taxpayer
can readily identify untaxed items, the standard for documentation clearly has been met. Further, as noted in a
December 1991 article in Internal Auditor ('Enough Is Enough: When Does 'Complete Work paper
Documentation' Become Overkill?') co-au1hored by former Virginia Audnor of Public Accounts Charles K Trible,
'given finne audn resources, time spent in excessive documentation is time not spent in addnional audning.'
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Indicative of these conclusions, the department has received no complaints from either the Virginia Bar
Association, the Virginia State Bar, or the Virginia Association of Certified Public Accountants as to the adequacy
of audit documentation.
Due to frequent taxpayer questions, the department is currently in the process of developing a new sales and use
tax reg"iation on audit sampling. This regulation will give taxpayers guidance on the questions most frequently
asked in terms of sampling and what information auditors must have in selecting an appropriate sample period.
The department informally advised the tax committees of the state bar and CPA associations of this project in
October 1991 and plans to adopt a final regulation by December 1992.
III.

Impact of Implementation: None, procedures are already in place.

IV.

Legislation Required: No.

JLARCNote"

Again, the manual is Vert general in nature and tberefore inadequate. Furtber, based 011 the APA review of the audits, the
general procedures outlined in the manual were not applied consislenUy. Therefore, it appears that more specific guidance
is necessary ID correct the deficiencies noted in the report.

I.

Recommendation 46: The General Assembly may wish to revise § 58.1-105 of the Code of Virginia to specify
that summarized documentation, of downward adjustments by any means of more than 25 percent on
assessments of more than $200,000, is to be submitted by the tax commissioner on a quarterly basis to the
Secretary of Finance and to any oversight entity the General Assembly creates in response to ailernatives
presented in the next section of this chapter.

II.

Response: Invalid Recommendation. Creates an additional reporting requirement; same resuils could be
achieved by other, less intrusive, means (see also, response to Recommendation 47).
Justification of Response: This recommendation would create an additional reporting requirement, which may be
of limited value.
The JLARC study, previous Auditor of Public Accounts studies, and two studies by the department's internal
auditor have identified no improper abatements.
On large assessments specifically (page 158 of the study), JLARC infers that abatement documentation is
generally lacking. However, this inference is not supportable. In actuality:
(1)

(2)

Case files with substantial documentation are available on ~ appeals to the Tax Commissioner
under Va. Code § 58.1-1821 (many of which are settled under § 58.1-105) and offers in
compromise involving issues of law (doubtful liability) .
The Tax Commissioner's final determination on every appeal is already published (with only the
taxpayer's name and identifying information deleted) pursuant to Va. Code § 58.1-204.
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(3)
(4)

After a sample of 100 appeal files and 58 offers in compromise involving issues of law, JLARC
identified !lQ specific instances in which documentation was insufficient.
Of the 30 large assessments identified on page 158, 2 were paid in full and were not appealed,
10 were in~ially upheld on technical review with no change in the assessment, 8 remain in the
administrative appeals process on substantive issues of state anc£lor federal law, 2 are currently
in I~igation after having been upheld in the administrative appeals process.

All downward adjustments result from technical review of an assessment (consistency w~h law, regulations,
published policy, established aud~ procedures, etc.) OR a determination that the entire assessment J.!..!ll!
collectible.
Further, a system of checks and balances already exists, downward adjustments of any size resutting from
appeals and offers in compromise go through a minimum of a 4-step review process, culminating in approval by
the Tax Commissioner.
There is little or no incentive for the department to adjust assessments downward
support such an action.
III.

w~hout

compelling evidence to

Impact of Implementation: Creates an additional reporting requirement.
Review of downward adjustments by executive and/or legislative branch officials may raise concerns among the
public as to the objectiv~y of the administrative appeals process. Similarly, such a reporting process may
unintentionally compromise the confidentiality of taxpayer information.

IV.

Legislation Required: No.

I.

Recommendation 47: The General Assembly may wish to require the Aud~or of Public Accounts as part of its
annual review of the Department of Taxation to review the documentation for these downward adjustments of
more than 25 percent on assessments of more than $200,000.

II.

Response: Invalid Recommendation. The Auditor of Public Accounts already has the authority to review
assessments, adjustments, and a wide variety of other departmental actions.
Justification of Response: The Aud~or of Public Accounts already possesses authority to review information on
any downward adjustment of a tax assessment. The Department of Taxation's own Internal Audit Division has
also conducted two studies on this issue.
The study provides no evidence of missing or questionable information on large assessment adjustments. The
department feels that ~s documentation standards for assessment adjustments are qu~e high and have been
predicated, in part, on meeting a standard which would be acceptable in the event of audit by the APA or any
other body.
While the department would not object to an APA review of assessment adjustments,
unsupported inference that these adjustments are not or may not be supportable.

III.

Impact of Implementation: Minimal.
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~

does object to the

IV.

Legislation Required: No.

I.

Recommendation 48: The General Assembly may wish to further examine options for addaional external
oversight of the Department of Taxation. PJ a minimum, any oversight entay established should review the
methodology for estimating the State tax gap, procedures for closing the tax gap, significant policy or procedural
changes that are likely to affect tax revenue, and procedures instituted to prevent fraud of misconduct.

II.

Response: Invalid Recommendation.
Justification of Response: There is no apparent justification wahin the report for establishment of a broad external
oversight entay, an approach which would be unique among state agencies. (Where other oversight entaies exist,
they are typically targeted towards a discreet industry, profession or client base.)
As the report acknowledges, the State Corporation Commission and Industrial Commission operate to provide
oversight to otherwise independent agencies. The same is true of the Lottery Board. The Tax Commissioner is
appointed by the Governor and confirmed by the General Assembly, firmly establishing widespread accountability
to both. The actions of the department are viewed and reviewed on a daily basis by local officials, legislators, the
executive branch, and taxpayers, none of whom have been hesaantto hold the department accountable for its
actions. The House and Senate Finance Committees may not be formally charged wah oversight as at the
federal level, but there is little question that legislative oversight in Virginia exists and is accorded great weight.
A 1980 legislative study (HD 30), including representatives from the Virginia Bar and CPA Society, reviewed the
policy processes used by the department. As a resuit of this study, legislation was enacted requiring the use of
the Administrative Process Act for promulgating all regulations and requiring that all rulings of the tax
commissioner and other similar documents be published regUlarly. The department complies with these
requirements, and as a resuit all policy documents are subjected to a level of public scrutiny exceeding that
accorded most other agencies' actions. Within this context, a is worth noting that the department's published
guidelines for ensuring pUblic participation in the regulation development process have served as a model for
many other agencies. In short, the department was on the leading edge of public accountabilay for as actions.
Most importantly, the 1980 study suggested the creation of a Board of Tax Appeals. However, the purpose of
such a board was to provide an expedaious method for appeal of assessments wahout payment of the tax and
was not targeted towards oversight, improved revenue production or any of the other objectives suggested by
JLARC. This provision was considered, but not enacted by the General Assembly. (Interestingly, a tax
commission administered Virginia taxes until 1927 when a was replaced wah a Department of Taxation and a Tax
Commissioner to improve efficiency.)
We have formal and informal working relationships wah the Virginia Bar Association and CPA Society state tax
committees and use this relationship extensively to solica suggestions on forms revisions and to review policy
proposals. In fact, this department is one of the most visible in terms of its contacts with client groups.
In summary, we do not argue that oversight is not essential. Rather we would assert thai the degree of oversight
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and accountability to which we are subjected by virtue of our impact on virtually every citizen in the state is far
greater than that of any other state agency and does not need artificial expansion.
III.

Impact of Implementation: Contingent upon degree of oversight adopted.

IV.

Legislation Required:

Legislation required.
Appropriation required.
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